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THOUSANDS OF MODULES PUBCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USEBS

Now enloy a woild-wrde repulalon lor qualrty relabfily and

1 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watls
ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz -
.H.D. 0.01 %, S.N. R. - 1 1 8dB. Sens. for

[Iax output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x '1 
1 5x65rnn'r

PRICE f33.99 + t3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS.FET MODULES

O 1 10 watts R.M.S.in tHz _ 100KHz

r. tut"0"iuitur'3:

PRTCE e39.99 + E3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts B N.4 S
rnto 4 ohms, Freque Nz 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Fac Fate sovius,
T.H.D. Typical0.00'1 % 500mV, S.N.B.
-'130d8. Size 300 x
PRICE 862.99 + t3.50 P&P.

Vu METEB Compatible wth our four ampliers detaled above. A very arcuraie
drspay erployrng 1' LE.D. oiodes (7 q.een d reo) pJs a' adortlo-a o. o" rc
Soohrslrcaledrogiccont'olcr.curls for vel lasr'rse a'd derayl nes ro-g'ror orc
case, with t nted acry ic front Size 84 x 27 x 45mm
PFICE 18 50 + 50p P&P

Supplied ready buili and testerd

OMPiMF3OO Mos-Fet Output power 300 watls H [.4 S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz

3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Fate 60V uS,
T H D Typical 0 0008%. lnput Sensltivity 500mV

"S N R '130d8 Size 330 x 175 x 100mm
PB|CE E79.99 + t4.50 P&P,

NoTE:- MOS'FET MODUIES ARE AVAIUBLE N ]\40 VERSIoNS STANDAFD - INPUT SENS 500mV EAliD !! l-- :{{-:
PEC (PF0FESS ONAL EoUIPMENT CoMPATABLE) - INPLIT SENS, 775mV BAND W DTH 50KHz 0FDEF SlNl{c: Cc P::

PRICE t59.99 + t3 50 P&P.

STAMTON ALsOO GOLORING G85O
PqlC= a16.9e - 5& P&p pRtCE E6 99 + 5Oo p&p

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPIT]IFIEHS
THBEE MODELS:- MXFZOO - -,-!A - - -,-,b

MXF400 (200w * 200v; MXFGffi l.,lrl,^ - l.-r-'^
Al mw'' -:: -':: = r" ! - - :--:
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r,txF rlc w'tg . H5 . -1t . t-:,,,XF- a]a W19 . H5-, }J .l-:

f,{xFz@ !.1-1 :s
PRICES: HXF4m q22535

HXF6m c3* tc
SECURICOR l=-,==. :': :': tr:-

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKEBS
AVAILABL FITTINGS. SPEAKERGHILLES, H POWER, HIGH FRE.
ouENcY , LAHGE S.A.E. (30p
STAMPED)

ALL MCKENZIE UNITS I OHMS IMPEDENCE
8" 1OO WATT CSlOOGPM GEN PUBPOSE, LEAD GUITAH, EXCELLENT MID DISCO
FES,FBEO,SOHZFREQ,RESp,TOI4KHzSENS,99dB PFICEe29.30+82.00P&P
1O'1OO WATT ClO.IOOGP GUITAB, VOICE, OBGAN, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID
RES,FBEQ,ToHzFREQ,RESP,TO6KHzSENS,I00dB PB|CEe3558+C2s0P&P
1O'2OO WATT ClO2OOGP GUITAR, KEYBOAHD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER I\.4ID
RES,FREQ,45HzFREQ,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,I03dB PFICE€4867+1250P&P
12" 1OO WATT C12.IOOGP HIGH POWER GEN PUBPOSE, LEAD GUITAB, DISCO
RES, FBEO, 4sHz FREO. RESP, TO TKHz SENS,98dB PRICE e37 59 + e3.50 P&P
12" 100 WArr C12100TC TW|N CONE) H|GH POWER WiDE RESPONSE, P A, VO|CE, DTSCO
RES,FBEQ,4SHzFREO,RESP,TOI4KHzSENS,I00dB PR|CEE38.58+e3.50P&P
1Z' 2OO WATTCl22OOB HIGH POWER BASS KEYBOARDS, DISCO, PA
RES,FHEQ,40HzFHEO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,I00dB PR|CEE6s.79+8350P&P
1Z'3OO WATT C123OOGP HIGH POWER BASS LEAD GUITAR, KEYEOARDS, DISCO, ETC
RES,FREO,45HzFBEQ,BESP,TOSKHzSENS,I00dB PF|CEC8751+C350P&P
15'1OO WATT C151OOBS BASS GUITAB, LOW FREOUENCY, P A DISCO
BES,FREO,40Hz FBEO HESP,TOsKHz SENS,98dB
15' 2OO WATT C152OOBS VEBY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREO,40Hz FHEO, HESP TO4KHz SENS,99dB
15" 250 WATT CI525OBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS

PRICE E55.05 + E4 00 P&P

PRICE 875.10 + C4.00 P&P

PRTCE e172 06 + E5 00 P&P

duai mpede.ce iapped (t ,1 & Bahn )

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURHOUNO
8" 50 WATT EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN,CAR,
RES,FBEO,40HzFREO,RESP,TO7KHz.SENS,97dB .....pRtCEE890+C2.OOp&p
1O'50 WATT EBlO-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4,8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN-CAR,
RES,FREO,40HZ.FFEO BESP,TO5KHz SENS,99dB.. .. ..... ....pFtCEe12.OO+e250p&p
1O'1OO WATT EB1O.1OO BASS. HI.FI, STUDIO
BES,FREQ,3SHzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,g6dB PR|CEE2776+E350P&p
12' 60 WATT EB12.60 BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
BES,FREO,2SHzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,92dB pRtCEC2IOO+E3OOpEp
12'1OO WATT EB12.1OO BASS. STUDIO HI,FI, EXCELLENT DISCO
BES,FBEO,26HzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS.93dB PR|CEC3875+8350P&P

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, BOLLED SURROUND
5%" 60 WATT EB5.60TC (rWlN CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARBAY DTSCO ETC
RES,FREO,63HzFREO,RESP,TO20KHzSENS,92dB PRlCEe999+Cl.50P&P
6%'. 60 WATT EB6-60TC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Fr, |\.4ULT|-AFRAY D|SCO ETC
RESFBEO38HzFREO,BESP,TO20KHz.SENS.94dB ..PR|CEel0.99+8150P&P
8',60 WATT EB8-60TC (TW|N CONE) Hr,Fr MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC
RES,FBEO 40Hz FREO,BESP TOlSKHz SENS 89dB PRlCEe1299+e1 50P&P
1O',60 WATT EB10-60TC (rWtN CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC
RES FBEO, 35H2. FREO, RESP, TO 1 2KHz. SENS, 86d8. ....... .... ...... PRICE e1 6.49 + E2 00 P&P

BES,FREO,4OHzFHEORESP,TO4KHzSENS,ggdB PR|CEfS2s4+C4.50P&P
15'4OO WATT C,I54OOBS VERY HIGH POWER. LOW FREOUENCY BASS
BES,FREO,40HzFBEO,BESP,TO4KHzSENS,I02dB PFlCEe9647+e4s0P&P
18'4OO WATT C,IMO4BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER. LOW FHEOUENCY BASS
RFS,FRFO,27Hl FBFO,BFSP,TO3KHT SENS,99dB

j-.: iEr-vgE_- A fI-. 4iC rU

POWER BATINGS OUOTED IN TYATTS BTS FOT 3-A} ]A3IiE-

oMP 12-100 (10OW 100d8) PBTCE el59J9 PEF =AE
oMP 12-200 (200w 102d8) PRrcE r2o999 PEF rAE

SECURICOF DEL :- ElZm PER plF

STEREO DISCO MIXEH wth 2 x 5 band L & B

Price E'I34.99 - 84.00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSi'ITTER DESIGNS INCTUDING GLASS FIBRE
PBINTED CIBCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTBUCTIONS

3lV F[ TRANSIIITTER 80-108MHz VAFICAP CONTFOLLED PF0FESSIONAI PEF,
FOBVANCE RA\GE -P 'O 3 VILES, SIZE 38 . '23hN, SJOPLY '2V , 

O 54VO
PRTCE r14 49 + tl 00 P&P

Fll illcBo TRANSITITTEF (BUG) 1m.108MHz VAHICAP TUNED CoMPLETE W|TH
VEFY SENS FET MlC. RANGE 100-300m, SIZE 56 x 46mm SUPPLY 9V BATT PRICE

El :siJiiruii3,B:E# gti.;fi,8'#}Turu,'v,1,',Hr m
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Interutational Back fssue Sentice
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itj'BACb numbers oJ Electronics Tod.ay International cost couer
price plus 60p postage and packing Jrom Electronics Today
Internatfonal Back Numbers, Select Subscriptions, 5 Riuer
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Production
Techniques
Acompany view on howtocut
costs in electronic production.

I6

Back To Basics
This month Paul Coxwell look
at the electomagnetic connec-
tion. Electric current and
magnetism are naturally linked,
one creating the other.

Arienne's Lights
Build this advanced disco
lighting display for any occasion
and amaze yourfriends. Kevin
Kirk hips the lightfantastic with
this electrifying experience.

30
Towalds
Tommonow
Andrew Armstrong starts off a
new series all about the
seemingly impossible but
plausable technology of the
future. This month: Examining
other stars at close range with
high definition pictures.

36

Passive Dircct
lniection Box
Peter Kunzler constructs a

simple box for on-stage
performers to record as well as

hear their own performance
through a PA.

47

RIAA
Gharacteristics
David Silvester moves to the hi-
fi camp to explain these elect-
ronic audio reproduction
curves.

5l
64K EPROM
Emulator
Mike Bedford constructs an
EPROM Emulator for IBM PC
compatibles.

t7
A simple SSB
Receiver
David Silvester builds this 20
metre radio receiver for long-
distance reception on single-
sideband.

2t
HDTV 5
James Archer continues his
look atthe American approach
to High Definition Television.

Designing A
Test meter
In this the first of a two part
design-and build project, John
Smith evaluates the advant-
ages of different designs for an
electronic voltmeter.

38
Testing Testing
This is the last episode in our
long running saga of talking
about test equipment. Mike
Barwise probes and investi-
gates around the test bench for
the last time. '
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_f ust for a change. this Blueprint includes a project
tlf6 666511u61 a module *hi.h I hope readlrs will
find useful It uses a principle I have applied in the
past, and which has given dramatic improvements in
audio quality from modest sized loudspeakers.

One failing of almost all hi-fi loudspeakers is that
they contain crossover units which add distortion, and
permit the drive units to add their own distortion. the
active loudspeaker project in ETI May 1990 did much
to get around this problem, but more can be done to
improve the situation

First of all, to put this mini-project into perspec-
tive, let us examine the reasons why crossover units
pose a problem. A crossover unit is a passive filter
which divides the sound spectrum into two or three
bands for the separate drive units There is nothing
wrong with this concept, and if the components
forming the filter of high quality and if the
loudspeakers present a resistive load then all will be
well.

The first snag is that crossover components, no
matter how good. will stillfall short of perfect Cored
inductors cannot be made completely linear, and all
but the very best capacitors have insanitary habits such
as changing value slightly as a function of the voltage
across them, which causes harmonic distortion

Dielectric storage is distortion inducing another
imperfection to which capacitors are prone

The above refers, of course, to film dielectric
capacitors. Crossovers using elecrrolytics are beyond
the pale!

An active crossover using no inductors removes
one source of distortion, but more can be done Ii is
easier to obtain high quality capacitors jf the
capacitance is lower, so the capacitors used in an
active crossover should be chosen not to add
distortion to the sound. Polypropylene or paper types
are suitable.

Frequency Response
The second obvious snag with passive crossover

units is that the loudspeakers do not present a clean
resistive load, so the frequency response of the
crossover unit will not be as smooth as it should be.
A loudspeaker has an inductive component of
impedance, and the resistive part of the impedance
depends partly on the cabinet in which the drive unit
is mounted

Even worse, the drive unit stores energy in
mechanical form, and cabinet resonances can also
store energy and then return it to the cone of the
loudspeaker later It is likely that the cone of a bass
drive unit will vibrate at frequencies outside its normal
range of operation

What should happen is that movement of the voice
coil imposed mechanically generates a voltage which
causes a current to flow which strongly opposes the
movement, heavily damping any resonance. The
magnitude of the current is only limited by the total

Blueprint is a column intended to provide suggested answers
to readers'electronics design problems Designs are only
caried outfor itemsto be published, and will not be prototyped
bythecolumnist CircuitspublishedinBlueprintarebelieved
to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping lndividual correspondence will not be entered
into, save as necessary to prepare items {or pubJication
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resistance in the circuit.
The presence o{ a crossover unit increase the

impedance seen by the loudspeaker, specially at
frequencies just above the crossover region. This
prevents the low output impedance of the amplifier
from damping unwanted vibrations properly An
active loudspeaker can avoid these problems as well,
but the damping of the bass drive unit is not as good
as it could be because the DC could somehow be
cancelled out, the bass driver would respond more
accurately to the signal from the amplifier. Note that
the resistance to be cancelled is not the apparent
resistance of the loudspeaker when it is in opertion,
because part of this represents power transferred to
the air.

Negative Resistance
Here is a project to do just that. What it does in

effect is to impose a negative resistance in series with
the resistance of the voice coil, giving a much more
powerful damping effect. It is designed to Iit in as an
extra module in any active loudspeaker project,
including the ETI one.

What it does in essence is to measure the current
flowing through the loudspeaker, and increase the
voltage drive in response to an increased in current.
Application of Ohms law shows that this is indeed
negative resistance

Of course, if the voltage drive increases too much
in response to increasing current, the resulting
increase in current will increase the voltage drive even
more, and the whole system will try to latch up. To
prevent any possibility of this, the module must be
adjusted to cancel most but not all of the negative
resistance, and any extra contribution of resistance
due to connectors (which could vary) should not be
cancelled

In most active loudspeaker systems, there are no
connectors between amplifier and loudspeaker, and
only a short length of wire. ln these conditions, most
of the negative resistance can safely be cancelled,
giving a substantial improvement in damping. The
principle is illustrated in Figure 1. Almost any non-
inverting power amplifier can be used, and of course
in inverting one could be used if the signal output from
the module were inverted. The main requirement for
the power amplifier is that it should have a wide
enough bandwidth, and a smooth enough roll-off.

The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 2. The
input is coupled via C7 to remove an DC offset which
may be present. lf the output from the frequency
splitter has no DC offset, C7 may be omitted.

The input amplifier is used as a buffer, in case the
previous stage cannot conveniently drive a 10k load.
ln most cases this will not be a problem, but the buffer

will not be a disadvantage.
The following stage works as a simple non-

inverting mixer, adding a small proportion o{ feedback
signal to the main signal.

The power supply uses LM 317 regulators to
provide approximately + / -12V. These were chosen
in preference to 7800 series regulators both because
the regulation is better, and because they can operate
at higher input voltages than the 35V maximum for
7800 series.

When the module has been built, it should be
connected to draw its power from the main amplifier
power supply. The loudspeaker should initially be
connected via a fuse in case there is a fault which could
cause damage. Assuming that all is well, remove the
fuse unless the extra precaution is required anyway,
and adjust the potentiometer RV1 for the best sound.
If in doubt, set the wiper a little lower than optimum
to allow a stability margin.

PARTS LIST , -
RE$STORS CAPACITORS

R1 3 1k2 C12 100nR1 3 1k2 C12 100n

n2,4 120R C3,4,5,6 4r,1

R5 l00k C7 220n

R6,8 lok

R7,9 4K7 SEMICONDUCTORS

R10 0R47 tC1 LlVl317 Regulator

RV1 1k preset lC2 Ll\1337 RegL:latotlK pre5eL tvz Ll!r'l;
rc3 5532

MISCELLANEOUS

PCB frorn ETI PCB Service
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f t's remarkable in such days of worldwide.
Iinstantaneous electronic communications that we
depend so much on the vagaries of the weather

L-et me explain I live in the East Midlands; where
one day early in December last year we had a fall of
snow Well, let's be more precise: although you are
reading this in the March issue of ETI, sometime in
February, I am actually writing these very words exactly
three days after the said same fall of snow.

Now, if you get my drift (pun intended), this fall of
snow caused terrific disruption to everyday services in
the region. First, itfelled main high-voltage electric lines
from the local power station, Second, these high-
voltage lines fell on many other lower voltage electrjc
lines with the resu lt millions yes, literally millions -
of people were cut off from their electric supply.

This wouldn't have been so bad in itself After all,
being without power for a few hours is no big deal. But
it did turn into a big deal Other lines went down too, in
remote areas after this. These were difficult to trace
Couple this with the snow which made getting to the
faults extremely hazardous and the result is a total
regional power cut.

But that is not all As power was simultaneously
cut fron water pumps at treatnent stations throughout
the region, fresh water was lost as well Three days after
the initial problen there appears to be no immediate
letup

This, I appreciate, is Iargely irrelevant to the
majority of readers However, bear with me. there is a
link I mentioned earlier writing this colunn and that
indeed, is what I am doing - writing; long-hand. in
pencil, with aching fingers an d multiple crossings out
You see, for over six years I have word processed just
about every word I write in magazines, papers, books
and letters Since availing myself of a word processor
I have almost forgotten what lt is like to really write -that is, with pencil and paper. My trusty computer,
which has on ly once let me down over these years (a

trivial speck of dirt on the keyboard circuit board)
bridging two parallel tracks), just could not cope with
a decided lack of iuice, and so here I am relying on
daylight hours to produce my scribblings.

First point behind all this, is that modern
communications are only as good as mother nature
allows them to be. It's perhaps as wellto remenber this
Second point, I suppose, is I need a new, battery-
powered portable computer Any offers from computer
manufacturers who need a decent and reliable
field-trial?

Your morning Disc, Sir
Starting early this year past editions of newspapers will
startto be available in compact disc form. The Sunday
Times, The Times, The lndependent and The
Independent on Sunday are the first newspapers

available in archived quarterly and yearJy CDs,
specifically for researchers in libraries.

Mdny readers will be familiar with The Times,
nickname - TheThunderer, andthisistheinspiration
forthenameof thesystem'Thor. It js, naturally, more

and considerably faster to access specific
than microfiche versions which give similar

Wire We Doing This?
Its just a little while untilthe Government decides who
willbe running our electronic communicatior-ts systens
A number of companies and organisations is expected
to bid. One, Britrsh Waterr,r,,ays is tipped to have a good
chance of succeeding an d is in an idealposltion to build
its network more quickly and more cheaply than most
of its expectedrivals key to 1ts potential success in the
field is the fact its network u,ill be cabled not in a field
Where most of its rivals networks m ust effectively be
made underground, British Waterwavs network will be
totally above ground - but under water BW plansto
lay cable along its 2000 miles of can als

Cheapness and ease with which this could be
done (an estimated l40m undertaken in a matter of just
months) willlaunch British Waterways into being a key
player in the telecommunications field. allotting it to
create very cheap customer services in comparison
with others

Looking to another side of the telecommuni-
cations liberalisation story. British Telecom is
disappointed to learn it wjll not be able to provide
television services for another 10 years Whether this
is a correct Governmentaldecision or not depends on
your point of view BT is in the idealposition to be able
to pipe television channels along with telephone
services. and doubtless could provide such a network
fairly easiJy and quickly. However, if telecommunic-
ations markets are to be liberalised. allowing significant
competition to buiJd alongside BT. then holding back
the possibility of BT doing the job gives potential
competitors a chance to succeed lf they don't succeed,
and after all, we only have the startling growth of BT's
only other major telephone rival; Mercury - which
over the last five years has achieved the incredibly
magnificent. even staggering, vast market share of
around one half of one percent of all telephone
business - to compare the vast majority of customers
won't see a decent cabled television network in
conjunction with telephone services Most cable
franchises are currently either materialisin g incredibly
slowiy or not materjalising at all
And Now For Something...
While we're on the subject ol BT. it's interesting to note
a recent directive to its 240000 employees, banning the
consumption of alcohol at work'Operator shervishes,
can I be of any asshishtencel

Keith Brindley
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OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX . O31 667 2611

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

UR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER !LLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL COST f1.50 _ TO INCLUDE

VOUCHERS TO USE AGAINST FUTURE
PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE A COPY PLEASE

SEND YOUR REMITTANCE WITH YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBEB

REOUESTING A COPY OF THE 1990/91 OMNI
CATALOGUE.

Btr oo""' 
sx?x*?;933-E."30-6'oo 

rrr

VELLEMAN KITS
Over 100 Project Kits in stock

Send 50p for'1991 Catalogue + Price List

RETAILERS WANTED
Why not b many retailers who carry our top
range of kits (Discounts to be arranged)

ils and Letterhead to:

HIGH.Q-ELECTRONICS
DEPT ETI, PO BOX 1481 LONDON NW7 4RF

rct:o7o7 263562
FAX:081-2091231

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES WELCOME
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fJ ewlett-Packard has announ-
I lced the available of two
3r/z-inch DAI drives - the HP
354704 and NP 35480A - with
a potential storage capacity of a
massive 8 Gigabytes per $10
tape. HP believes that it is the first
system manufacturer to integrate
the DAI tape drive into a com-
puter system, and that it has
shipped more DAT drives than
any other DDS manufacturer in
1990.

The DDS standard has been
adopted by the European Com-
p uter Manufacturers Association
(ECMA) as an industry-standard
format It has been submitted to
the International Standards
Organisation (lSO) for a vote by
ballot for adoption as an ISO
standard and publication of this is

expected in mid 1991. It is also
intended that there will be an
American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) standard and the
technical development for this is
complete. The DDS data com-
pression format has been accep-

ted by the DDS manufacturers
group as the standard method of
storing compressed data on DDS
tape drives.

The two new developments in
the HP 35470A, previously
unseen in DAI products ls a31/z
inch package for standard PC
boxes and 2 Gigabytes of storage
capacity on a single 90m tape.
Data transfer rate is at 183
kbytes/s for the HP35470A. The
'80A drive is in the same 3r/zinch
package but is the first drive to
incorporate data hardware com-
pression giving up to SGbytes of
data per cassetie at a transfer rate
<>I 732 kbgtes/s.

The systems were developed
and are manufactured at NP's
Bristol operation. Each drive
f eatures a built-in small-
comp uter-systems-interface
(SCSI) controller and will be
marketed to original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs). Unlike
other DAf drives, which rely
heavily on the mechanisms
designed for use in the audio
industry, the new HP drives use
a mechanism that was conceived
and designed specifically for use
in the computer industry.

The combination of high
performance and small size make
the DAI drives ideal solutions for
unattended backup of networked
workstations. PC network

servers, high-end PCs and multi-
user systems are other areas in
which massive storage capacity in

a small package is particularly
valuable.

The tapes will cost about $10.

& L Instruments have
produced 'CompEDl a new

series of teaching programmes for
Electricity and Electronics.
CompED is available as a com-
plete course or in individdal
modules that include Basic
Electricity, Electrical Circuits,
Wiring & Diagrams, Test Equip-
ment, Magnetism, Generating
Electricity, Control & Protection
Devices, Solid State Components
and Computer Controls. Text,
single images, and two or three
dimensional animation is brought
together as a single display.
Control of text can be stopped,
stepped or scrolled.

Developed for the European
Market by E & L in the UK, each
module can be practised. The last
chapter is a series of review
questions and an incorrect

answer to a question automatic-
ally recalls the conect graphic and
text. Each programme comes
complete with a set of examin-
ation questions so the lecturer can
grade and watch the progress of
each student. If required the
results can be printed out.

A user-friendly manual pro-
duces easy computer based
learning. Hardware requirements
are an IBM PC or compatihle with
640k RAM, Hard Disk, EGA or
higher graphics. Copy is from an
install programme to the hard
disk

Individual modules are from
1199.00 (exc. VAT).

Further information contact:
Justin Stanyard at E & L or Fred
Hutchinson of Quiswood Ltd on
(0756) 799737.
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fhe Maplin telephone ex-
t change system could make

the best use of your telephone.
Any one of up to four extensions
can make an external call in
privacy; and if the exchange line
is busy iou can tell it to let you
know when it becomes free.

Incoming calls can be
answered from any extension and
transferred to another if required.
Intercom calls can be made bet-
ween extensions even if the out-

side exchange line is in use. In
addition, any extension can be
used as a baby phone to monitor
a sleeping child. If required,
extensions can be barred from
making extemal calls.

Installation is said to be simple
requiring no special tools. The
unit is an advanced micro-
computer controlled system that
combines a combination of tele-
phone control and premises
security. Advantage is taken ofthe

special features to set the alarm
from any telephone and auto-
matically dial a local number
should an intruder break in or a
fire start - in this respect the
system acts as a fire alarm.

Features include: O Com-
pactness a Accepts any
Approved BT 'phone o Call
Hold, Enquiry & Transfer o
Baby Alarm and Call Diversion
The Home & Business Exchange
costs f199.95.

/\ revolutionary plastic com-
r-lpound that virtually elimin-
ates static and could save the
international electronics industry
millions of dollars has been devel-
oped by a Hong Kong company.

The new compound hasbeen
created by Statpack Systems Ltd
whose managing director John
Dalton created a unique formula
after visiting a major'Korean
electronics manufacturer last
year.

"We werc called in to help
solve a chronic problem with
static which meant that the
Koreans ware rejecting up to 50
per cent of the moulded housings
that they were producing for
radios, televisions, and CD
playersi Mr. Dalton explained.
"The Koreans weren't alone

either, as static was a problem that
had been plaguing electronics
companies throughout the
world".

Static is acquired by many
materials, especially synthetic
ones as a result oI friction, air
movements and relative
humidity. This build up of
electrostatic charges causes
materials to attract and collect
foreign matter such as dust from
the surrounding air due to to
differences in electric potential.
The dust accumulates on elect-
ronic housings and components,
ultimately causing malfunctions
such as short circuiting.

i{ntistatic sprays and dips
that are often used in an attempt
to remove static from shipping
tubes and static sensitive devices

werent solving the problem in
Korea as they didnt allow manu-
facturers to print over themi
Dalton explains. uOur challenge
in Korea was to come up with a
long-term solution that would not
only slash static reject rates by
preventing dust attraction but
which could also be readily
incorporated into the manu-
facturing precess and allow for
easy screen printing."

Mr Dalton decided that the
best way of reducing static build-
up in electronic equipment
housings was to remove it at
source by developing an anti-
static plastic masterbatch.
Although this had never been
done before, chemists in Statpack
eventually came up with a com-
pound which solved the Koreans'

problems.
The results were very impres-

sive, with static-related reject rates
being cut from as much as 50%
to less that 5%.' Mr Dalton
explains.

The anti-static masterbatch
developed by Statpack requires
no new machinery and can easily
be incorporated into the existing
manufacturing processes. It can
be used in any shape or form for
plastic items produced by
injection moulding, blow mould-
ing or extrusion.

Further information contact:
John Dalton, Statpack Systems
Ltd. 903 Kowloon Centre,29 -39 Ashley Road, Tsim Sha Tsui,
Kowloon, Hong Kong. Tel: 010
852311 7980. Fax: 010852724
2360

f I fhen the Briflsh and French
W.".,,on. oi the Channei
Tunnel were connected for the
first time on 30 October 1990, a
new and sophisticated electro-
optical probe was used to deter-
mine the relative positions of the
two tunnel faces.

The probe, a new borehole
surveying tool from Reflex
Instrument AB of Sweden, was
used to measure the exact path of
a small diameter hole drilled in
the 100 metres of chalk still
remaining between the two
halves of the tunnel.

The Reflex Maxibor, as the
probe is known, was created for
Reflex Instrument by Chardec
Consultants Limited of Brighton,
a UK based research and devel-
opment company, which offer
expertise in electronics and
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associated fields.
Chardec Consultants was

asked to design and develop a

surveying tool that would be
simple to use, yet give accurate
results in harsh environments.
Their solution was the Haxibor
system which met and exceeded
these original specifications.

In principle, the Maxibor
makes borehole measurements in
exactly the same way as a

surveyor uses a theodolite to
make surface measurements -
by taking a series of readings of
angles and distances.

Inside the hollow steel casing
of the Maxibor, two optical
reflector rings are positioned at
three metre and six metre dis-
tances from a CCD area image
sensor and high intensity LED
light source. The CCD picks up

images of the two rings and tracks
their relative positions as the tube
bends to follow the line of the
borehole. A circular liquid level
sensor also forms an image on the
CCD and provides essential infor-
mation regarding the roll angle of
the tool.

Supporting the CCD is a

compact but powerful set of
image processing electronics
based on a 40MHz DSP chip
from Texas Instruments. Ring
images received by the CCD are
analysed using a mixture of
spatial and frequency domain
algorithms providing ring centre
location to sub-pixel accuracy and
high noise rejection. Images from
the level sensor are handled in a
similar way yielding angular
resolutions to fractions of a

degree

Data from these two sources
are accumulated for the whole
survey and stored in the 256K of
on board battery-backed RAM.
Once back at the surface, the data
is uploaded to a hand held field
computer where it is formatted
and presented in graphical form
almost immediately.

In tests the Maxibor achieves
survey accuracies exceeding
1:1000. lt is powered from a
rechargeable battery pack, pro-
viding up to 16 hours of contin-
uous surveying and housed in
rugged steel tubing measuring
45mm in diameter.

Chardec Consultants pro-
vided the complete design for the
Reflex Maxibor including the
optics. electronics and image
processing software. The com-
pany was formed in 1986 by

Technical Director, Richard Parfitt
and has experience in all areas of
analogue and digital electronics,
and offers a complete range of
design functions.

Commenting on the Reflex
Maxibor, Richard Parfitt said:
.This device combines video and
optical technology with some of
the most powerful electronics
available. Only a few years ago it
would have been impossible to
use the sophisticated algorithms
at work inside the Maxibor,
simply because the computer
necessary to support them could
not be housed within the small
dimensions of a borehole
instrument."

For f urther information
contact: Richard Parfitt, Chardec
Consultants Limited. Tel: 0273
305763, fax 0273 300488.

W :Jl:;ffi ,t:?': -:f, 3,; :,';
their Radio Amateur Licence A
can study with a distance learning
college RRC (Rapid Results
College) to sharpen their skills
before taking the Radio
Amateurs' Examination.

Enthusiasts will be aware that
the Home OIfice requires all
Radio Amateur Licence appli-
cants to have passed the Radio
Amateurs' Examination. The
RRC City and Guilds programme
covers both Parts 1 and 2 of the
course and prepares students for

the examinations which are held
in May and December of each
year.

The RRC programme covers
the following subjects: Licensing
Conditions; fiansmitter Inter-
ference; Operating Practices and
Procedures; Electrical Theory;

Solid State Devices; Radio
Receivers; Tiansmitters; Propa-
gation and Aerials and Measure-
ment.

For further details contact,
RRC, Tuition House, 27 /37 St
George's Road, London, SW19
4DS. Tel: O81947 2271.

Will,":'.ff d',:1,, ::. J[;
is a major concern for the home
or business premises. People are
not always who they say they are,

but with the launch of a new
video door entry system, it is now
possible to see and speak to your
caller before answering the door.

Although the concept of video
entry phones is not new, the
Videoman, supplied by MVS
Marketing Limited, is a fraction of
the price of similar systems on the
market and the Videoman is

unique, in that it can be installed
using ordinary bell wire. The
tamper-proof camera unit needs
no special power cable and can
be fitted up to 150 metres away
from the interior unit. If a greater
distance between the two is

required, co-axial cable can be
used and the distance extended
up to 400 metres. The Videoman
can also be installed using an
existing bell or intercom system
and power for all units is supplied
by an ordinary 13 amp socket.

The Videoman is activated by
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the visitor pressing a button on the
small, discreet exterior unit con-
cealing the camera. which even in
low light will pick up the image of
the caller using an infra-red
detector. A chime will sound on
the interior unit and the visitor will
immediately be visible on the
screen for 15 seconds. The
'monitor on' button allows the
occupant to view the caller for a

longer period without their know-
ledge. Should the occupier wish
to speak to the visitor, they can
pick up the handset and a con-
versation can take place. A
remote door release button is also
available for remote controldoor
openlng.

MVS Marketing are said to
have considerable experience in
the security industry and their
basic V-jdeoman system costs
from !399. The Video system
can be installed into flats, houses,
residential homes, warehouses,
offices, banks and building
societies.

Anticipating the review of
licencing legislation by the DII for

television transmittion, the com-
pany has designed a microwave
tansmitter that can be fitted to the
Videoman and other surveillance

equipment, when the laws are
relaxed.

Further information contact:
MVS Marketing: 0705-593043.
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which are a cut above the rest.

This set of five useful pliers
and cutters, all of which are lap-
jointed and have insulated
handles comprise:
O A pair of long-nosed pliers
with serrated jaws and integral
wire cutter
o A pair of extra-long nose
pliers with smooth jaws and
spring return.
o A pair of curved long-nosed
pliers with smooth jaws.
O A pair of side cutters with
spring return.
O A pair of end cutters.

The catalogue number for this
set is YZ45Y and costs f8.95
(including VAf).

B il:' ^,f,:ff L li'";*tt !
messaging service to Japan. The
move follows an agreement bet-
ween British Telecom and Japan
Voicemail and means that the
voice messaging service is now
available in the United Kingdom,
the United States and Japan.

Services to Australia, Hong
Kong, France and Germany will
be launched by British Telecom
early next year. Japan Voicemail
customers will also have access to
these countries. The Iatest
additions bring British Telecom's
investment in international voice
messaging to more than 110
million.

Voice messaging allows users
to store and forward spoken

messages via a computerised
message-taking exchange to
other users' 'mailboxes". A voiced
message can be sent to one
person just as easily as it can to a
dozen or more.

Messages can be sent and
received from any telephone,
anywhere in the world, at any
time. Customers can phone a

special telephone number, enter
their personal identification
number and at the press of a
couple of buttons send, receive.
add to and return, or redirect
messages.

The capacity to 'store'
messages makes voice messaging
ideal for business people who
spend a lot of time away from

their desks and is of particular
benefit where time zone differ-
ences are encountered.

The average cost per mailbox

is f35 per month.
Enquiries to British Telecom's

Corporate Newsroom on
071-356 5369

fJ ampshire based Electroustic
I llimited have made avail-
able a series of surface mount
inductors. The idea of an inductor
as a lump of iron with some wire
wound round it is an old view.
Difficulty in manufacturing such
components on a small scale has
meant the inductor has been left
trailing behind the widely avail-
able capacitor for surface mount
technology.

The inductor has caught up
with the capacitor in the surface
mount world by using techniques
borrowed from the manufacture
of the capacitor. An inductor can

12

be constructed in a similar way to
a multilayer chip capacitor by
using ferrite instead of ceramic -the difference is that each plate
has to be connected in series by
means of plated through holes
instead of in parallel.

The range of values is
currently limited from 0.22yHto
221tH but isbeing extended all the
timE as the product is developed.
This product has many applica-
tions in the electronic and tele-
communication industries where
surface mount is now extensively
used.
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New gate array
technologies
O emiconductor manufacturers
D."" a large market for field-
programmable gate arrays. These
arrays are proliferating in both
numbers and new architectures,
opening up possibilities not
available to custom or semi-
custom chips. The tools used to
develop applications for them are
in many cases the same as those
used for gate arrays.

Xilinx and Actelboth described
the latest generations of their very
different technologies. These are
the RAM-configured logic-cell
array of Xilinx and the antifuse-
configured array from Actel.
These two technologies will face
competition from arange of ideas
with little in common except a
generally finer granularity than
has been the norm.

Apple Computer's anay, called
Labyrinth, have cells with four
input and four output links, allow-
ing unlimited two-dimensional
cascading. There are only two
outputs in a cell, but they each go

to two neighbouring cells. At the
edgesof thechip, the leftoverl,/O
lines are brought out, so the array
can continue on another chip.

A 4-bit configuration makes
the cell a half adder or a 1-bit
register. This configuration also
determines which inputs go to
which outputs. The register
contents are undisturbed when
the configuration is changed. This
allows registers to be loaded before
the array is reconfigured to operate
on the data.

Fig. 2 The switching stations
route all long connections
between programmablelogic
elements and l/O blocks in the
Kawasaki Steel array.
Neighbouring PLEs have direct
connections.

Fig. 1 The cells in the Labyrinth array are connected permanently in four
orientations. The A outputs are connected, as are the B.

Reducing damage to disc drives
f\elicate electromechanical
Ll airrdrives can be ruined by
hostile environments and re-
placing disc dr-ives with a totally
elechonic disc file system reduces
susceptibility to damage or con-
tamination. Compared with a

floppy disc, the Star Card system
from ITT Cannon, Santa Ana,
California, is 1,000 times faster.
The card is an internal memory
device composed of bare poly-
amide flalflex circuit with surface-
mount components and a PVC

frame.
This disc file system consists of

a control board, adapter box,
cable, and software, and offers up
to 8Mbytes of memory on 8
cards. Supplied software emu-
lates either a hard or floppy disc

and allows an XT/AI or compat-
ible user to access data. The
software works with DOS ver-
sions 2.0 and higher. The disc {ile
system fits inside a half-height
5.25-in floppy disc drive.

New vehicle tracking system

I new svstem for tracking a

Astolen vehicle uses the car's
cellular phone to transmit its
longtitude and latitude to a

monitoring station which locates
the car on a map and calls the
police station closest to the car. A
loran-C receiver hidden in the car
allows the tracking system to
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deiermine car longitude and
latitudei Monitors track the car's
direction and speed from the
loran-C data.

The vehicle-tracking system
works with a vehicle-security
system, which automatically calls
the monitoring station if the car is

started without its security system

being disarmed. Electronics sense

if the car is being towed or if the
security system is disconnected
from the tracking system.

The system, called Intercept,
from Code-Alarm Inc., Madison
Heights, Michigan, is being used
in the Detroit metropolitan area.
By the end of 1991 the system will

operate in other cities. Other
tracking systems require that the
police cars carry the tracking
equipment and owners activate
these systems after a car is stolen.
Because Intercept includes a
loran-C receiver, police depart-
ments do not have to install any
equipment in their cars.
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Safety Firs
C ince the publication of my
I)article on Llectricai Safety in
mains equipment (Dec 89), I

have paid special attention to any
mains related designs published
to see if any lessons had been
learned by your contributors.
Allowing for the natural lead time
before publication, the noticeable
improvements have virtually zero.
Oh-well, I thought I had had my
say so I will have to live with it.

Then came the January issue
which I bought before Christmas,
which has made me put pen to
paper in the form of a complaint
letter for the first time in my life.

On opening up to page 50, I
could not believe what I was
seeing such a blatent death trap
within these pages. Whilst many
of your readers will have the
common sense not to duplicate
this construction, you must agree
that to present this an example of
an 'experimental unit'tb *the
younger and less experienced
constructor is downright inespon-
sible. I urge you to publish a
suitably prominent warning at the
earliest possible moment, stating
that in no way should such an
arrangement be copied I also
urge you to exercise more caution

when publishing projects which
have any mains content, carefully
vetting them for adherance to
basic safety considerations.
A Gayne, Worcestershire

I take your point Mr Gayne. We
should always be aware of the
dangers associated with mains
electricity in our projects or
otherwise and for that we should
not have published a picture
showing open construction. The
power supplyforthe ETI SBC09
in the January issue should have

some form of protection around
it. H aving said th at we expect this
project will only be attempted by
an experienced constructor who
knows what they are doing in the
computing and electronics world.

As a footnote to this, I can
never recall reading in magazines
about the dangers of mains when
constructing valve radios and
amplifiers in my early years (l
started when I was eleven in the
early sixties). I hate to admit it, but
shocks were a regular occurence
when trying to get a steam radio
to work. Still, I did learn the hard
way. Ed.

40-30
Afiil:i'J::.B:[Ttl,,,:.x:
of ETI, I feel I must rise to the
defence of Mr Linsley Hood.

This man is not just a great
man and respected engineer but
a highly respected designer who
has had articles published in
Wireless World longer than Mr
Dow has been building amplifiers.

There seems to be two types
of hi-fi enthusiasts one like myself
who builds amplifiers to designs
of people like Mr Linsley Hood
and have been brought up on
electronic magazines and those
who read a certain Hi-Fi
magazines to which the 'golden-
ears'write articles on exotic hi-fi.

I feel sorry for those taken in
by them, you only have to read

various editions stretching back
over several years to realise that
what was Tlavour of the month' in
1985 was not in favour in 1990
including American exotics cost-
ing thousands of pounds.

Readers are told to buy very
expensive items which could at a
pinch buy a flat in Scotland.

Not a hint of an apology when
those expensive items are later
shrugged off as being inferior in
sound quality to their latest
'million dollar'item.

No wonder the back of the
magazine is filled with poor souls
trying to sell their now oulof-date
gold plated items I wonder how
many divorces have taken place
over frustrated hi-fi perfectionism.

Mr Dow must have misread

the letter in November when
changes to the circuit are
mentioned. These are circuit
design changes and just changing
components will make no differ-
ence to the stability of the
amplifier.

D Lucas, Glasgow.

f have been following the
Idebate between Mr Nalty and
Mr Linsley-Hood in your Read-
Write column with interest.

Having built the 80-Watt
amplifier designed by John
Linsley-Hood and marketed by
Hart electronics, I can testify to
the excellence of this amplifier. I
have compared it with severaltop
make amplifiers which it equals,

and in most cases surpasses in
perceived sound quality. I had to
make one for a friend after he
heard it and became dissatisfied
with his expensive commercial
amplifier. The quality of the kit in
respect of the PCB's and the clear
instructions are first class

I have also purchased the
PCB's and components for the
Virtuoso pre-amp from Mr Nalty.
I have to say that I was
dissapointed with the quality of
the PCB's and the muddled
instructions particularly with
regard to upgrades of upgrades.
Surely any product that purports
to rank with the best shouldn't
need upgrading?
D. Jackson, Bluntisham,
Cambs.

Keep your collection of
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTEHNATIONAL

in mint condition with
these specially

commissioned binders
The price is just f6.80

which includes postage
and packing.

How to order
send cheque/p o. to A.S.P.
BINDER OFFERS, Argus

House, Boundary Way, Hemel
Hempstead, HP2 7ST.

TELEPHONE ORDERS (24 HRS)

Please supply E.T.l. BINDERS Cd t6 80 each inc p&p

Total f .... (Please make cheques/postal orders payable to A S p 
)

NAME

ADDRESS

Or debit my

ACCESS/VISA Signature
Please allow 28 days lor delivety
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51M POPPY ROAD carrersby

PRINCESRISBOROUGH .pPoinrmonr

BUCKSHP1T9DB E
TEL:(08444)6326 rrx:(oers)zroz _

Add VAT - C1 50 on all orders. Export add lovo 4

MODULESAND EQUIPMENT
For Projects & Applications in:

*AUDIO * SECURITY * INDUSTRIAL * DIGITAL VOLTMETERS

FULLY BUILT AND TESIED
ALL UNITS SUPPLIED WITH

AL 12580.125W POWER AMPLIFIER
A rugged, high powered module that is ideal lor
use in discos & PA Systemswhere powers of up
to 1 25W, 4 ohms are required The heavy duty
output transistors ensure stable and reliable

It is currently supplied to a large
number ol equipmenl manufacturers where
reliability and performance are the main
considerations, whilst lor others its low price is the .

majorfactor Operatinglromasupplyvoltageof i
40-80V into loads from 4-16 ohms

AL sOTO.ULTRA LOW DISTORTION

sOW AMPLIF!ER
Provides sound reproduction of the highest quality with
distortion levels below 0 02%, this module otfers
superlative performance in all types of audio equipment

AL 255().COMPACT LOW.COST 25W AM
One of our most popular audio modules with tens of

where low distortion and compact size are
the prime requirements Used with supply
rails of 20V-50V into loads of 8-15 ohms

AL 1O3O-RUGGED 1()W AMPLIFIER
rhis low cost unit provides a powerful ,l:."rllilt 

[*lH 
,

100G
As MM lm with two guitar + 1 microphone
input intended lor guitar amplilier applicalions

S()FT INFRA.RED BEAM-!Rl 470
The 1R1470 consists ol a separate transmitter
and receiver providing a beam of up to 50ft
which, when interrupted, operates a relay in the receiver which
in turn may be used to control external equipment The system
requires only 65mA lrom a 12V supply Size: (each unit) 82 x 52 x 57mm

TIMER SWITCH & POWER SUPPLY-DP3s7O
The DP3570 consists ol an adjustable timer switch and 12V
stabilised power supply designed to provide switching of loads
uoto4Aat240VAC forapresettimebetween l-up to 4A at 240V A C for a preset time between
10 secs and 6 mins, the timed period being initia-
ted by the normally open or normally closed

GENERAL PURPOSE ULTRASONIC
MOVEMENT DETECTOR US4O1 2
This module uses ultrasonic techniques lo detect movement at
distances up to 5 metres with an operaling range ol 60" Supply

1G14V (12m4) Size: 147 x 52 5x 1smm

STABILISED SUPPLY & SWITCHING UN!T.PSl265
ThePS'l265providesstabilisedl2VoutputlorcurrentlevelsuptoT00mA Addition-

ally it incorporates a high
impedance input for switching
loads upto1kWat240V
without timing

P

MM lOO-BUDGET 3.!NPUT MIXER
With a host ot features including 3 individual level controls, a master volume and
separate bass and treble control, it provides for inputs for microphone,
magnetic pick-up and tape, or second and yet costs# Ir..:{x*m-

[*#"(h

MINIATURE PASSIVE INFRA.RED SENSOR.RP33
Switchable Dual range, detecls inlruders ug lo 6 or 12 melres

This advanced sensor operates by detecting the body
heat ol an intruder moving within the detection field

Slow ambient changes such as radiators, etc are
ignored Easily installed in a room or hallway Providing

reliable operation lrom a 12V supply, it is ideal lor use
with the CA 1 382 or equivalent high quality control unit

Size 80 x 60 x 4amm Supplied with tull instructions
discounts start al 3 units

DIGITAL ULTRASONIC DETECTOR.US 5063
Crystal controlled movement detection module operating

at 50kHz with an efleclive range up to 20ft Suitable for
)eralion in household or vehicle security systems. 'l2V

operation and builtin timing makes it suitable lor a
wide range ol applications

ADVANCED CONTROL UNIT-CA 1382

Automatic Loop feil A Swilch On * Aulomalic Siren
Re-Set * Audible Enlry/Exil Warning Buzzer * Two

Separale Loop lnpuls +24-hr Circuits *
Easily lnslailed, Full lnslruclions Supplied.

This advanced control panel provides eflective and
reliable control lor all security installations, yet its

operation is sheer simplicity for all members of the
family, and is supplied with two keys Housed in a steel

case with an attractive moulded lront panel, it compares
with units costing twice the price

Low-cosT CoNTRoL uNlT-cA 1250
This tried and tested control unil provides the finesl

value lor money in control systems, with many
thousands protecting houses all over the country
A suilable steel enclosure is available separately

The unil ofbrs lhe following lealures Built-in eleclronic
siren, drives two loudspeakers incorporaling exil A
enlry delays * Anti-lamper and panic lacilily * Screw
conneclor lor ease of inslallalion, elc elc.

FULL RANGE OF SECUBITY ACCESSORIES STOCKED PROVIDING
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO PROTECT YOUR HOME

DVM 456 HIGH PERFORMANCE

3% DIGIT PANEL METER

DVM 356 VERSATILE
3.DIGIT PANEL METER

The DVM 356 is a low-cost module ottering
3-digit perlormance with an FSD of +999mV and
-99mV Supplied with a
comprehensive Data Sheet
No bezel available

Sensitivily 0-+ 1.999V
Accuracy Wilhin 0.1 r 1 digit
lnpul lmpedance 100M ohm
Supply Voilege 8V-12V
Dimensions 95.5x55x 1|mm

This exciting new module provides a
large, bright digital read-out with an

accuracy within 0.1% lt incorporates a
built-in regulator which allows it to be

used lrom an unregulated supply ol
between 8V-l2V Full over-load

protection is included and the unit is
supplied with a mounting bezel and

filter, together with lull application
instructions showing how to extend its

range and measure resistance, current

Easily lnstalled

and temperature

1() TEMPERATURE MEASUREME}IT
A simple, though etlective module which when

constructed provides a linear output ol 1 omV/'C
over the temperature range - 10 lo + 100'C

e3.95 +vAr
PS2O9 DUAL POWEB SUPPLY

Fully built maifis power supply providing two 9V
outputs ol up to 250mA each Suitable for use with

either OVM modules and other equipment
G6.65 +vAT
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FIGHTII{G
COMPETITIOI{BY

CUTTII{G PRODUCTIOI{ C O STS
A corporate view by
Production
Tbchniques Ltd.

f,veryone involved in
Lsemiconductor manufacture
in Europe is only too well aware
of the intensive competitive
pressures they are already facing
and will continue to face at an
even higher level, not only to
maintain market share in post-
1992 Europe but to hold their own
against competition from the rest
of the world, and particularly
from Japan.

It is true that the European
chip market has been enjoying a
boom. According to the Data-
quest Consultancy growth in
1989 was 22%, higher than the
performance of either the United
States or Japan.

Even so, it is considered
doubtf ul that chip man ufacturers,
whether European-owned or
overseas companies with a
European presence, are generat-
ing sufficient profit to fund the
research and development
needed to produce the advanced
chip technology which alone will
ensure long term success in what
is an increasingly international
market

One example of the type of
research demanded, from many
which could be given, is the
development of the 64-bit D-
Rams (dynamic random access
memories) which are expected to
be available around the
mid-1990's.

To compound these problems
still further, purchasers of
electronic components of all
types, including the increasingly
complex products for which they
are seeking, are demanding ever
higher quality standards, at
realistic cost and delivered on
time, in accordance with just-
intime production schedules.

Chip man ufacturers envisage
various ways of meeting the
situation. At the corporatelevel,
managements look to policies of
acquisition to achieve greater
economies of scale in order to
support a stronger research and
development capability

Politically, some look to
action, by their own governments

16

or on a wider pan-European or
even international scale. ranging
from expansion in such directions
as the Joint European Sub-
micron Silicon (Jessi) initiative to
more controversial issues like
retreating within an electronics
*fortress Europe."

L-ess dramatic and yet perhaps
more likely to achieve positive
results in the relatively short term
is to turn to the search for and
introduction of economies in the
production process itself. These
can be aimed at cutting prod-
uction time. improving efficiency.
reducing maintenance costs,
eliminating idle time. saving
energy, reclaiming materials for
re-use and similar policies.

Though individually, each
such improvement may have
only a modest effect on the
bottom line, collectively a number
of measures of this type can have
a considerable impact.

One area in which improve-
ments of this nature can be
achieved is in the choice of cost-
effective methods for handling
the many fluids used in chip
production, from special etchants
and acids to various solvents and
different grades of purified water.

Production Techniques Ltd.
specialise in the design and
mdnufacture of pipeline fittings,
components and accessories,
together with complete systems,
for handling the highly reactive
and high purity fluids widely used
in the electronics industry.

Their 'Chemcon' range of
PTFE products have been used

by chip manufacturers in the UK
and overseas for many years in
etching baths and wash tanks as
well as in the form of complete
pipework and controlsystems for
the transfer, dispensing and re-
circulation of these liquids.

They claim that major cost
savings can be obtained from
their combined pump and filter
unit, used in wafer etch baths to
deliver, filter and recirculate the
etchant.

In addition to the savings in
labour costs, significant econ-
omies are gained by the re-
circulation and re-use of costly
materials and by the elimination
of the considerable costs of
disposal of effluent which cannot
be discharged through the public
sewers, without treatment.

A leading UK semi-conductor
manufacturer has carried out a
comparative cost analysis of acid
usage before and after installing a
'PFU 20000' combined pump
and filter unit. Using a conven-
tional etch bath, 20 litres of HF
were used, over a 24-hour
period, costing 149.80 per day

After installing the combined
pump and filter unit, with recircu-
lation and reclamation of acid, it
was only necessary to provide a
lop-up of 0.87 litres in the
24-hour period, at a daily cost of
12.16. This represents a reduction
in acid usage of 19.13 litres per
day, giving a daily cost saving of
L47.64 At that time, the cost of
a new 'PFU' system was
€4,500.00. which. on the saving
of acid costs alone, represented a

payback of approximately three
months

^ Since then, a new version of
the 'PFU' has been introduced,
designated 'PFU 300001 Its
principal new feature is the
incorporation of the valves in a
separate control box, instead of
being installed within the unit
itself .

This new arrangement will
have no effects either way on acid
usage, but reduces maintenance
and servicing costs.

The latest version of the
'Chemcon' pump also has a
remote valve with similar benefits
to those obtained from the pump
and filter unit

Designed for continuous
operation over long periods, the
'Chemcon CBP 500'is used both
for process and laboratory work,
and is available for bench
mounting or in a wallmounted
cabinet.

Economies in production can
be buillin at the design stage of
a new fluid handling system or in
the course of a major rearrange-
ment of the plant, when a spec-
ialist can advise on plant layout,
component selection and the
integration of the various
elements into a space-saving
system which is easy to operate
and maintain

Production Techniques have
many years experience in the
design of such fluid handling
systems in the electronics industry
as well as supplying the compon-
ents required. Their product
range includes all types of pipe
fittings, tubes and hoses,
solenoid, non-return and
pressure relief valves. pumps.
aspirators. pressure regulators
and f lowmeters, all f ully
compatible.

Although it is never easy to
quantify the savings from a fluid
handling system, or to establish a
reliable pay back period, suppliers
and installers of such systems are
convinced that there must be a
significant, if indefinable, benefit
to the bottom line.

In today's increasingly
competitive semiconductor
marketplace, any cost reduction
using more cost-eff icient
production equipment will help to
ensure a stronger position in the
difficult years ahead
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Fig.l Lines of force surrounding a magnet

ast month it was shown that the chemical
action in a cell causes electrons to be
moved from one electrode to the other,
thereby creating a potential difference
between the two terminals There is

another imporiant way in which electricity can be
generated - by using magnetism.

Some materials, such as magnetite, are naturally
occurring magnets Certain other materials can be
made magnetic by subjecting them to the field from
another magnet. Iron, for example, can be easily
magnetized, but it can also iose its magnetism fairly
easily and is therefore called a temporary magnet
Other materials can retain their magnetic properties
for much longer periods and are therefore known as
permanent magnets. An alloy of steel is often used
to produce such magnets.

The magnetic effects are concentrated at the
poles of a magnet, which in a bar magnet are the two
ends. The poles are re{erred to as the north pole and
south pole, the former being the end that would point
north if the magnet was suspended so that it is free
to turn. Lines of magnetic force, or flux lines, leave
the magnet at its north pole and re-enter it at the south
pole. Within the magnetic materials the lines travel
from the south pole to the north pole, and a complete
magnetic circuit is forrned. (Figure 1 shows how these
lines are usually represented in diagrams.)

Just as unlike charges attract and like charges
repel, so it is with magnetism: Unlike poles attract and
like poles repel (Figure. 2).

Fig.2 Magnetic attraction and repulsion

Electricity from Magnetism
lf a wire forming part of a circuit is moved across a

magnetic field, a current is induced in it. This principle
is put to good use in all types of generators.

ETI MARCH I99I

The magnitude of the induced current is directly
proportional to three factors: the speed at which the
wire cuts through the magnetic lines of flux, the
strength of the magnetic field, and the amount of wire
which passes through the field. The amount of wire
cutting the magnetic field is usually increased by
forming the conductor inio a coil of many turns It is
not important whether the magnetic field remains
stationary and the conductor moves or vice versa; all
that is necessary is relative movement between the
two, and both methods are employed in practical
generators It should be noted that for a current to {low
the conductor must cut the lines of flux; movement
parallel to them causes no induced current (Figure 3).
The right-hand rule can be used to determine the
direction in which current will flow The right hand
should be held so that the thumb, first finger. and
second finger are all at right-angles to each other
(With the palm facing down and the thumb pointing
to the left, for example, the first finger points forward
and the second finger points down ) If the hand is

oriented such that the thumb points in the direction
in which the conductor is moved, and the first finger
points in the direction of the magnetic field (from north
to south), then the second finger shows the direction
of the induced current (Figure. 4)

There is a very important distinction which must
be made at this point. In the first part of this series it
was seen that electrons flow from negative to positive
in a circuit. Electricity was being put to good use long
before electron flow was discovered, however, and it
was assumed by convention that electricity flowed
from positive to negative. The right-hand rule assumes
the conventional current flow theory, and the second
finger will therefore point in the direction of
conventional current flow. lt does not really matter
whether the electron flow theory or the conventional
current flow theory is used, so long as it is clear which
is in use. The remainder of this series will assume
conventional current flow when looking at
magnetism.

N S

N S

HORIZONTAL MOTION DOES NOT
CAUSE WIRE TO CUT ACROSS FLUX
LINES, SO NO CURRENT IS INDUCED

Fig.3 lnducing a current in a conductor
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the field is proportional
flowing through the wire.

Maqnetism From
EleEtricity
Moving a conductor across
a magnetic field causes a
currentto be induced, and
the converse is true;
Passing a current through
a wire causes a magnetic
f ield to be generated
around that wire. The
direction of the f ield
depends upon the dlr-
ection of the current, and
another rule using the right
hand can be employed. If
a wire carrying a current is
grasped in the right hand,
with the thumb pointing in
the direction of conven-
tional current flow, then
the f[ngers wrapped
around the wire show the
direction of the generated
magnetic field (Figure.5).
The strength of
to the amount of current

A magnetic field suitable for practical uses can
be made by winding the wire into the form of a coil
(Figure 6). The magnetic field around each turn of the
coil adds to the others to produce a much stronger
overall field. The direction of the field can be
determined using the right-hand rule: If the fingers are
wrapped around the coil in the direction of current
flow, then the thumb will point to the end of the cojl
which will be the north magnetic pole.

rials possess a diffe ity
c lines of force. Iron, le,
e flux lines than air. to

have a lower reluctance An iron core is often inserted
in a coil to increase the flux
density and provide a
much stronger magnetic
field When a coil is used in
this way to produce a mag-
netic field. it is called an
electromagnet. The elec-
tromagnetic effect is very
important to ntany aspects
of electronics, and will be
examined again with the
subject of inductance.

common use in electronics is the moving-coil meter,
which measures current flow.

If a bar magnet is pivoted between the poles of
a horseshoe-shaped magnet, it will turn uniil north

+ CURBENT

Fig.6 The electromagnet

would turn further against the pressure exerted bv the
spnng

whole coil assembly to turn further against the
opposing pressure of the spring. By attaching a pointer
and providing a calibrated scale. the unit can be used
to measure the amount of current flowing in any
circuit. The moving-coil meter is also known as thl
DArsonval movement

It has been seen that a current flowing through
a conductor sets up a magnetic field. This field can
be used to produce motion if it is made to interact with
another magnetic {ield, due to the attraction and
repulsion of unlike and like magnetic poles (Figure 7).
This time the left hand may be used to determine the

in which the wire will move
Remember the two rules: The left-hand rule

determines direction of motion when a current ls
supplied (the motor effect) and the right-hand rule
determines the direction of induced current when a
wire cuts a magnetic field (the generator effect) Both
rules assume conventional current flow.

The Moving Coil Meter
The interaction between electriciiy and magnetism is
not only used for generators and motors. One very

S

CUBRENT SUPPLIED IN OIRECTION
INDICATED CAUSES, WIRE TO MOVE OOWN

CURRENT SUPPLIED IN DIRECTION
INDICATED CAUSES WIBE TO MOVE UP

Fig.7 The motor effect and Left-hand Rule

S

N

_-_-_-z

:z__ S

thuMb = MOTION
F-irst finger = FIELD

second linger = CURBENT

Fig.4 Using the Right-hand Rute

FIELD

_-_-_-z

I

N S

Fig.5 The magnetic field surrounding a
current-carrying wire
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Moving-coil meters are made to measure greatly
varying currents. The exact current that a meter will
measure depends upon the number of turns in the coil
and the strength of the horseshoe magnet, among
other things. The sensitivity of a meter is usually
quoted as the current which will move the pointer to
the far side of the scale. This is called full-scale
deflection, or FSD, and may vary from a few
microamperes to several amperes, depending upon
the intended use of the particular meter. The basic

current-measuring meter is known as an ammeter,
and meters designed to measure currents only in the
milliamps or microamps ranges are called
milliammeters and microammeters respectively.

Ammeters are connected in a circuit by breaking
the wiring at some point and connecting the meter
across the break. The current flowing through the
circuit then also flows through the meter, which will
indicate the current flowing (Figure 10). It is important
to connect the meter the right way round, and the
terminals are always marked with a positive and
negative indication. If current flows through the meter
the wrong way, the magnetic field generated by the
moving-coil is reversed and the pointer willtry to move
backward, possibly causing damage to the instrument.
Similarly, the meter must be capable of handling the
maximum current one would expect to find in the
circuit, for if the full-scale value is exceeded the pointer
willtravel pastthe end of the scale. If there is any doubt
about the correct meter to use, the test should first be

made with the highest-rated instrument available
Meters designed for test purposes, as opposed

to meters dedicated to measuring current in a specific

circuit in apiece of equipment, often provide several
switched ranges A typical meter found on a service

bench may offer current ranges of lmA, 10mA,
100mA, 1A, and 10A FSD. The lowest range suitable
for the current being measured should be chosen -
the 100mA range for a current of 35mA, for example
If the approximate current flow is not known, the
highest range should be selected first to avoid
damagingthe meter. [f the meter shows less than 1,A

when on the 10amp range, it is safe to switch down
to the 1A range, and so on The actual moving-coil
meter only has one range, but resistances are
connected across the meter by the range switch to
extend its measuring capability.

Measuring Voltage
The moving-coil meter has a pointer which moves in
proportion to the current flowing in a circuit, but can
also be used to measure voltage.

Recall that Ohm's
Law shows that voltage,
current, and resistance are
dependent upen one ano-
ther. One version of the
Ohmi Law formula shows
that current is equal to
voltage divided by res-
istance: if the resistance is
kept constant then current
will vary in direct propor-
tion to voltage. With afixed
resistance of 1000R, for
example. a potential
difference of lV will
produce a current of 1mA,
2V will produce a current
of 2mA, and so on.

If the resistance of a

moving-coil meter is
known, it can be used to
measure voltage (Figure
11). The example shows a

milliammeter with a full-
scale deflection of 1mA
and a resistance of 2000R
This internal meter
resistance is caused by the
resistance of the coil.
through which the current
to be measured

must pass. By
calculated that the
register full scale.

Voltmeters usually employ resistors so that they
may be used to measure higher voltages, and a multi-
range voltmeter uses a switch to select different
ranges Service type meters may offer 3, 10, 30, 100,
300 and 1000V ranges or something similar

Next month's installment looks at basic DC
circuits and how resistances combine.

Fig.8 Basic principle of the moving-coil meter

Rinte.nal
+AAr

0V1 Rinrernal : 2OOR

FROMOHM'SLAWI : E = 0.1V = 0.5mA
B 2OOB

Fig.11 Using a meter to measure voltage

E
+Q-
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MTLLTvoLTMETER $\I-
\i'
nrA

Fig.10 Use of an Ammeter

applying Ohm's Law, it can be
milliammeter will require 0.2V to
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GUARD DOG

Keys could be a thing of
the past with this new hioh
security lock. Secure
doors to sheds, garages,
even your home or pre-
ventthe unauthorised use
of computers, burglar
alarms or cars.0ne
4-digit sequence will op-
erate the lock while incor-
rect entries will sound an
alarm. The number of in-
correct entries allowed

PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC LOGK KlT

uding built-
tandard FM
0m depend-
by 9V PP3

lance, baby
e6.35

SUPER-SENSITIVE
MIGBOBUG

ra^*,.i---
: {EA COL

DL8000K 8-way sequencer kit with
built-in opto-isolated sound to
light input. 0n
control knob t
Dt1 000K 4-w
bi-directional
dimming 1kW
Dl-A/l (for DL & 1000K)

wing audlo
.........95p
nd to light
s,
nd built-in

mic lkW per channel ........919.55
XKl39 Unidirectional chaser zero
voltage swilching and built-in audio
input ........................................ 012.gtt

POWER STBOBE KIT

connectors, sws strobe tube and
assembly instructions. SuD0lV:
240V ac. Size: 80x50x45. 

-

XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT. 817.25

REMOTE CONTROL
DIMMER KIT

TOUCH COMFd
INFFA REO

urFtrc- \

"or.oit<

OUL TY
PCE

lmagine controlling the briqhhess of rcur l(hts
or silching them on or oli lrom lhe aomlo-d ol
your armchair! This kit contains atl the
componenls lrom fronl panel to the last screw
toenableyou todo juS lhalild fittheshall@d

FFONT P6TE

wall boxes lvld p@r so()w (nol
xKl32.... ............

!R TRANSMITTER

Oesignd lor us with the
XKl32 and comes
complele with a Dre-
drilled box A PP3I rctr
b_aftery is required

XK136 TOUCH DIMMER KIT

ARE YOU HEATING YOUR HOUSE
EVERYSUNDAY

MORNING

The CI6000 Clock/l'imer Kitwhich is

The kit.which comes complete with box, prMrilled and printed front panel, circuit board, components
and tull assembly instructions measurbs 16xt0x5.5ims.

Ct6000K ClocUTimer Kit t59.95
optional Paft XX114 Relay Kitt6.90,701 312 Belay Cl.38,303 104 9V RechaEeabteBafierye5.20

Kit contains
essor. PCB,
ics to produ
of weioht in
link selects
types o1 kitchen scales. A low cosl
digital ruler could also be made.ESl t8.25

Size... .,, ,.76x60x.15mm
Message time .. ., . 1-5 secs normal speed, 2-j0 secs slow speed

xK129 825.95

UOlCE REGORD/
PLAYBACK KIT
This simple to construct and even sim-
pler to operate kit will record and Dlav-
back short messages or tunes. li his
many uses - seatbelt or liqht reminder
in the car. welcome mess;oes to visi-

PROPORTIONAT TEMPEBATURE
c0ltTR0LIER tfi

Uses'burst fire"

making, etc
Maximum load 3kW (

TemDerature ranoe
Size: 7x4x2.5cms. XK14b .

TK E LECTRON ICS 9,3DE_1 Iql[FoRMAloN At I prices.t NCLU DE

13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ

VAT. Free P&P on orders over [60 (UK only),
otherwise add t1.15. Overseas Customers diviii'e
total order by 1.15 then add P&P: Europe E3.50,
elsewhere t l 0.00. Send cheoue/PO/Visi/Access

EII YISA Il-l

KT
Tel: 081-579 9794 No.with

Fhx: 081 -566 1e16 3[1?'^;
Thursday

ORDERS: 081-567 Agt 0
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communications rec€iver is notthe only
way that a newcomer to short wave
listening has of breaking into the amateur
bands. It is reasonably easy to construct
a direct conversion receiver for the 20

metre amateur band with three FETs and two
integrated circuits that produces less'noise than that
received as background noise from a long wire or
dipole antenna. With such simple equipment it is
possible to receive transmissions from Australia and
New Zealand without difficulty.

NOTE:
lC1 = CA3046 TRANSISTOR ARRAY
PINS INDICATEO NEXT TO TRANSISTORS
lCz = TBA820M
ZD1 = 8V2 ZENEB
R15 AND C21 NOT USED

RECEIVER

8,,:I

However what about the lower frequency bands?
ln rhis instance the background noise is higher so the
sensitivity required from the simple receiver is much
less than that {o r the 20 metre band. Thus with a lower
gain requirement the teceivq can be made simpler
still, in fact consisting of one discreet transistor and two
ICs along with three coils and 44 other components.
The circuit is not an original but based on an old design
in Solid State Design for the Radio amateur that can
no longer be reproduced as many components are
no longer ava!lable

1 C12
22Oe

Ic15
-22On
")"

c8g
;;" -)- R10

27R
<Fs
22k2

t",o
t

< CV4

t
Fis. 1 Circuit diagram of SSB receivet.
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HO\v IT WORKS

numbers next t0 the termlnal, out sf the antenna. "'r, 
ri. i. : ,',r,:i 

-'i'r, 
ri ' 'r,-' ,:' i

The full circutt dbgram js shorvnlin Fig.u, icsonates
withtheparallelcapacitanceolCl and aD0nthis
inductor transforms the input impedance of the antenn

such lhat the tuned circuit retains a reasonable 0. L2 with

c 2and C3 torm a circutt atthe
s hese two 2los hele1wo zio.
form a bandpass filter to s full
lrequency band ihar th€ allieflna

two windingsthat produca afl tiDh:, .thatioi ixer/amplifier,,T.tlq irtOu ,,

laterin ,'.,.'ilr.,'.:r",'' r :.

ofa

,;l:,:l0a;twitiilliffiarffi 
,titfi iid,, ou ani,

I,, .i$nidh-q tiitllt'id1i;ilfit lfiiu,gr'{ino.l

The tesislor,chdnfl l p RSpmvidqg a set of vohages ro ser up the oscillatorliC
the DC conditions for the m i{iei stage About '1.4b volts is
presented to the base of the ansstor (pin 6 ) and if we ignore

part of the capacitance but in practice it was not

Coil Winding Details
The input coupling from the antenna to the first active
stage is through two inductors that have to be wound
on Micrometals T68-6 torroids. The advantage o{
using these torroids is that the inductance produced
is directly proportional to the square of the number
of turns used on the coil. In the literature the
inductance for a 100 turn winding is given from which
it is easy to calculate the number of turns needed for
the coil to be made. As a result of the torroidal form
it is difficult for signals to couple inductively to the coil
and this helps prevent interferences.

The first stage is L1 in parallel with C1 and VC1.
A tap on L1 gives a transformation of the low
impedance that the antenna presents to a level that
will give a reasonable Q to the filter circuit. To wind
this coif take a 2ft piece oI 26SWG enamelled copper
wire and at a point about 8 inches from one end bend
the wires together and twist them together for about
2 inches. Take the twisted section and with the shorter
of the two wires downwards bring the shorter end up
through the torroid, and the longer end downwards
locking the wire onto the torroid. Continue the
winding so that the passing
through the tonoid. through
25 times to form the he short
end goes to ground, the twisted wire is the antenna
connection and the remaining end connects to the
capacitors.

L2 also consists of 30 turns on a T68-6 torroid but
the input impedance of the differential amplifier is
such that the amplifier input will not load the tuned
section. L2 is made from three 2 ft. pieces of 30SWG
enamelled copper wire twisted together and wound
simultaneously on the torroid. ln this case it is
important to identify the start and end of the three
windings after completing the inductor. The easiest
way to do this is with a multimeter on ohms range.
The circuit board is arranged so that the starts all come
to one side of the torroid and the ends to the other.

Construction
On the circuit board the upper surface of the board
forms the groundplane and the remainder of the
connections are on the lower surface. If the
constructor decides to make his own board then a
double sided board is used but only one side is etched
and there is no need for the registration of two masks.
The photoresist is urface or
the board is coate r will not
be removed durin all of the
holes are drilled pins are
inserted into the four holes that need them. These
holes are atthe end ofthe short hacks from the battery,
the Ioudspeaker, the volume control and the coil L3.

After making these four connections the
groundplane is removed from around the rest of the
holes to prevent the pins shorting to ground The
author uses a small drill for this.

L]
FrE
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All of the other ground connections are made by
soldering to the upper groundplane. If we look at IC1
then pins 12, 13 and 14 are bent outwards so that
when the IC is inserted these pins rest on the
groundplane whilst the rest pass through the board
to the lower tracks. These pins are shown as lines on
the component layer of Figure 2 and you will notice
that there is no corresponding pad on the track layer.
Similar lines mark the groundplane connections of
many of the other components.

Because many components are soldered to this
groundplane it is necessary to start construction from
the centre of the board and work outwards as this
prevents the possibility of damaging one component
whilst trying to solder another. A good starting point
may be in the area of C22.

Contrary to normal amateur practice it will be
necessary for the semiconductors to be soldered to
the board in the middle of construction rather than
as the finalstage.There is no problem in this providing
care is taken and the constructor ensures that the
soldering iron has it's bit earthed via the mains lead
All of the components can be placed using Figure 2

and the components list. Where the component is to
be soldered to the upper surface then the wires will
need to be bent so that one passes through the board

bared and soldered to the pad on the lower surface.
The outer screen tags are both soldered to the upper
groundplane

It willbe easy to tesi the radio on a benchtop prior
to installing in a case as it is easier to make alterations
and correct errors with the unit out of it's case Of
course after the unit is boxed,the radio frequency
range will change slightly due to capacitive coupling
to the case and the radio will need to be retuned
although the adjustments will be slight.

The prototype was mounted in a diecast box.
Plastic PCB stand-offs fit into holes in the board and
the other ends are stuck into the box after drilling of
the holes for the potentiometers and the power,
loudspeaker and antenna sockets. The author tends
to use the box upside down with the lid at the bottom
and having a set of rubber feet fitted to prevent the
box moving whilst tuning is in progress. Layout is not
too important providing the leads are kept as short as
possible.

Testing
With only three variable items other than the main
controls it is easy to adjust the radio. Firstly set RV3
to a position where the vanes are half meshed and
turn the ten turn potentiometer fully clockwise There

is an adjustable core for the inductor L3 but this should
not be altered. With these settings we need to check
the oscillator {requency The aim is to set the
frequency to 3.SMHz. The way of doing this depends
on the equipment available. The easiest of course is

a frequency counter or an oscilloscope A lower cost
alternative is a reference frequency source which
produces signals at fixed frequencies. With such a
source set the output on megahertz steps and tune
VC3 until a signal is heard. This will correspond to a
received signal o{ 4MHz. Switch to 100kHz steps and
the signal should remain. Now turn VC3 so that the
vanes become more meshed and count back three
signals. The high end of the radio will now be set on
3.8MHz. The low reception frequency can now be
found by turning RV2 slowly anticlockwise and
counting the 100kHz steps. The radio should reach
and go stightly below 3.SMHz.

The Antenna
The final stages of tuning requires that an antenna is

connected to the receiver, it being assumed that the

ANTENNA
CONNECTION
FOB GROUND
(SEE TEXT}

LOUDSPEAKER

Fig. 2. Component overlay for the receiver
Note - Groundplane connection indicated by line from component

to the lower tracks whilst the other has about 3-4mm
of wire on the top surface. Soldering is tricky as the
component needs to be held still whilst the
groundplane end is soldered but it tends to twist
around the hole for the other wire. The large surface
of the upper groundplane also acts as a magnigicant
heatsink and if the soldering iron is too small or of a
low power the solder will not attach correctly to the
groundplane leaving a dry joint which has a disastrous
effect on the circuit operation. All that is necessary is

to wait until the solder is seen to flow out over the
groundplane rather than forming a ball on the surface.

AIter fixing the components, attach wires for the
battery supply, the loudspeaker, the volume control
and the ten turn frequency control pot. Ensure the
wires to the pots are connected the correct way round
or they willnot work in the way expected. The ground
connection of the volume control is to the
anticlockwise end and the ten turn pot is connected
with the anticlockwise end connected to R16. The
antenna connection is made by removing the outer
insulation of a ptece of coax cable and winding the
outer screen into two tags. The centre conductor is
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constructor does not have an RF.signal source In the
simplest case all that is required is an inverted L
antenna. A 2-3 ft. section of copper water pipe is

drilled at the end to take a screw, solder tag and nut
to form the earth connection and is hammered into
the ground. A length of coax cable is bared and the
outer screen connected to the solder tag whilst the
central conductor is attached to a long length of
enamelled copper wire. The enamelled copper wire
is then taken upwards to a convenient point, in the
authors case a string from an upstairs window, and
then along the garden to another piece of string that
forms the end of the antenna. Such a simple wire
antenna willreceive a large number of staiions around
Europe although if the wire length is tuned for the 80
metre band then reception will be better due to input
matching. However if your garden like the authors is
too small for a full 80 meier dipole then the simple
wire will do. Once the antenna is up and connected
the final part of tuning the receiver is to tune the input
filter by turning CV1 and CV2 to get the loudest signal
from a station.

For such a simple receiver it is surprising how well
it works, better than the author had expected. Due
to the simple design with only three tuned circuitg it
is not too difficult to modify the rig to work on other
amateur bands although as frequency increases the
problem of oscillator drift become more acute and the
maximum should be limited to the 20 metre band
Whatever band the radio is built for it will provide
hours of enjoyment.

PARTS LIST

i 4708
., , 1k0

, 1008. 27R

c12

c13,14

Lt5
Ltb
c19,22

c21

23

cvl,2
CV3

CV4

220p ceramic

100p electrolytic

220n ceramic

220p electrolytic

22p ceramic

Not Used

100y electrolytlc

6 to 60p trimmer

3 to 30p trimmer

KV1236 dual variable capacitance diode

B8212 suitable wrth board modificalion

56R

180

Not Used

15k

22R

L2\
10k 1og volume control

5k ten turn potentior*eter

330p ceramic

47p ceramic

0,1y ceramic

10p electrolytic

r
E
@

BLUE

ROSE

ELECTRONICS

NEW flggfl
GATAL@GUE
0afilOwr

flRFeC€ilaamsilPruE
CONTAINS NEW RANGE OF SM KITS
FULL RANGE OF COMPONENTS
& SM HARDWARE

SEND t1.50 (inc P&P) FOR
CATALOGUE & KIT LIST

l-II VISA
lEl

Mail order Address:538 Liverpool Bd, Great Sankey, warrington, cheshire wAs 3LU
Telepho ne : 0925 7 2 7848 (Cailers by Appoi ntm ent)
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James Archer
continues his hook at

the American
approach to higher TV

standards
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n the previous section it was mentioned that
ACTV-I is an enhanced definition system
rather than a full quality HDTV, but benefits
from being fitted into a single 6MHz NTSC
channel. Further developments has led to the

creation of ACTV-ll a full HDTV system, which uses
an extra 6MHz channel for augmentation signals
which improve the pictures carried by the ACTV-I
system. So ACTV-ll is an ACTV-I picture plus extra
information on another channel, and fully compatible
with both NTSC and ACTV-I receivers Figure 6
shows the basic principles of how the ACTV-ll system
operates.

The ACTV-ll source picture is a 1050-line. 60
frames per second, 2:1 interlaced HDTV picture.
Firstly, the source picture is compared with the ACTV-
I picture derived from it To reconstructed the ACTV-
I picture it is necessary for ihe ACTV-ll encoder to

ACTV-II Full HDTV in a compatible manner
contain an ACTV-I decoder This takes the ACTV-I
component signals and reconstructs them into the
form thai they would have in a widescreen 525-line
progressively scanned EDTV receiver. These compo-
nents are known as ! I and Q (Ftgure 6).

These reconstructed signals are then subtracted
from the component signals of the original HDTV
source picture, I I, and Q on the diagram, and the
result represents the difference between the original
picture and the ACTV-I EDTV picture These differ-
ence signals will include the lost resolution from the
conversion process and any spurious signals created
in the conversion process. If this information could be
sent to the receiver, it could enable the receiver to
reconstruct a full quality 1050 line HDTV picture, but
unfortunately the difference signals require a band-
width of about 2OMHz, and are too wide to be carried
along even a 6MHz augmentation channel. Some
means must therefore be found of compressing the
difference signals to fit into a 6MHz channel.

When the the Y'[ ' and Q' signals are subtracted
from the Y I and Q signals, the resulting diff.erence
signals, 6l an gram, have
bandwi and vely. These
are call tion ey must be
compressed and multiplexed to fit into the 6MHz
baseband channel Figure 7 shows how the
compression of the d1 signal is acheived

fl1 signal js filtered a
ands of frequencies
e l8MHz do not pass
ffectively discarded.

frequency band is from 0 to 6MHz, and is called the
611, signal. The next two bands, from 6-12MHz and
from 12-l8MHzarefrequency shifted down to DC by
beating. them with signals at 6MHz and l2MHz
respectively, and then they are passed through low-
pass filters so that we end up with two signals, each

Fig. 6 Principles of ACTV-ll system
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taking up from 0-6MHz. The two signals are then
multiplexed line by line, to give a 6MHz wide signal
called 6Ys. The resulting two signals 6Ys and 6Y1

are then multiplexed iogether into another 6MHz wide
signal, 5\11HLH The two signals 6Yy and 6Ys are

then treated differently according to whether still or
moving parts of the picture are being transmitted,
When still areas of the picture are being transmitted
the two signals 6Y1 and 6Ys are multiplexed frame by

frame, but on moving pictures only the 811 signal is

transmitted To switch between the two cases, i.e.,

stationary or moving parts of the picture, a signal

called a 'binary motion signal' is used this is derived
from the vertical-temporal Iuminance 'helper' signal

or by examining the differences between {rames in the
ACTV-I signal. The output signal is then further
multiplexed with the compressed 6l and 6Q signals,

which are derived in a similar way, ihe resultant being

a single 6MHz signal which is split into alternating Iines

and expanded in time to produce two 3MHz wlde
signals, These two signals quadrature modulate a

radio frequency carrier signal which is placed at the
centre of the 6MHz wide augmentation channel.

Other possible augmentation signal
technigues
The engineers at the David Sarnoff Research Centre
are currently considering other types of augmentation
signal. Although we have so far shown how the
ACTV-I signal has been packed with extra information
and the ACTV-ll augmentation signal has been com-
pressed from 20MHz to make ii fit into a 6MHz
channel, and we have implied these processes can be

carried out without any corresponding disadvantages,

in reality the processed signals will have less

redundancy and be less robust than the originals I{
the augmentation signal could be digital instead of the
compressed analogue signal, it should be more
rugged, and studies are under way on this. One idea
would be to digitise the analogue augmentation signal

This requires a great deal of data compression to fii
the signal into a 6MHz channel, and might then be
just as susceptible to errors as the analogue signal

Another, more futuristic idea from the research
centre. is that the 6MHz channel should be used not
as an augmentation channel, but as a channel carrying
all the information necessary to create high-definition

TO Y/C
MUX

BINARY MOTION SIGNAL

The ACTV-II receiver.
The ACTV Il receiver is tuned to the main signal and
a separate tuner section auiomatically receives the
signals coming along the augmentation channel;
information about the frequency of the auxiliary radio
frequency signalcan be carried in the ACTV-I signal
For the augmentatiorr signal the odd and even lines

are quadrature demodulated, and the 6Y, 6l and 0Q

signals are processed differently according to whether
they carry in{ormation about still or moving areas of
the picture. After appropriate time expansion and
demultiplexing the augmentation information compo-
nents are added to the components of the ACTV I

picture that has been received ou the main channel,
and the result is a picture which can have some ISMHz

of horizontal luminance resolution in still areas, and
about 6MHz in moving areas, the corresponding
chrominance figures being 2.4MHz and 1,2MHz.

Progress with ACTV-II
The description of ACTV-ll is intended only to explain
the principles of the system; the final format of this
signal has not yet been confirmed, and other tech-
niques for constructing the augmentation signals

could be developed. Figure 6 shows,the ACTV-I signal

will be transmitted by the main transmitter which
provides slgnals for NTSC,EDTV and HDTV
receivers, whereas the augmentation signals are

transmitted by an auxiliary transmitter on a different

[::lr::- 
and these are only of use to HDTV
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pictures at the receiver There is obviously not enough
bandwidth available in a 6MHz channel to carry an
HDTV picture, but the idea is that the channel could
be used to carry a digital signal that represents a

complete high-definltion still image A series of such
images would be sent at a reduced temporal sampling
rate, together with some extra digital information
describing the 'motion vectors' corresponding to
moving parts of the image, [n the receiver a series of
still images would be received at a frequency con-
sideraLrly less than the normal frame rate, arrd the
receiver would use the motion vector information to
calculate the positions oi the movitrg parts of the
picture, and would then synthesise a complete series
of moving images Although such a technique might
work, it seems that much more research effort will
have to be put into it before it leaves the drawing
board, and if the other techniques are considered to
be 'puttinQ a quart into a pint potl then this idea would
be squeezing in a whole gallon!

Entry - Ievel ACTV
The introductory system, ACTV l, which has been

described, provides Enhanced definition television in
a compatible manner, within the normal NTSC 6MHz
radio frequency channel; a full HDTV system can only
be achieved using ACTV-ll. Although it is expected
that ACTV-I will be the transmission standard that is
used initially, the David Sarnoff research engineers
realised that some studios may find it expensive to
change to ACTV-I straight away, and they have
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itherefore suggested a simpler, entry-level form of the
system, called ACTV-E . Very few details have yet
been published, but the major difference seems to be
that the ACTV-E signals do not contain the ,helper,

signal that is an essential part of ACTV-I.

Progress with ACTV.
levision techniques that
the development of an
initially be introduced

compatibly within a standard NTSC channel and
which can provide widescreen pictures with enhanced
vertical and horizontal resolutions. The later addition
of a second 6MHz channel enables full quality HDTV
signals to be transmitted.

Extended field trials of the ACTV system have

be carried in just a standard 6MHz channel, without
any augmentation channel, and it also has the clainred
advantages of using no extra subcarriers or hidden

width NTSC decoders, have been improved by incor_
porating complex filters into sets but even the most
com
lumi
the f
Faro
cross-colour and cross-luminance problems must lie
in making modifications to the original coding process.

not yet been carried out; only tests in practical
conditions will confirm whether the signals will be able
to stand up to problems that occur due to attenuation
over long signal paths, and due to reflections in areas
where reception is difficult. Critics of the system have
suggested that the presence of a second subcarrier
might create difficulties if stereo sound signals are also
carried in the same television channel. There are still
unanswered questions as to whether remodulation of
the ACTV signal onto a different frequency channel
by a video recorder would lead io the second sub-
carrier becoming visible as a patterning effect Tests
are currently taking place, and it is predicted that
ACTV receivers could reach the marketplace by 1993.

The future success of ACTV could stem from an
important development which began in 1990; four
companies with strong interests in the American
HDTV market have joined together in a development
consortium to push for the development and adoption
of American-designed HDTV technology Sarnoff
Laboratories, RCA (Thomson), NBC, and philips
have agreed to concentrate their research and
development, and they also welcome other
companies who might wish to take part. This could
be the turning point for the Americans as they finally
agree to 'get their act together'.

SuperNTSC - Faroudja Laboratories
Many broadcasting engineers have been impressed
by the demonstrations which has come out of the
Faroudja Labor h
circuits for bro is
called, without a
525-ljne NTSC n

Precoding
The main idea used in the improved encoder is to
prevent luminance and chrominance spectra compo-
nents from overlapping, even before the multiplexing
process takes place.

This is done by prefiltering the individual com_
ponents through comb filters. Luminance information
is comb 2.3 and
the Ireq is most
overlap ance sig
ance is comb filtered too, and the net result is that the

he two signals overlap is appreciably
reducing the possibility of intermodu_
that cause cross-colour and cross_

luminance. The t are then frequency
division multiplexe an NTSC signal, but
ihis time the actua s on the transmitted

d when the signals
n the receiver, the
andard NTSC,with
s come close to the

original RGB source pictures In addition, the amount
of chrominance noise. usually seen as black ,sparkles,

in areas of highly-saturated colour, is much reduced.
Much of the so-called chroma noise that is seen in
conventional receivers is in fact due to a combination
of high frequency Iuminance noise which gets into the
chrominance channel and the chrominince noise
proper. Th
noticeable
and so the
in the impr
of luminance noise in the area of the subcarrier. the
net effect being an apparent improvement in the signal

PROGFESSIVE
SCAN

GENERATION
1050 0R 525

LINES
29 97Hz

Fig. 8 Operation of Super NTSC system
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to noise ratio of the chrominance signals.

SuperNTSC builds upon these improvements in
the NTSC system, and the principles of operation of
the SuperNTSC system are shown in Figure 8.

The source picture is progressively scanned at
either 1050 lines or 525 lines, at a 29.97Hzftame rate.

This progressively scanned soutce image is then
converted to an interlaced signal fed, in either RGB
orYIQ componentform, to the so-called SuperNTSC
encoder. The luminance signal is split into two, with
the complementary filters shown in Figure 8, the
signals between2.3 and4.ZMHz being comb filtered,
and then combined with the remaining parts of the
luminance signal in an adder. The I and Q colour
difference components are fed to a quadrature
modulator, together with the subcarrier, and the
resultant signals are comb filtered before being
combined with the treated luminance signals to form
a SuperNTSC composite television signal in which the
potential for cross-colour and cross-luminance
artifacts has been very much reduced The
SuperNTSC signal is, 100% compatible with a

standard NTSC signal, and can be transmitted over
all the existing terrestrialtransmitter networks. but this

signal has the potential to provide better pictures in
the home if special receivers are used

The incoming signal received could be fed to a
standard NTSC receiver without any problems, and
the same signal used to feed a special decoder, which
gives better results than standard NTSC, especially
when coupled to a display which has line doubling
circuitry in order to produce a continuously scanned
picture.

The chrominance signals are comb filtered and
then subtracted from the delayd incoming video
signal,the resultant being the luminance component
Y. The chrominance signals are then demodulated to
provide I and Q signals, and these, together with the
Y signals, are fed into a resistive matrix from which
the R, G, and B components are derived.

The chrominance processing is, rather more
complex than the filtering shown in figure 9 would
imply. The comb filtering is carried out in an 'adaptive'

manner; whenever a sharp chrominance transition is

deiected the coefficient of the comb filter circuitry is
changed so that its action is optimised, and this is done
continuously in response to changes in the pictures.

Also included in the decoder is a second
processor which improves the pictures considerably
because of its ability to adaptively vary the bandwidth
of the chrominance processing circuitry. ln deter-
mining the optimum bandwidth of the decoder there
are two main criteria to be satisfied; rather
paradoxically, the bandwidth should be large in order
that the receiver will be able to display sharp
chrominance transitions, but for minimum chro-
minance noise and cross-colour the requirement is for
a narrow bandwidth The adaptive decoder of the
SuperNTSC system allows both requirements. When
large chrominance transitions occur the {ilters are
adjusted for maximum bandwidth, but when the
chrominance signals are low in level and there are no
sharp transitions the filtering is adjusted so that the
effeclive bandwidth is narrowed, thus keeping noise
to a minimum.

Another technique used in the SuperNTSC
decoder is called throminance bandwidth expansionl
This increases the positional accuracy and sharpness
of colour transitions, for any change in colour will
occur at the same point as a luminance transition, but
in ordinary receivers the chrominance information is

blurred or smeared due to limited bandwidth of the
chrominance channel. In the SuperNTSC decoder,
the coincident luminance and chrominance transition
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is examined, and the colour transition is effectively
regenerated in a form which gives a much wider
bandwidth, so that sharp colour transitions can now
be displayed.

SuperNTSC improved display techniques
As Figure 8 shows, signals from the adaptive decoder
are fed into an advanced line doubler which has been

designed to provide RGB picture signals with either
1050 lines, 2:1 interlaced, al 59.94 f.p.s., or alter-
natively signals with 525-lines, continuously scanned

This line doubler uses motion compensation
techniques to avoid motion artifacts, and a technique
known as'horizontal multiplicative enhancement' to
increase the sharpness on luminance edges. To

improve the vertical resolution a form of detail
processing is used, and aperture correction is adopted
to compensate for the reduction in definition caused

by the finite size of the scanning spot, thus providing
a sharper image.

Faroudja claims ihat a picture signal with a basic

8MHz bandwidth can provide pictures with the
appearance of an image that might have originated
from a signal of 15 to 20MHz bandwidth.

Other Applications Of SuperNTSC
The techniques used in the SuperNTSC system have

a much wider application than might at first be

thought. Researchers working on the ACTV systems

have experimented with the use of SuperNTSC
pictures instead of standard NTSC pictures as their
basic signals, and with the SuperNTSC decoder and
display; the use of SuperNTSC should result in better
pictures, since the original NTSC cross-colour and
cross-luminance effects will be much reduced. In a

similar manner the techniques developed by Faroudja
could be applied to PAL systems throughout the world
with appropriate modifications to the filtering circuitry.

Somewhat surprisingly, the one significant ATV
feature the SuperNTSC system does not yet provide
is a widescreen display, but the Faroudja paper
submitted to the FCC advisory committee on
advanced television systems says that an aspect ratio
of 4:3 is the first step. An eventual second step will be

to move towards an aspect ratio oi 1.61:1 (i.e. 4.83:3)
whilst remaining fully compatible with 4:3 receivers,
although there may be the need for a black strip to be

displayed at the top and bottom ofthe picture, the so-

called letter box display. Various techniques could be

used to provide the widescreen feature, however, and
a few minutes thought about the application of
SuperNTSC to the ACTV system, as mentioned at
the start of this paragraph, will show just one method
by which widescreen SuperNTSC could eventually
become practicable.

In the next article in this series we will look at
some fascinating ideas which have been put forward
as possible contenders for the potentially huge
American AIV market, and see how they could also
have implications for existing European terrestrial
systems.



he tenth birthday party is a milestone in a
girl's life, one that must be celebrated in a
style that she would like to become accus-
tomed to. My girl's party had to feature a
disco in one of our outhouses. This disco

must have flashing ltghts as well as the obligitary loud
music.

The music was no problem, but the lights must
be a little bit special, none of the tired oldlound to
lights for this young technocrat. So it must have at least
six different light sequences, some of which must be
in time to the music some set by manual control. To
stop interference with the music the actual switching
must be silent and the circuit must be isolated from
both the amplifier output and the mains for safety.

It was decided to make the unit five channel, as
it gave a more pronounced sequence, especially if
used with a rope or mini lights.

ARIEATATE'S LIGHTS
To give a good range of sequences, a micro_

processor was used instead of a board full of logic. The
reasons are:
The unit becomes a lot easier to wire up, the
sequences may be changed at a later date, extra
sequences can the
processor may but
effective bar lig

To enhanc ent
types of input were io input. The
first was a simple fre input and the
other was an ampli

micro gave a lot of so the
ch nces was fairly wide. choice
of as made by Arienne d con-
sisted of the following:
o Straight sequence, this is the simple .light 

chaser,
or'walking light'it's speed can be set via the manual
speed control.
O Sound sequence, similar to the above but it moves
on in time to the music. One light will stay on when
the music stops. This sequence is very effective with
music which has a lot of sound bursts.

? Fu. Graph, the number of lamps lit depends on
the level of the music.

o Starburst, a nice sequence that consists of all of
the lights coming on one after the other then all going
out (5 Times), then all the lights come on and jo ofi
one at a time (5 times).

This is followed by a 'walking lthe
lights are on except for one whic S (5
times) and finally the lights come irst,
starting from the middle, then the next 2 lights and
finally the last 2 lights this then reverses (5 timls). The
sequence then repeats

This sequence is recommended for a static
display where something needs highlighting.

R5
22k

B6
22k

R7
22k

RA
22k

R9
22k

R10 .

560k.

Fig. 1 Circuit of the audio section.
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LD1

LO2
LD3
LD4
LO5

lC4 = 74HC573
rcs : 27C64
lC6 = 2801 (U1N2801)
D1-6 = 1N4148

c7
33p+

c4E
ilf,

+SEE TEXT

Fig. 2 Circuit of the processor section

+c5
I 10u

TANT
7 IAXIAL

D1

t..U

ffi.

Circuit Operation
As I mentioned in the pre-amble this project may be

built in two ways, either as a full blown processor
controlled multi sequence light show or for those with
a smaller budget as a very effective bar graph display.
To this end the circuit diagrams are drawn in three
parts, the simpler version uses the audio and output
sections only, neat huh?

The audio input is from any standard micro-
ohone, the prototype used a cheap and cheerful stick
mic from a cassette recorder, but virtually any will do
as long as it is not too insensitive. The first op amp acts

as a simple high gain amplifier (>250).lt's output has
a DC of{set so Cl sees this off. VR1 sets the gain of
the next stage, with C2 giving a high frequency roll-
of{ so the high notes dont effect the sequence (much!).

This output is fed into a divider chain so the lower
amplitudes just trigger lC2a, l6e next higher triggers
IC2a and b and so on. The preset is to overcome the
2 2Y (approxl threshold on the schmitt triggers so
each one triggers smoothly. The more astute readers
will have noticed that the chain is linear and sound
as we all know is logarithmic, so for the very best effect
you should change the values to give a logarithmic
progression with R5 as the smallest, try R5 : 47R,
R6 : 470R, R7 : 4K7,R8 : 47K, R9 : 470K and
R10 : 1M.

The outputfromlCZa-e (marked O/P 1-5) can
either go into the relevant processor connections or
directly into the output stage, for those building the
processor version, I will describe the operation of this
part.

For those of you who read my Telephone com-
bination lock (an improved version of which I am
working on, watch this space!!) you will notice that I
am using another version of the ubiquitous 48 series
single chip micro-controllers. This is based on the
8080 and, although it has more bugs in it than a

Libyan coffee shop, it has a couple of reilly neat
features both of which are that it is CHEAP It does
have full I/O and data/address multiplexing and a
wonky timer. In this instance I'm driving it with an
11MHz clock, although virtually any old clock speed
down to 5 or 6MHz will do (l happen to have a lot of
11MHz crystals) because it divides it down by 15
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before it starts so it then lumbers along at a Iairly sedate
733kHz.

For all it's little faults it is a well used little beast
(most Computer Keyboards have one in) and can be

capable of reasonably good performance if the pro-
grammer is prepared to take some time and effort with
it (l once designed a futly fledged Hayes compatable
Soft Modem using one of these, complete with 2 soft

UARTs, three speeds etc all in 2K Bytes. Never again
though!).

For this application neither great speed nor great
performance is required as it basically just looks at the
inputs and alter a bit of jiggery-pokery shoves them
out again.

The software is written in sequences so that it
performs a complete sequence before it changes to
the next sequence. So for example if sequence 6 is
chosen their it will go right to the end before changing
even if the switch is changed just after it has started.
The switch is simply used to pull one data line down
to signal which sequence is required. If the 6th
sequence is required for a static display then the switch
can be removed and it will always default to this
sequence.

IC2f is used as a simple oscillator to determine



the sequence speed. IC6 is an octal driver of which
only 5 outputs are used.

The rest of the circuit is the address/data latch
and Program EPROM. The processor sends out the
lower 8 bits of the address on the data bus together
with a signalcalled ALE (Address Latch Enable) which
is used to store thern in a latch which in turn drives
the EPROM when the data is being sought, which jf
you know your 8080/8085 should sound familiar to
you.

The output section uses an opto isolator with a
ut tri
the
oint
the

sequently the load is very low (in practise it is not
exactly zero as the triac wouldn't actually latch) which
in turn means that RFI is not produced, what that
means to you is that it doesn't cause clicks on the
music, like some light shows. The output of the Opto
triac is capable of driving a diddly.little bulb of about

o could be used to directly drive
s of christmas tree lights (try it it
rranged in a wheel).

However to do serious justice to the circuit
then decent triacs should be used I chose the
BTA08-4008W (snappy little name eh?) because it
has isolated tabs so they could all be bolted to a

ink, if required. On the prototype I
floods with no heatsink and they got
they are already hard on when the

s fairly
going
in any
escent

lamps have a positive temperature coefficient so they
have a large inrush current (most die at this point) on
start up which is about twice their normai operafing
current.

Note that the front panel LED is mounted in
series can see exactlv
whati sisaveryuseful
featur co console with
the lights facing the crowd so you can,t see them
properly.

On the sirnple version simply conneci the out.

puts end of
R12 To stop
over idea to
chan celC1f
osciliator output can be use r opto (via
a 330R resistor) anci triac pJe strobe
light, if it is not used then 0V

Construction
There is nothing in the circuit that should cause any
problems if the circuit board is used. However. is it isn,t
used then great care is required on the mains wiring,
remember it is lethal. When testing the circuit I would
recommend using an Earth L-eakage Circuit Breaker.

If the simple unit is required then connect the
links shown on the PCB close to C10, you will not
need to put anything inside the thick line.

If you want to build the unit on your own pCB
or into a system, note that the 0 Volt lines are starred
to reduce interference from the switching currents of
the LEDs on the Audio Input.

I would recornmend thatthe unit is tested without
the Mains power supply cr triacs fitted. using a sep-
arate DC suppJy (greater than + 8V) connected across
C9 (observing polarity). When you are happy every-
thing worl<s, then connect the triacs and traniform 

- 
.

the tests niay be done
nt panel he lamps and
mmend urse of action

initially as the system will be easjer to fault find on with
no mains floating around it!

the so he micro_
pho nd sor me music
with just th mid travel
now adjust the volume control RV1 uniil all the lights
flash consistently with rhe music.

Now turn to the music controiled sequence, the
sequence should be reasonably smooth with each
beat, if not adjust RV1.

mus :t;x'l.il;
it at lamps iight
uP o ould reduce
the number ol lamps lit

.. As with many systems iike this the above settings
will eventually be made by experience, d;fferent
settings produce different effects so don't be afraid to
experiment

Final setting up is straight forward after connect
ing the lights then start the simple sequence and
ensure that all of the Jamps llght in turn, If not switch
off before rewiring.

The Use
Over the years i've put together quite a fer,v disco
system of experience with
light sh s were honible they
clicked music in volume.

I' lavout
of s t s'how
its a can be

ite bulbs, say 12 volt wired
ght running dim) on each
a wheel or in a fan shape

ic effect was to use small
a Ience.
but always
ou connect

The party was a great success with Arienne
pJaying Queen Bee on the light show controls. now
they all warrl onel

A copy of the Hex Dump for the EpROM js
avaiiabie by sending an SAE to E'II.

812,14.

'uJi*'o ti

LPl 5

CRY1 5
OTHER

CHANNELS

FRONT
PAN EL
LEDl-5

NOTE:
oP1-5 = MOC3041
CRY1 5 = BTA08-4O0BW

ALL CHANNELS IDENTICAL
or\rLy oNE sHowN ron cLnnriv

MOUNT
CLOSE

TOG ETH ER

NOTE:
lc7 = 78105
D7.8 = 1N4001

Fig. 3 Power supply and output section.
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PARTS LIST
',I'RESEftRS lall %W 5%l

620k

2k2

6k2

330k

22k

560k

4k7

R1' l

R2' ,i '

01

n4,
85,G7,8,e
'R10 ,

Bl1 '

14,1618120'. 51fl

1517,19,21 1508i , " 22oklin

SEMIC0NDUCT0RS'i ; i i

lcl ,' ' 
,1M358N,"lC,2 74C14 or 40106

tc3 ,' 8035 ,:, .

74HC573

27C64'. '

2801 ',i

tc4

lC5

rc6

t
ItrEI ,, ll'l

frlr:lFl
RV3 , . 22klin

EAPAEIOBS

IC7 , 78105 ,

0P'1,2,3,4;5 [40C3041

c8Y1,2,3,4,5 BrA08 4008W

1ED1,2,3,4,5 i 
Hed LEO's

D1,2,3,4;5;6 , 1N4148

D7,8 ' ,, iN4001 , l

RV2 l0k preset lin

c2.
e3,5,10

L4

co,l
LO

c9

t$t
10n

109. tantalutn

llt
33p

100n

2200/16v

XTAL 1

SWl

SKl

SK2

TB]

See text ,

6 way 1 pole wafer

.l
,, formei

Farnelt Cat No 141"471

Microphone, PCB, case, knobs

BUYLINES
The Soltwaieio avallable by sending 2 new blank 27C64 or 27C128

EPROfu1S and a stamped addre Kirk cbthe Post

0flice, Cwmvstwyth, Dyfed. keep the other,

EPROI\iIS whh stufl in will be as will old ones

@
II

'l ,l
240V

MAINS

-€-
'----@
G

a

ta

a TRANSFoRMER

aa

aa

F
I
0
=o
F
z
o
=E
o
a

ltIEig

LEAVE THIS SECTION
OUT ON SIMPLE UNIT

II]II,II

d14
Jo-Ld-l'
da-/a

L:J

E4

ffi
dava

f:J

CHANNEL 1

TO SK2€

Et-
CHANNEL 2

TO SK2€-EF
CHANNEL 3

TO SK2€-EF
CHANNEL 4

TO SK2€

EF
CHANNEL 5

TO Sl(2 €

€F

H

H

H

H

H
I

Fig. 4 Component overlay for Arienne's Lights
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HIGH GRADE COMPONENT PARCELS
Unless othenrvise stated, allcomponenr;.lisd;; ,:Trgtifl:opti '

silil, De tne tarst to hear otfers bv
putting your name on . (pba#

L_- write in, Leah on
0272522703 afiet

6.30 pm).

I
,l
I

t
ft

I

HIGHGRADE
COMPONENTS LTD
Unit 102 SWobilrn Road, Eastville, BristolBSS6TT

34
,l

_ some ofjusl about any @mponmt you ca.e lo name!
i lesrsrors, €pacitors, tants, presets), opto devices

banery @nneclors, mixed mmponents pacisl. A stirnniiq ranoJbi

'"'ff11ffi'?iili ri"llush 
ro set a workshop or rab started - at-a

, are of exeltent quality, in Iy intended lo
"9' ake sure you g6t a good v ohct
Ll than two otany one pack, barel.Perel than two ol any one-'pack, i,r;

^. 
w^illftave ar rrrusr rrve or any one pack. pa6f! sr'ppf,.eO as [,sy corjl-

our cnorce.
PARCEL 1A: 20 PACKS tor t10 + VAT

PARCEL 1 B: l0O PACKS,or t39! + VAT

F n COmDOnen

.. 19.' earorytics,diodes, rimm6rs, V

n 9!ce a.e?in'a sffiillrr*." rarcetcontainins a

mpo.nents. This is mostly remainders from
stutf we foroot to advertise, or navein 

-"
too srrarr a quanrrry to sell ,;r;i,ii;i;ir;w rth .t la.at ai^ht timeS ther ur lgs lt tE

catalogue! Wha
grade compon

(Varuc e ruu+;
PARp,!! 2qigg0o+ top grade components for €49t + VAT

LEDs
Allshapes, sizes and

colours of LEDs. Round ones
rectangular ones,re nd yellow ones,clear all sorts.

PABCEL 7A: 100 LEDs for G5.90 + VAT
PARCEL 78: 5flt LEDs for 824.90 +surpnses

PARCEL 3A: 100 lCs for t12!+ VAT

TANTALUM
CAPACITORS
A nice range of tants in values up to
47yF. Lots of useful caps, and we're
not mean with the most expensive
ones. A fine selection.

PARCEL 4A: 100 TANTS tor t6.80 + VAT
PARCEL 48: 500 TANTS tor t29! + VAT

PAFCEL 8A:
1000 CAPACITORS for t6.50 + VAT

An exciting selection of
capacitors. There are

ceramics for decouplino and
general use, Polystyrrinejfor high' s,dm vd lew

nF u ens andnF u ens and
aluminium electrolytics - just about anv
capacitor you'll ever need. Don't miss fhis
onel

RELAYS
All kinds of relays: plug-in, PCB

heavy duty
ou name it.

You'll be back for more!

PARCEL 1 64:
50 RELAYS for f1 2 + VAT

PARCEL 1 6B:
200 RELAYS for f38 +VAT

are BC212s, BC213s, BC548s,
BC238Bs, MTJ210s, and so on. Next
month - who knows? All top quality
components.

PARCEL 6A:
200 TRANSISTORS tor 87.80t+ VAT
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AIR IONISERS
By means ol poinls raised to a very high voltage, ionisers re'structure the air

you breathe, turning ordinary air molecules into potent negative ions, The

etlects of breathing in these ions can be quite statling. Almost everybody

reports that it makes them feel good, and there is now strong evidence that it

can also improve your concentration, make you more healthy and alert, make

you sleep better, and even raise your lQ.

THE MISTRAL AlR >
IONISER
The ultimate air ioniser. The Mistral has variable

ion drive, built-in ion counler and enough power to

drive live multi-point emitters with ease. lts nine

main drive stages, five secondary drives and lour

booster stages give an immense 15 billion ions per

minute output - enough to fill the largest room in

a matter ol seconds.

The parts set contains everything you need to

build the Mistral: components, PCB, case, emitter

and full instructions. lf you're keen to increase the

oulput still lurther, there's an optional eight-point

internal emitler set to give extra ionising capability,

and an almost silent piezo-electric ion lan to drive

the ions away lrcm the emitter and into the room.

MtsrRAL toNtsER PARrS SET t32.66 E
INTERNAL EMITTER PARTS SET

(optional)83.22 E
ION FAN (optional) 811.27 E

( rcnlrAN cAMERA
Bioplasmic fields, auras, or just plain corona discharge? No matter how you explain them, the ettects are strange and

spectacular, Can you really pholograph the missing portion of a torn leaf? Can you really see energy radiating lrom
your finger tips? Most researchers would answer 'yes' to both questions,

Our Kirlian photography set contains everything you need lo turn the Mistral into a Kirlian camera, your bedroom

or spare room into a darkroom, and to expose, develop and prinl Kirlian photographs (photographs made with high

voltage electricity instead of light). The set includes exposure bed, salelighi bulb, developing and fixing chemicals,

trays, imaging paper and lull instructions. A Mistral ioniser parts set is also required.

KIHLIAN CAMERA SET 819.78 E

Tel: (0600) 3715 LIMITED

SALES DEPT., ROOM 1OZ FOUNDERS HOUSE, REDBROOK, MONMOUTH, GWENT.

ORDERING
All prices include VAT

UK orders: please add !1,15 postage and packing

Eire and overseas: please deduct VAT and add

[5.00 carriage and insurance,

ACCESS
Phone 0600 3715 lor immediate

attention to your Access order.

( enoPHEr PF3
The Prophet perlorms its own special miracle on the dashboard of your

car. First reports are most impressive: driving becomes a positive

pleasure, easier to stay alert on long motorway journeys, a child cured

ol travel sickness. The ion etfect is not to be underesiimated. Don't forget

the experiments either: there's the smoke trick, tritfids, the living emitter,

and more. The Prophet can be used anynahere with a supply ol 9V to

12V DC, so don'l restrict it to the car alone!

PROPHET PF3 PARTS SET 821.39 E

THE O.ION
Check out the ion levels around your house. The Q'lon will measure

the oulput ol any ioniser, test the air to see where the ions are

concentrating, help you set up lans and position your ioniser tor best

etlect, and generally tell you anything you want to know about ion

levels in the air, The readout is in the form ol a bar graph which moves

up and down as ihe Q-lon snitfs the air in ditlerent parts of the room.

Readings up to 10r0 ions per second, positive or negative.

Q.ION COMPLETE PARTS SET 821.16 E

* The Vanishing Smoke
Trick

Light up a cigarette and gently puff smoke

into a glass jar until the air inside is a thick,
grey smog. Carelully invert the jar over the

ioniser so that the emitter is inside. Within

seconds the smoke will vanish! This is one

of the best demonstrations ol an ioniser's
air cleaning action and with a large jar the

etfect is quite dramatic.

* Tritfids

Connect a length ol wire from the ioniser

emitter to the soil in the pot of a
houseplant. 0ne with sharp, pointy leaves

is best. Hold your hand close to the plant

and the leaves will reach out to touch you!

ln the dark you may see a laint blue glow

around the leat lips - this works better with

some plants than with others, so try several

ditferent types. The plants don't object to

this treatment at all, by the way, and often

seem to thrive on it.

* The Electric Handshake

Wear rubber soled shoes, Touch lhe
ioniser emitter lor a lew seconds until your

body is thoroughly charged up. When your

hair stands on end, that's just about

enough, Then give everyone you meet a
jolly electric handshake. Just think, you

could lose all your lriends in a single

eveningl (A meaner trick still is to charge

up a glass ol waler or a pint ol beer. Even
your family won't speak to you after that!)



TOIYAR^DS
TOMORROW

his is the first of a new series of occasional
columns in which I will write about
whatever I find most interesting in
technology and related fields. Often I will
be touching the edge of science fiction,

which we will address later) for about a week, it would
reach 1/5 the speed of light. 91 years later, when
passing through the Alpha Centauri system, a further

the future suggests that it will be possible between ten
and twenty years from now Let us take the main
requirements in order:

Micron wire can be made now. but not in

Andrew Armstrong
looks at tomorrows
technology todav.

discussing things which cannot yet quite be achieved,
and may never actually be done even when possible.
I hope that what I find interesting will also interest other
people - please write in with your comments so that
we can decide whether and if so how to continue the
senes

Fiction has dealt with interstellar travel, though
at present few people would believe this to be practi-al

in the forseeable future. Equally, almost nobodv
thought that men would walk on the moon until a few
years before it actualllly happened. The reality was
different from the fiction in this case, as so often
happens. Eariy technological achievements usually
seem to be less spectacular, more costly, and subject
to more problems than fictional accounts would have
us believe, but eventually the reality becomes
commonplace and surpasses the fiction

So it will be with interstellar travel Nobody will
zoom to the stars on a rocket. but a limited form of
exploration using unmanned probes may be possible.

The non-intuitive fact that radiation exerts a
pressure can be used to propel spacecraft, and indeed
practical lightsails (using sunlight for propulsion) are
u nder development. Other electromagnetic radiation
can also be used, and in 1985 Dr Robert Forward
(consultant to the US Air Force) proposed a
microwqve powered interstellar probe

Th.e minimal version of the "starwisf' probe
would consist of a mesh of micron wire, with an
integrated circuit chip at each intersection. It would
use 16 grammes of wire and 4 grammes of semi-
conductors to make up a 1km area sail. When
irradiated by a IOGW microwave beam (the source of

significant quantities. lt is not clear how adequate
quantities could be made practically, but who, twenty
years ago, would have thought that kilometres of
single mode optical fibre (optical waveguide) could
be made and considered cheap enough for ordinary
telecommunications use

The integrated circuit at the junction ol each set
of wires is rather speculative at the moment. It seems
unlikely that silicon would be sufficiently radiation
resistant to last, and the best candidate at present looks
like indium phosphide. Of course, there is a long way
to go between the present state of tile art and VLSI
chips using indium phosphide, but the general
techniques of IC manufacture are known, so it is not
so large a step as that from the first silicon transistor
to the transputer.

Consider what the microcircuit at each junction
would have to do First of all, it would have to work
as part of a distributed array processor, in conjunction
with the other circuits in the array. To enable
propulsion, junctions would have to switch to short
circuit or open circuit condition as appropriate. yet
others would have to configure themselves to rectify
microwave power to provide DC to run the system.

On arrival at the destination the real fun would

MICROWAVE BEAM
DURING OPERATION

MICROWAVE SOLAR
POWER SATELLITE .,

MICROWAVE
MESH FRESNEL
ZONE PLATE

MICROWAVE BEAM
DURING TEST

STARWISP
INTERSTELLAR
PROBE
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begin. The probe, having travelled all the way at 207o
light speed, would probably have suffered damage,
and would have to configure its processing array to
work around large holes or tears Again, some
junctions would configure themselves as rectifiers to
provide power, while others would serve as parts of
a phases array transmitter.

ln order to send a beam of microwaves back to
Earth, the probe would measure the relative phase
and strength of the signal received, and transmit a

reciprocal signal from that part of the array This
technique can produce a tightly directional signaJ,
despite major irregularities in the transmitting array

The same principle is applied to the design of the
now obsolete 'squariali in which a flat plate array of
receiving aerials is made to perform as a directional
aerial. The same effect could be achieved with a non
flat array, for example moulded into the roof of a

vehicle. i{ appropriate phase and gain compensation
were applied to each elernent This principle r,vill no
doubt be applied to miiitary satellite comm unications.
with active gain and phase compensation steering the
beam, if indeed it has not already been done

Back to Starwisp The really dlfflcult part is to
build up a picture without any optics! The way to do
this is to make each element of the array sensitive to
just one frequency of light, and to the phase as well.
The phase and gain information from a number of
elements will give directional information about
incident light. even'if each element has for exam!le
180o solid angle sensitivity Thus shape can be
determined without lenses and focussing Colour, and
even false colour infra red images could be built ui:
from the different frequency detectors in the array Of
course, single frequency phase sensitive detectjon of
Jight is a task the doing of which is not yet known

There may never be an electronic means of such
detection, but it is more likely that a means will be
found, perhaps using quantum devices built using
nanotechnology (l intend to cover this in a future
column.)

Propulsion
Earlier on I referred to a 10GW microwave beam
providing acceleration for Starwisp If the launching
of Starwisp could be coordinated with the
commissioning of a solar power satellite (SPS), the
SPS could be used for about a week to launch
Starwisp before being beamed ai Earth to provide
enough electricity to allow several large power stations
to close Hopefully, the production of another SPS
could be timed to permit the transmission of a beam
to illuminate Starwisp for about a week at its
destination, so that it can gather data and trarsmit it
back to Earth

For the Jew readers . who may not have
encountered the idea of an SPS before. it is a satellite
in geosynchronous orbit lt generates electricity using
photovoltaic panels, and converts the DC to
microwaves which it beams at a collector array in an
unpopulated area Environmental damage resulting
from this is thought to be smaller than for fossil fuel
or nuclear power generaiion, and perhaps less than
for tidal power generation by flooding the habitat of
rareflora and fauna The debate looks setto run and
run

There are a number of technological problems
to solve before Starwisp or any similar space probe
can be launched, but the largest obstacle will be in
finding the political will to forward this area of scientific
research

I
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SOFT/C.A.D.
ISIS SUPERSKETCH
lSlS SUPERSKETCH is a purpose designed program
Ior drawing circuit diagrams. Our Graphical User
Intcrlace and Intelligent Diagram Editor combine to
lcavc all othcr budget packages far behintl in this
application. Rrr example, you can draw a wire from
pin to pin in iust 4 mouse operations: point at first
pin, click, point at second pin, click. The wire
autOroutcr does the rest.

PCB !I
PCB II is a new state of the art manual PCB layout
package sharing the same Graphical User Inlerlacc as

ISIS SUPERSKETCH. lt also features Topological
Route Editing which is .easy to learn and yet stunningly
powerful... our demo disk will reveal all!

For a limited period only, wc are oftering ISIS
SUPERSKETCH (Extended library) and PCB ll for.iusr
Ll49 - can you atTord not to join the CAD revolution?

o
o

Topological Route Editor
Unlimited user configurable pad,
track and via styles
Full surface mount support.
2 copper + 2 silk layers,
1 thou resolution.
30x30 inch max board size.
Object oriented 2D drawing for
silk screen graphics
Drivers for dot matrix, pen
plotters, lasers, POSTSCBIPT,
gerber, etc. etc

o
o
o
o
D

Auto wire routing
Auto dot placement.
Auto name generator
Powerful editing facilities.
Object oriented 2D drawing
with symbol library.
Comprehensive device
libraries available.
Output to dot matrix, pen
plotters, lasers, POSTSCBIPT.
Export lo DTP packages in
IMG or DXF formats.

o
o
o
o
o

cbcenEen
E/ectronic.s

PRICES
SUPEBSKETCH (Basic Library) .. , t69
SUPEBSKETCH (Extended Library). E99
PCB il... ..... . . .. ,..,,.,.......,.,869
SUPERSKETCH (Ext Lib)+PCB ll. 1149
OTHEB Si}V & H,IVV . . .,,,. .. .. CALL

Call for tlcmo disks
today - 02'74 542868.
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meter may be made more sensjtive by the use of a
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John Smith develops a

circuit idea into a
working proto-type
test meter

16 get such a high input resistance an electronic
testmeter is needed Commercial instruments are
usually expensive, so this project is i:ttended to
provide a fairly simple unit at a reasonable cost This
co.!t may be reduced if the constructor can provrde
sorne of the main items from stockl A rrroving coil

vJ|,""#.

oving coil multimeters, even good
ones, can take a significant current
from the circuit under test, and this
rhay give rise to inaccurate readings
Referring to Figure 1; if a 50prA -20,000 R/volt-meter, on a 5 volt range, is used t,:

mea"ure Vbc, then, due to the shunting effect of Rr-.
a reading of about 0.905 volts will be obtained, an
error of over 2 volts. If a meter taking lprA full scale
(lM/volt) again on a 5 volt range, is used then the
error will be less than l/5 volt. Not exact, but quite
near enough for one to be satisfied that the circuit is
working correctly,

TEST METEB:
50uA fsd = 2O,0OOR/VOLT
lF USED ON 5 VOLT RANGE Rm = ]00k

Fig. 1 Standard Testmeter applied to potential
divider

transistor amplifier, as shown in Figure 2. This basic
circuit suffers from a number of defects; one of which
is that the transistor I by temperature, and
another is that the in as to exceed the V6-
of the transistor - 700 mV. before ai!
readings are obtained. The latter difficulty can be
overcome to sorne extent, by the use of a Germanium
transistor, but only at the expense of greater
temperature instability.

Rin PROTECTS TRANSISTOR BASE FROM OVERLOAD
& ALLOWS FOR CALIBRATION OF CIRCUIT

Rc PROTECTS MOVING COIL METER FROM OVEBLOAo

Fig. 2 Greater sensitivity is provided by a
transistor amplifier

A better circuit is shown in Figure 3. Here the
transistor is supplied with a permanent bias current
through R6 and the . is balanced
out of the meter circ on of R. and
the resistor network diode is also
supplied with a permanent current via R6, and as it
is a silicon device, it should present a similar potential
difference from anode to cathode as the V6" of the
transistor. Thus, by returning the negative input lead
to the diode anode, rather than the supply negative,
V6n is virtually eliminated from the input circuit. RV2
allows the system to be calibrated.

A further improvement can be made by using a
second transistor instead of the diode, and forming
a balanced amplifier configuration, known as a'long
tailed pair' (see Figure 4) It is now possible to set the
meter zeroby altering the bias to one of the transistors,
using RV1.

The gain of the circuit in Figure 4 may be
increased by adding iwo further transistors, and we
now have an amplifier consisting of two balanced
Darlington Pairs (Figure 5). This arrangement will
per{orm quite well, and variations of it are often given
as meter amplifiers. [t can be constructed from four
separate transistors, but an attractive alternative is to
use the five-transistor array, the CA 3046, as all the

Fig. 3 lmproved transistor amplifier circuit



semiconductors will then be in thermal equilibrium,
and there is a convenient bn chip link which we can

use for the connection between the emitters of Q2 and

Q3. Musing on the possibility of utilising the fifth
transistor somewhere, results in the circuit of Figure
6. The last hansistor, which must be the one including
the substrate connection, supplies a constant current
to be balanced amplifier tail; and ihis transistor's bias

is, in turn, stabilised by D1 and D2. The two diodes
also provide a degree of temperature compensation

There are two major drawbacks in this last

arrangement; the first is that a relatively large number
of components are needed, and secondly a fairly high

supply voltage is required. This latter point is also a
problem if an Op-Amp IC is used as a meter amplifier.

N OTE:
Rb1 AND Rh4 HELP TO INCREASE
THE INPUT RESISTANCE

Fig. 5 lncreased gain using Darlington Pairs

An outline circuit is shown in Figure 7, and needs
some r-9 volts for satisfactory operation.

To keep the amount o{ components down, and
the supply requirements low, a different approach is

required, so the basic DC amplifier shown in Figure
8 was examined. This idea looked promising, but the
P N P output transistor was a bit of a problem. We were
still keen to use a CA 3046, but there are no P N P
transistors in a 30461

We were looking for operation from supplies of
-r1.5 volts, and the normal V6n of a silicon transistor
is, as has been mentioned before, about half of this
value, so the circuit shown in Figure 9 was suggested.
The P N P transistor has been replaced with two
N P N devices, the first operating as a common
emitter, and the second as a common collector (also

known as an emitter follower). Q5 is used to supply
the 'tail' cuffent as in Figures 6 & 8, although in the
final version this arrangement is not utilized, and a

simple resistor chain has been substituted. The
important operating potentials are shown in Figure 9

The gain of this amplifier is defined by the ratio
of R1n to R16 and has been found to be extremely
accuiate Gains of over 1,000 times have been
achieved, and this allows a 1 mA meter movement

to operate with an imput current of only 1A. No
special temperature compensation provisions have
been made, other than the use of a single I C for all
the semiconductors, and no noticable drift has been
experienced. The gain is so precise that no calibration

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER: TOTAL SUPPLY NEEDS ARE 18 VOLTS

Fig. 7 An op-amp meter amplifier

Fig. 6 Transistor array amplifier
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is necessary, and all the ranges are obtained solely by
the use 1% tolerance resistors, which are easily, and
cheaply purchased. The final circuit is shown in Figure

10
Next month we will turn this final developmenl

into a practical conshuction giving five voltage ranges.

Fig. 9 Low voltage amplifier

Fig. 8 Basic DC amp approach

aar r#6
NOTEI
ALL TRANSISTORS WITHIN CA3O46

Fig. 10 Final developed design for testmetel

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices.

Plus Tools, Watches, Fancy Goods.
Mail order only.

All inclusive prices NO post, or
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Brian J Reed Electrical
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell
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Tel:071 2235016

081-393 90ss

.. PRO]ECT REPORTS .. TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS ..
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Fig. 1 Potential divider network at input

The

n this, the final part of Testing Testing. we r,vill

examine the characierisiic-" of measurement
probes in detail, and discuss the implications
of these characteristics on the results Vou get

from your measurentents

Pure Resistance
We already saw. when we discusseU murltimeters, thal

the probe and instrumetlt input resistance form a

potential divider with the circr-rit under test (CUT)

measured node at its input and the instrument itrput
ai its output (Figure 1) Assuming tl.re effect is purely
resjstive as in Figure 1, it !s ciear the measured signal

will always be a little bit smallcr lhan the actual signal

The result is defined by R.,/(R- +R1,,) where:
R., is the meter resistance
R1,, is the input resistance

MEASURED
SIG N AL

Iffective capacitances and inductances

In the case of the meters, the input 'probe' (a

piece of thick wire) had negligible resistance, and the
meter resistance varies from about 30K to 10lvl. so the
attenuation of the signal would seern small The input
resistance is not solely the probe resistance The ouput
resistance of the CUT node also continbutes: the input
resistance is the sun of the probe and the CUT node
ouput resistance [f either is significant conrpat'ed to
the meter resistance, the signal willbe attenuated, and
the meter will read low, The saving grace is, if you
know the meter, the probe and the CUT node output
resistance, you can correct your reading by applying
the potential divider formula in reverse:

Vrnul :V-"u.uroa (Rnoa" -FRprobn +R.n,"r),/Rn.",o,

The Impure Resistance
All this is fine for purely resistive systems, but in the

real world there is no such thing, Even the hunible
quarter watt resistor also has sorne capacitance and
some inductance, each of which wili contribute a

reactive component (frequency-dependent parallel

or series resistance) to the value of the resistor

Similarly, a capacitor has ,.orne inductat-rce and
resistance. a diode has sotne capacllarlcc. anci so on.
These are generally referred to as stray effects, and
their values are mostly small: 10pF and lnH are

typical orders of magnitude At DC, these have no
effect on our results, as at zero Hz. inductive reactance
(series) (Xr) :s zero, and capar:itive reactance
(parallel) (X.) is infinite The moment we start to vary
the signal in the preserrce of AC), these series and

parallel equivalent resistances (Figure 2) combine with
the purely resistive elements to create an impedance,
but at low frequencies the effect will be negligibly
small The really critical question is at what point
measurernent starts to get unreliable, and to answer
this. you need to be able to calculate the effects

coniributed by the stray C and L

The Formulae
The formulae for calculating the reactance of the stray
effects are as follows:
Xc : I i 2rIC for capacitive reactance
Xr-:2nfl for inductive reactance
where f is in Hertz, C is in Farads, and L is in Henries.
Tb derive the impedance we must somehow combine
the effects of the resistance, inductance and
capacitance. As the reactance is a dynamic effect, it
js r-rot valid to just add the reactance to the resistive
component The correct formula for arriving at
impedance in series circuits takes account of the phase

of each effect as weil as its magnitude:
Z:rfP'z +X2
Where:
Z:impedance (in ohms)
R : resistance
X:Xr-Xc
Xr : inductive reactance
Xc : capacitance reactance
This formula has a curious similarity to Pythagoras'
Theorem, and indeed, if you plot the vector diagram
of the 'forces' involved, they form a right-angled
triangie

For resistive and ractive components in parallel,
we use the {ormula:

1

7---

!R2 ' x,
u,hich looks very like the conventional resistors in
parallel formula.

It is generally possible to ignore the effects of stray
inductance here, as for moderate frequencies, a

straight piece of wire like the 'scope probe lead will
have a very small stray inductance in proportion to
its stray capaciiance. The 1nH stray inductance typical
of bits of wire like probe leads up to about 1 metre long
will exhibit at most a few ohms series reactance at
frequencies below 20MHz or so. This allows us to use

the approximation:
X: XC
ln other words, capacitive reactance and resistance

310p
C comp

Fig. 3 Matching resistance and capacitance effects

are the only terms we need to consider. Just for
comparison, ECL III high speed logic working at
500MHz. only allows simple wire connections of 0.4"
or less! Any connections longer than this must be
specially conditioned with resistive loads to minimise
both the capactive and inductive effects of the
connection (irnpedance matching)

I

I

Fig
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Do Not Disturb
So far we have only considered the potential divider
effect: the apparent loss of signal amplitude resulting
from probe CUT and node impedance being
significant in proportion to meter irnpedance The iess

immediately visible but potentially more disruptive
and occasionally destructive effect we must allow for
is the loading eflect of the measuring equipment
(including any probes) on the circuit node being
monitored. This loading effect will result in an actual
loss of signal amplitude, due to the extra current being
drawn by the measuring instrument. The results can
occasionally be catastrophic, or at best highly
misleading (see ETI April '90)

Fig. 4 Table of Reactances and lmpedances for
Xl0 probe

As rve found our right back ir-r part one cf this
series, you cannot make a measurement in electron jcs

without stealing a bit of current, This arnounts to
adding an extra parallel load to the CUT node The
value of this load is equal to the total of the probe and
instrument impedances in series

The effects we are discussing are frequency
dependent, and most signi{icant at the high end rvhich
suggests the best example is the lcope and its probes.
When we looked at these on a basic level in ern earlier
part of this series (ETI Dec. '89) we saw how it is

possible to maintain the division ratio of the
CUT+probe/instrument potential divider across all
relevant frequencies by matching the resistive divider
with a capacitance in the same ratio (figLrre .l)
Although the division ratio js maintained constant, this
system does not stop the overall input impedance
from falling as the frequency rises at the measureme nt

node.

Fig. 5 Table of Reactances and lmpedances for X1
probe

If we calculate Zin for the typical X10 'scope
probe of figure 3 over a range of frequencies (Figure
41, we seea pretty dramatic increase in loadinq of the
CUT as the frequency of our signal exceeds ihe audio
band. The precise calculation is quite complex. as the
impedance of the basic series/parallel network is also
modified by the distributed capacitance and
inductance of the probe lead. To simplify the
calculation, a figure is normally quoted by ihe probe
manufacturer for input capacitance when used with
a standard 'scope input (1M, 30p). This quoted figure

ETI MARCH I99I

is the basis for ihe table of Figure 4.
For a X1 probe, (Figure 5) the figures are even

worse, as the lack of a potential divider and
compe nsation capaciior produces R'" of 1M and C,n

of about 70p once plugged into the 'scope

The X1 probe will also exhibit a variable
attenuation with frequency, due to the mismatch
between the probe capacitance and the'scope input
capacitance (Cpo6n/C..oo" not equal to Rp.ot"/R,.opn).

This will lead to distortion of complex waveforms, as

the attenuation of upper conrponents will depend on
their frequency: the probe will exhibit significani rolloff
at high frequencies.

It will be seen from these figures that, capacitance
takes over from the resistance as the major contributor
to CUT loading in frequencies in the order of 10kHz
for both probes, This is really quite surprising (you
thought you'd bought a 1M or a 10M 'scope probe!),
but. for the X10 probe. the impedance is still in the
10rR range up to 100kHz, whjch is well out of the
audio band It is in the megahertz region that things
start to get a bit problematic.

la)

Fig. 6a Effect of Undershoot and Overshool

{b)

Fig. 6b Effect of adding re{lected signals

The B,eal Problent
'Ihe cause oi the trouble is really the relatively high
capacitance of the probe assembly (inciuding any
capacitance at the measuring instrument) A very
interesting difference between the two probes is the
contribution of 'scope input capacitance to the total
capacitance used to derive the irnpedance For the X1
probe, C..,,0" and Co,obo have to be added, whereas
for the X10 probe, C..op" can be ignored The
provision of the potential divider in the probe circuit
has isolateci the measurement node from the effects
of C..non The penalty for this is that our signal has
treen ciivided by 10 in amplitude

Even a X100 passive nrobe. which has an input
resistance (inciuding the scope) of 100M, has an input
capacilance oI 6-7p, and the penalty for this
comparatively low capacitance figure is a basic signal
attenuation of 997o!

Get And Keep [t Matched
I have heavily slressed this point about impedance
matching. trecause it is one of the rnost commonJy
ignored sources of measurement problems of all
kinds: bad readings and blorun-up circuits

The nratching problem is, in {act. even more
complex thai-r I have suggested in this outline: quite

X10 'SCOPE PROBE Rin:10M, nominal
Cin:15p'scope Rin:1M, Cin 3Op, total C:15p

Hz Xcrn Z"
1K 10M6 7M27
10K 1M06 1 MC5
100K 106K r06K
1M 'tOK6 t0K6
10M 1KO6 1K06
20M 532F 532R
50M 212A 212R

X1 'SCOPE PROBE
Cin:40p 'scop€ Rn-
C:7Op

Rrru:1M, nominal
1M, C":30p, total

Hz Xcin Z,n

1 K 2M27 91 5K
10K 227K 2211<
100K 22Kt 22K.7
1M 2K27 2K27
10M 227R 22-1R

X1 probe not characterised above IOMHz

h€
frjtfl
#-I
reuIJJ
fr:l
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apart from loading and attenuation problems, high
frequency signals can actually be reflected back arld
forth along a test lead even interconnections in the
circuit if the source and target impedances are
mismatched This behaviour is analogous to a

resonant circuit. L-et's view this for a square wave If
the signal transition time is long csmpared with the
time it takes for the signalto propagate down the lead
and back again, the reflection will add to the transition,
causing overshoot or undershoot (Figure 6a). This is
the most common scenario, and I'm sure most of you
who have used even TTL logic will have seen these
effects on the 'scope at one time or another. A
common place where they can be observed is at the
ends of ribbon cables 1 metre long The more
problematic eflectof rellection occurs, when the signal
transition is shorter than the round-trip time of the
reflection. The reflected portion of the signal will then
be added to the nominally level portion of the
waveform, creating steps (Figure 6b). These are
potentially capabie of taking the signal across its logic
threshold with the possible result of either false
triggering or glitches

The same effects can occur for fast analogue
(linear) signals, but the results are more difficult to
disslocate from normal operational signals.
Fortunately, the average co-axial signal lead or'scope
probe has been designed to have a very low
propagation delay, in the order of 2ns, so signals with
rise times less than about 5ns while they may exhibit
under - or overshoot, are unlikely to be grossly
distorted. A 5ns risetime realises a maximum
frequency of 50MHz, so your ordinary 20MHz'scope
just won't notice. A 60MHz'scope may start to show
reflection problems toward its top end, which is why
one uses a terminator (figure 7). If I have a nominal
50 signal source (circuit node) connected to my 'scope
by a 50 BNC lead, I must fit a 50R terminator at the
'scope socket, so the signal does not suddenly run into
the 'brick wall' of the icope input impedance and
bounce back down the lead. The simple 50R
terminator is ust a 50R resistor to ground, but a perfect

one should take into account the parallel impedance
of the 'scope at the frequency of interest. This would
be difficult to arrange, and the resistor does quite well
for most purposes. The commercially available X10
'scope probe does not suffer from reflection problems
for practical purposes, but you may find them if you
push a X1 probe beyond its quoted frequency limit
(normally about 10MHz).

Why bother with the 50R lead? It will give you
better reproduction of fast signals than the X1 probe
(nearly as good as the X10 probe), and its basic
attenuation factor, when properly terminated, is only
2, which is less of a penalty than the 10 of the 10M
probe.

There is as usual, a compensation, which lets you
off the hook to some extent when trying to match
source and target impedances across frequency. Just
as all our test gear has parallel stray C and series stray
L, so do all the components in the circuit you are
investigating. It is therefore very unlikely that the CUT
node impedance will remain constant as the signal
frequency rises. If you are lucky (in simple circuits) the
CUT node will drop in impedance at aboutthe same
rate as the probe impedance with increased
frequency. This will leave you all square, with about
the same effective loading at all frequencies, and
about the same match as well. More complicated
circuits do present impedance matching problems,
and they can be very difficult to pin down, particularly
now, when we are returning to overall high impedance
circuits using FETs and CMOS In my younger days
(!) we used valve (High Z) circuits and analogue
meters, so these considerations were constantly in the
background. Some basic examples of the deleterious
effects of resistance mismatch were given in Testing
Testing April '90, and it is possible to find many
examples of similar effects in dynamic circuits.

Anywhere small currents are changing at high
frequency, in CMOS oscillators, phase-locked loops,
short cycle RC timing circuits using small capacitors
with high value resistors, the'scope probe impedance
may well alter working conditions, although
frequently not enough to disrupt circuit function. You
may never know what changes occur in the signal you
are examining when you apply your probe. When the
probe is off, you can't see the signal, and when the
probe is attached, the change has already been made.
The only way for critical work is to assess the node
and instrument impedances and calculate the
probable elfecl oI the probe.

Impedance Vs Attenuation
For general work, while the X10 probe presents quite
sufficient impedance, its attenuation is too great for
small signals to be easily observed, and for high
impedance measurements, the X100 probe limits you

Fig. 8 Finding the characreristics of a probe

SCOPE

Fig. 7 Adding a terminator
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to very large signals indeed.
The average good'scope has a maximum Y gain

range of SmV/cm. About 1cm of trace is normally
required for stable triggering, so the smallest signal you
can lock to is about SmV p,/p. To examine the signal,
it should ideally be about four times this size, or around
20mV p/p (4cm). The X10 probe delivers 10% of the
input signal to the 'scope, so the signal minima at the
probe tip are 50mV and 200mV which are really quite
large signals. The X100 probe would require 0.5V and
2.0V for the same display.

The answer is some kind of active probe.
Commercial active probes are excessively expensive
for the amateur, but a satisfactory one may be built
at home. The use of a small signal FET can bring
inherent probe capacitance down to around 10p (or
less with extreme care), and DC resistance to ground
can be in the order of 100M. A suitable signal amplifier
can boost rather than attenuate the signal, and once
past the amplifier, there is enough signal to allow
matching of cable characteristics without loss of
amplitude.

The biggest problem I have encountered working
on such a probe is external stray C. The probe may
have a capacitance in the order of 10p, but as soon
as it is picked up, or put near a piece of metal like the
case of the quipment you are testing, its capacitance
can be quite drastically modified. My experiments so

far have shown that picking up such a probe can
increase its capacitance to ground by about 60pl

I hope to deliver my finalised probe as a project
fairly soon, in the meantime, you might as well check
the characteristics of your existing'scope probes. This
is all the more important if you have bought cheap
ones such as those available in the hobbyist shops.

Check Your Probes!
An easy way to check the characteristics of unspecified
probes is to rig the test circuit shown in Figure 8. The
signal generator must be known to have a low output
impedance compared with everything else in the test
setup. The amplitude of the $ignal is measured on the
'scope with the variable resistor at minimum value
(0R), and the variable resistor is then adjusted until
the 'scope shows a reduction of 50% in peakto-peak
amplitude. The value of the variable resistor is then
nominally equal to the probe impedance at that
frequency. This does not take account of stray effects
in the test rig: most multi-turn miniature trimpots have
quite a lot of capacitance to ground, and the big
precision wirewound ones are quite inductive. It will,
give you an adequate guide to your probe
performance. As the effect is a continuous function,
you should be able to plot a satisfactory graph, and
then use this to assess the intrusiveness of your
measuring system. If you are being really particular,
you would use a set of non-inductive fixed resistors
instead of the variable resistor. A resistance
substitution box would do the trick at lower
frequencies, but a specially designed one would be
needed to minimise the C and L of the switches and
wiring.

Conclusion
That's it for TESTING TESTING, though there are still
a couple of basic test gear projects in the pipeline,
which will refer back to this series. I hope I have passed
on some of the tricks of the trade, and that bright ideas
will be triggered by them.

m Happy Memories
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Arange0fhigh qualitykitsassupplied to leading UKsecurity companies, all in-house designed
and pmduced, not tobeconfused with cheap imports. All kits comefullydocumentedwith concise

settin s, fibreglass PCB and all components. All transmitters are tully
an be on a normal VHF radio or tuned higherfor greater security. Build-
ilable

MflMicro.miniatureaudiotransmitterlTmmx'17mm gVoperation'lO0Omrange. 812.95
WS00Hi.poweraudiotransmitter250mWoutput 20mmx40mm gl2Voperation 2-3OO0m

7

VXT Voice activated transmitter Variable sensitivity, 20mmx67mm 9V operation IOOOm
range 818.95
SCRXSUb-carrierscrambled audiotransmitter. Cannot be monitored withoutdecoder fittedto
radio.20mmx5'/mm gvop€ration.1000m range 821.95
SCDM Sub-canier decoder unit for moniloring SCRX. Connects to radio earphone socket.
Providesoutputforheadphones.S2mmxT0mm 9-l2Voperation.................,,..,..,,f2i.95
HVX400 Mains powersd audio transmitter. Connectsdirectlyto 240vACsupply,30mmx35mm
500m range tl8.g5
XIl9 Crystal controlled audiotransmitter High performance. 100mW output. Supplied with xtal
for108MHz, Othersavailabletoll6MHz. 85mmx28mm, 9Voperation.2-3000m range q36.95

OTXl80 Narrow band FlVl crystal controlled audio transmitter. 'l80l,4Hz trequency, Bequires
ScannerreceiverorourQRX1S0 kit(seeCat)20mmx6/mm,9Voperation. '1000m range [39.95
TKX900Tracker/Bleepertransmitte( Transmits mntinuous stream of audio pulses. Variabletone
and rate. Powerful 200mW outpul. 63mm x25mm. 9V operation. 2-3000m range ,...... t21.95
ATF2I\ricrosizetelephone recording interface. Connects between telephone lines (anywhere)
and cassette recorder. Tapeswitches automaticallywith use ofphone. All conversations recorded.
Poweredfromline, 10mmx35mm ,,. t12.95
YLX700 Micro miniature telephon ects to line (anywhere) switches on and off
with phone use. All conversations x 20mm. Powered from line. '1OOOm range

olour bar graph readoutof
BM distinguishesbetween

il illlil: f1iiX!3t
eques. PO's or registercd cash . Please add e1 .50 per order
SA P al I ow i n g lot c h eq u e c I e aran c e. Ove rse as c u stom e rs

sendsterlingbankdraftorEurochequeandaddeS.00petorderlorshipment Creditcad
orders accepted on 0827 714476. Tiade enquirieswelcome

. Send2xlstclessstampslotthenewlgglCalalogue.\
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What

and pages 45, 55, 58 for example
these are how how
lly wide nges o,
NTS,PBO befound

in our 1991 Catalogue. Much practical information is
included and it's all well presented, illustrated and easy to

i lookup-andtoorderfiom

, IT'S ALL IN THE NEW, LARGER (A,4)
ILLUSTRATED 80 PAGE (PLUS COVERS) 1991

E LECTBOVA LU E CATALOG U E

WE ARE SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS FOR SIEMENS
FINE OUALITY COMPONENTS

Please send
1991 EV cata
refund vouch
for 25.00 or more.

FOR QUAL!T MPONENTS COMPETITIVELY PRICED
Catalogue orders to:-

ELECTROVALUE LTD,28a ST. Jude's Rd., Englefield Green, Egham, SurreyTW20 0HB
Phone: 0784 433 603 Fax: 0784 435 216

TROTKLEM@@B

Now f ree!!
(whilst stocks last) one of the most comprehensive components catalogues in

the business.
Over 13,000 different components world, the Cricklewood
Catalogue is a must fortn" 

i"rl!r,Ji, . Simptywrire, phone, fax 19"
RACK CASES

0
a

ONE OF THE LARGEST RANdES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK

r Sultable for rnstruments, high quality amplifiers and many othel
appllcalions thai demand strenglh and prolessional tinish t New
rmprowd conslruction ild tinish * Black anodisd aluminium lront
panels r Separate frontmountingplate,nolixingscrewsvisibleonFAST AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY

PERSONAL SERVICE
thekont and the sideof lheenclosure t

. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES,

OUA NTITY DISCOU NTS AVAI LAB LE rn qurck assembly llat Package

^ ^ lirlel Srze Fe& Box .-. Pncewe'(aewH1;ncnlw x ore'9il c
ur12 19x175 17x15x12 25kg 2495
U212 19x35 17x3ox12 33kg 29.75
U312 19x525 17x50x12 4okg 3'1.95
U412 19x70 1?x65x12 46kg 34.95

Pleae add t3 m P&P ior the ttst item and f1 S ,or each

DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED

NO MINIMUM ORDER

Orders a credit card

LB]
addilimalnem

Plee add VAT 10 abow prices

ol brushed aluminium linish handles
i Withwntilatronslitsadp redkom
l.lmmslrelfinishedinblack .Comes

CRTCKLEWOOD ELECTRONTCS LTD, 40 CRTCKLEWOOD BROADWAY LONDON NW2 3ET
TEL: 081-450 0995/452 0161 FAX: 081-2081441TE1EX 9149n
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DIRECT C
B

ometimes a sound engineer wants to
make recordings of a live band on stage,
without interfering with the stage layout
The flat dweller wants to record electric

Y guitar without annoyingthe neighbours
A recording enthusiast might prefer to change the
standard high impedence musical instrument output
to the typical low impedance mixer input To many
mixer inputs, high impedance is the leasi desirable
signal, since microphone amps are usually designed
to take 600R balanced lines

The balanced line system is used by recording
studios to reduce interference Audlo signals are
passed down two wires, with a screen around them
to shield against magnetic effects If a current is
induced down the cable by a stray magnetic field, both
audio wires will carry the current At the mixer input,
only diflerential signals are amplified, hence any
induced currents that appear simultaneously on both
wires are ignored. However, most electric guitars and
synthesisers have high impedance. unbalanced
outputs

A direct injection (DI) box is a simple remedy for
the mismatching of different systems. Several types
of circuits are commonly seen in audio installations.
The first type is called a passive DI box because it
contains no active components! Open it up and you'll
find a microphone transformer at the heart of the
circuit. The microphone transformer does several,jobs
at once: isolation, commion mode rejection and
impedance matching Isolation is important, It means
that one piece of badly connected equipment in the
studio is less likely to blow up another! Common
mode rejection is a convenient feature of a transformer
in this design, as any idienticalphase signal apf:earing
at both ends of a transformer primary winding will
produce no current in the winding, and therefore no
signal in the secondary winding. Impedence matching
is provided by the transformer design
A practical circuit for a passive DI box is given in Figure
1. It uses a die-cast box and conventicnal jack socket
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and microphone transformer. A loop circqit is
provided for insertion into the loudspeaker'iircuit of
a guitar combo. You just hook the DI box in the
speaker circuit (make sure the .loudspeakei,''.is
connected properly when using a valve amp) and
Bob.s your uncle!

The box also has an instrument loop, which is .

handy for signalsplitting of microphones, keyboards
and other gear such as samplers, that have diigct
oLrtputs The DI box can be inserted into the cable
between rhe instrument and the stage amplifier. On
top of this all. you're given a line input suitable for high
Jine levelsignals, such as tape machine outputs. The
DI box has no baianced input, but this is not a

spacP

tJ

tr !NSTRUMENT 
-ourPur lJ

INSTRUMENT T
rNPUr u

LINE E
rNPUr lJ

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of Passive lnjection Box
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PARTS LIST
RESIST0RS {all r/+W 5%) MISCELLANEOUS

TRl

sK1,2,3,4

SK5

SK6

SW1

R]

R2

R3

B4

SEMICONDUCIOBS

100K metal oxide

1K metal oxide

10K metal oxide

l00K carbon oxide

5VI 400mW zener

Microphone Bansformer

lmpedance 2k primary, 600R balanced

secondary

% " mono jack sockets

1/+ " stereo lack socket

Canon 0r XLR three pin soeket

2 pole ihange over toggle switch7D1,2

This new range of four kits utilise
CC technology drive units
for optimum performance.

The kit contains all the cabinel
components (accurately
machined from smooth MDF
for easy assembly).

Pictured here the Force 6,
a large f loor standing design.

Dimensions:
800 x 275 x 335 mm
Response:
32 HZ-20 KHZ
A[4P Suitabjlity: 30- 1 2Ow
lmpedence: 8.ohms

Price
Force 2 C159
Force 4 t'|79
Force 5 E199
Force 8 t245

DIY Speaker cata ogue !1 50
posr free (export 13 50)
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WANTED
Company to manufacture and market Multiplexing
Technique below, in either:-

a. Circuit Form
(Surface mount components)

b. Micro Chip Form
This technique can achieve the following Bandwidths
within the Clock Frequency.

. . Can Multiplex both Analogue and Digitat signals
without the aid of Guard Bands.

1M*'
250 x 4KHz Voice Bandwidth
25 x 40KHz Music Bandwidth
12 x SOKHZ Stereo Music

loMHz l ooMHz
2500 x 4KNz 25,ooo x 4KHz
250 x 40KHz 2,500 x 4oKHz
125 x goKHz 1,250 x gOKHz

6 x 16MHz rem. 4MHz

IGHZ
250,000 x 4KHz
25,000 x 4OKHZ
12,500 x 80KHz

62 x 16MHz rem. SMHZ

Technique cannot be improved. Circuitcan, butonly in
3 ways.

a. Higher Efficiency in Electronic Components.
b. Higher Clock Speeds.
c. Micro-Chipped.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
MR. D. C. DAVIDSON

OR REQUESTVIA FAX

GREENWooD CoMMUNICAf.IoNS
DnvBr-opueNr

TEL: (0602) 598856 FAX: (0602) 502005
DEMUX IN INFORMATION PACK

?/t
DIVIDS

DrcOE
COUNfER

l$:.'::*';

I-et""r"trpprph1.."pie-."??n-"i"-ttorii"fi r.i-rcrilf --;l
I ETI (complete in block capitals): I

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASp Ltd. to
the value of f1.50 per photocopy ordered.

Total remittance f ........ Date ............

Name ..........

Address

s;;; ii;;;;;pi;i;i ?;;, i,a !,1'.1',."'.i";;.i";;; i";

-p€*J
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL

EBi33.l fixBii3lqHu,;o; I ,t
E9103-3 SSB Radio Receiver ....... G
E9703-4 Active loudspeaker board ....... H

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.

Usetheformoraphotocopyforyourorder Pleaseiilloutallpartsoftheform Makesureyouusetheboardreferencenumbers This
not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published. The firsttwo numbers are the year, the n*t two are the
month

Termsarestrictlypaymentwithorder Wecannotacceptofficialordersbutwecansupplyaproformainvoiceifrequired.Suchorders
will not be processed until payment is received

PCB
TELEPHONE

ORDERS
may be made on

(o442)
66551

ACCESS or VISASERVICE
March

E9Ol2-7 In{ra Switch ..... .. . .... .. F
E9101-1 Remote Control - Main Board ... ...... . . J
E9|OI-Z Remote Control - Display Board ........... H
E9101-3 Remote Control Timswitch - Tiansmit board E

E9101-4 SBC Micro-Conholler Board ...... .. . .... F
E9101-5 SBCPractice Interface Board ............. .. F
E9101-6 5in lRemoteSensingSwitch ........ ... E

r
TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS'SERVICES,

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no. Price Code Price lbtal Price

Post and packing t0.75

Ibtal enclosed t.

Please send my PCBs tc (BrJocK cAplrArs pLEAsE)

Name .

Address.

.... Postcode

CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASp Ltd.

E9003-1
E9003-2
E9003-3
E9003-4
E9003-5
E9003-6
E9003-7
E9003-8
E9003-9
E9004-1
E9004-2
E9004-3
E9004-4
E9005-1
E9005-2
E9006-1
E9006-2
E9006-3
E9006-4
E9006-5
E9007-1
E9007-2
E9007-3
E9007-4
E9007-5
E9008-1
E9008-2
E9008-3
E9009-2
E9009-2
E9009-3
E9010-1
E90lo-2
E9010-3
E9011-1
E9077-2
E9011-3
E9011-4

E9011-5

50

Superscope Y1 input board ............ J
Superscope Y2 input board ........... .... J
Superscopeswitch generator . ........... E

Businesspowerampboard ...... .. ... .. L
Business power supply board ... ............ J
Business pre-amplifier board ...... .......... L
Water hole ..... G
SuperSiren ................D
Valsbadge ..... ... ... F
Bass Amplifier DC Protection . . .... ...... F

Bass Amplilier Graphic F-qualiser ............ L
BassAmplifierMicro............. ...N
QuadPowerSupply . .... . .. ...............O
BusinessDisplay.... ....O
Phone lock and logger ... ... F
DarkRoomTimer ................G
Telephone Extension Bell . ... .......... C

Telephone External Bell .. ... . ........... . D

Fecko Box ....... G
BugSpotter ...................... E

GuitarPracticeAmp ........... ... ......... G
Digital Frequency Meter M

Footstep Alarm ... .. E
TransistorTester .... ........ C

Decision Maker .. ... .. ... J

ACMillivoltmeter.......... ........K
Temperature Controller . . . .. ............ N
FMGenerator .. .. ......... . . L
Slide Projector Controller ... E

Ultimate Diode Tester ............. ... D
The Entertainer G

ComponentTester ...... .. ... ............... F

Active ContactPickup . ................ . ... E

R4X Longwave Receiver . .... ..,o........C
The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided) ... N
lnfra-lock transmitter (2 boards) .... .... .... K
Infra-lock receiver ..... H
Four-track cassette recorder (record/playback

one channel) .... .... F
Four-track cassette recorder (Bias/erase oscillator
board......... ..... ...K

Price
code

c
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
a
R
S
T
U
v
w
x

Price
(inc.
vAx)
t1.80
L2.50
L3.25
84.00
84.75
t5.50
9.6.62
17.20
c8.E0

t10.60
t13.10
f,15.E0
817.90
f,21.80
t23.90
L25-90
L29-OO
L32.20
c35.80
L37.90
840.70
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RIAAEQUAL

his article was prompted by a letter by Mr.
Baker in the July 90 issue of ETI in which
he asked for RIAA compensation to be
explained I hope here to explain the basics

of the RIAA equalisation, why we need it
and how to achieve it. To understand the following
I have to assume that the reader will be familiar with
a number o{ terms that will be used frequently but will
cover them briefly as a reminder,

Gain and Decibels
The gain of a circuit is simply the ratio of the output
to the input voltages:-

Voltage Gain : Voltage out (Vo)/Voltage in (Vi)

Now for any circuit the gain can be any positive
number from the smallest to the largest that can be
imagined but can never be negative

When we wish to talk about high or low gains
then the number of zeros that have to be remembered
becomes inconvenient and electronic engineers resort
to a logarithmic scale. For this we use the base that:-

Power Gain in Bels : log (power out/power in)

If we assume that the input and output impedances
are the same ihen this equates to:-

Voltage Gain in Bels : 2 log (voltage out
,/voltage in) since the power is proportionalto voltage
squared. But the Belis still a rather inconvenient unit
so the decibel is used where there are 10 decibels (dB)

to one Bel. This gives .he weli k:-,cwn relation:-
Gain in dB : 2J iog (Voltaqe out/Voltage in)

A few of the important figures to ,,::nember are that
OdB : timesl
3db:xl/\[2
ZOdB : x10 and 40dB : x100.

ETI MARCI{ J 39 }
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Fig. 1a Simple RC Filter

Fig. lb Frequency plot of filter
Fig. 1c Standard non-inverting amplifer

Bode Plots
Bode plots are a standard approximatiott technique
where the curve that forms the response graph of an
amplifier or filter can be represented as a set o{ straight
line approximations Consider the simple RC filter in
Figure 1a, and it's corresponding response graph in
Figure lb Now at DC the capacitor will present a
virtual open circuit to the filter and the gain will be
equal to 1. As the frequency increases the impedance
of the capacitor drops At a particular frequency, in
this case al 2kHz the reactance of the capacitor is

exactly the same as the value of resistance, but
because the voltage across the capacitor is 90 degrees

An asses sment of
same hi$
characteristics by
Devid Silyesfer.

Fig. 2a Loading of magnetic cartridge
Fig. 2b Magnetic cartridge output loaded by "47k
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THE BIAA AMPI.IFER BobE

Fig. 3 Bode plot approximation

out of phase with the voltage affoss the resistor the
output voltage is l/ tf 2 or 3dB not one half With
an extra increase in frequency we reach a point where
the gain of the filter falls at a rate of 6dB per octave
(or 10dB per decade, it's the same thing ) If we look
at the Bode plot then this fiher is represented by two
straight lines one horizontal at OdB and the other
falling at 6dB per octave These two lines cross at
2kHz The maximum error in the Bode plot is 3dB
at the break frequency when Xc : R but this is of little
importance compared to the ease of understandinq
that the Bode plot allows about the circuil
characteristics For further information refer to The Art
of Electronics by Horowitz and Hill

Amplifier Gain Calculation
We will be using the standard non-inverting amplifier
configuration for our later calculations as shown in
Figure 1c.

The amplifier gain for this design is 1+(XrlX,)
where X can represent resistance (a simple r".iito.),
reactance (a capacitor or inductor) or combjnations
o{ them say a capacitor and resistor in series

The Magnetic Cartridge
1'he magnetic cartridge to which RIAA compensation
is applied consist.s basically of a coil with a moving

magnet in it fhe coil js loaded with a 47k ohm resjstor
and an amplifier that is assumed to have no affect on
the loading, Figure 2a The problem is that the output
voltage of the cartridge depends on the rate at which
the magnet moves in the coil [f the frequency of the
mechanical motion that activates the needle doubles,
although the amplitude remains the same, then the
magnet has to move t,,vice as fast The output voltage
from the coil will double in frequency together with
the output voltage This gives the curve in Figure 2b
of rising frequency against rising output However we
expect that our hi-fi amplifier will have a constant
outpr-rt with frequency Thus we need to compensate
for the cartridges output/frequency res
for us the hard work of calculating the
amplifiers required response and it's
been carried out for us and the RIAA characteristic
is an international standard to which al1 magnetic
cartridge manufacturers and therefore compensating
amplifier designers have to work. Please remember
that in Figure 3 the Bode plot is presented and the
actual required response is a smoothed curve. The
RIAA curve has break points at 50, 500 and 21,2OHz
as shown, the curve being based relative to the gain
needed at lkHz although the compensating amplifier
will have extra gain to lift the output voltage to a level
usable by the following power amplifier

il
BODE PLOT

{]\rNoFAr\

li
OF OPEN
IPLIFIERlt

I
LOO P

IL

RIAA BODI
BASE GAIN

LOT
T lkHz = 2Si

^60o

;
I

50

46dB

40

30

26d B

20

lOL
1OH z 1O0Hz

FREOUENCy lHz)
Fig. 4 Bode plot of open-loop gain and RIAA Bode plot



The Equalisation Amplifier
The Basic Needs
The gain needed from the equalisation amplifier
depends upon the input voltage from the cartridge
and the outpui voltage that must be passed to the
following stage, the power amplifier. To conectly load
the cartridge the input impedance must be 47R to
100k shunted by less than 50p and have an output
impedance of less than 100R. The compensating
amplifier design must try to limit output offsets and
have sulficient gain so that the feedback componenis
that tailor the basic amplifier response to that required
can operate as expected. Low noise goes without
saying as the magnetic cartridges output is low.

Fig. 5 Operational Amplifier circuit options

In Figure 4l have assumed that the
compensating amplifier will be required to give an
extra26dB of gain at lkHz and the RIAA response
has been plotted.with.this offset. The amplifier whose
response we will modify to the RIAA characteristic
must at all frequencies have a gain above the response
needed so that the feedback that controls it's response
will be able to work. ln this case I have plotted the
response of a simple 741C device in Figure 4 although
in practice a lower noise audio chip would be selected.
As can be seen the 741's gain is always well above the
required response curve.
Output Offset Limiting
Consider the op-amp in Figure 5a. If the internal offset
errors in the amplifier are ignored, then the output
voltage will depend on the difference in ihe input
voltage times the gain. Now if the two resistors R1 and
R2 are of different values whilst the input current
drawn by the amplifier input transistors are the same,
the output will be offset due to the different voltages
induced at the input due to the input current flowing
in the input resistors Now if Rl: R2 then only the
internal transistor errors control the output offset and
these will be small compared to the error introduced
by differing resistors.

One way round having to have different values
of input resistor is to arrange that the gain of the
amplifier falls to unity at DC This is achieved in Figure
5b where capacitor C gives 100% feedback at DC and
has no effect at operating frequencies For the
perfectionist R7 can equal R9 in Figure 5c but the
value of R6 must be increased so that the parallel
equivalent of R6 and R7 equals 47R to 100k ohms
The Amplifier Design
Let us now design the full equalisation amplifier fronr
scratch using the required response in Figure 4. We
start from the point where the gain at low frequencies
must be 46dB or times 200. Consider Figue 6a.
Please note that in Figure 6 only the feedback
components have been shown but the real world
amplifier will need power and input resistors to work.
Figure 6a shows the base amplifier that must give the
gain of 200 times. Now it was decided that Ra would
be set at 1k ohms and thus Rb must be 200 times
larger or 200k. There is no reason why any other
value of Ra cannot be chosen, and if you wish to
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calculate all of the possible combinations and tell
which gives the nearest calculated results to available
component values then I should be most inierested
in the results. However remember that components
have tolerances and these will throw out the
calculations very easily. Resistors having 1% tolerance
are no problem, it is the tolerance of the capacitors
that may be troublesome

On now to Figure 6b, the values of Ra and Rb
have been included. For the first break frequency of
50Hz we know that at this frequency the impedance
of Ca will be 20Ok, and from:-

Xc : r/z zr x Frequency x Capacitance we can
calculate the value of Ca The calculated value is
15 9n and the closest obtainable component is 15n

This value is added to Figure 6c.
However the response levels off at 26dB at

500H2 and we need to stop the feedback impedance
falling above this frequency Thus we add Rc to Figue
6c The value of Rc arises from the gain needed in the
middle of the 500H2 to 2l20Hz band, this being 20
times. Thus Rc is simply 20 times the value of Ra or
20k This resistor is in series with Ca There is an
approxomation in this calculation but Ishall ignore the

error at present other than to note that the gain
acheived is actually times 2lnot20 and to get a gain
of exactly 20 times then Rc needs to be 19k but that
is not a prefered value.

The last component to add is the capacitor that
causes the response to fall above 2l20Hz Similar to
the situation in Figure 6b but with a feedback resistor
of 20k we can in a similar way calculate the value of
another feedback capacitor Cb This calculates to

Fig. 6 RIAA amplifier designs
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3750p and component values give us the preferred
value of 3900p

The last bit to add is the capacitor that causes the
gain to roll off to unity at DC. To prevent distortion the
rolloff starts at 16Hz and since we know the frequency,
16H2, and the resistance of 1k, we can calculate the
capacitor value and seleci the nearest available
standard value. Thus we arrive at Figure 6e in which
I have added the single input resistor that would be
needed if the amplifier were an op-amp operated from
a balanced power supply. If the input has a voltage
offset with respect to ground then a capacitor will be
needed to isolate the offset from the magnetic

cartridge Remember this capacitor must not affect the
frequency response of the amplifier but because of the
47k input impedance the value will be about 47n.

Alternatives
The design outlined is not the only way of achieving
the RIAA response characteristic, nor does the design
we have just completed have to have the values we
have calculated. Figure 7 shows two alternative ways
of acheiving RIAA equalisation. Providing the RIAA
response is achieved along with the required gain then
you will have achieved the result you need.

1ko c2

C1 = 1n0 OR 1500p
R1 = 75k 51k
C2 = 3n3 68o0p
B2 = 910k 7s0k

Fig. 7 Alternative amplifier designs for RIAA

HIGH OUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS

and mounting make titting easy on
and our TC1 Test Cassene helps you set the

As we are lheaciual importers you get prime parts
suppliers and seel All

with any Dolbysyslem andare normally
awide range of special heads lor
users

High quality head with excellent

Suitablelor chrome
replacement headfrom hi-fi

c6.60
E2.85

e44.39
I4.TRACK

car playeE or
Head foraulo{evers6

. c16.79

HART TCl TEST CASSETTE. purpose test
cassette Sets tape aimuth, VU level

DEMI Mains PoweEd Tape Head prevents noise
on playback due to residual head magn€tiser . e4.08
DEM115 Electrcnic, Cassette lype, demagnetiser ,, e8.61

Our nilAUTUMNMINTER'90 Listis FREE Sendloryourcopy nM.
Overseascustomerswelmme, plesesend 2 lBCstocoversurlace
post, or5 forAirmail

HART AUDIO KIIS - YOUR VALUE FOR MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI.FI
HABT kits give you the

opporlunity to build the very best
engineered hifi equipmentthereis, designed

by the leaders in their lield, using the best
components that are available

With aHAFT kityou notonlygetmore performanc€ foryour money
but alsothe added free bonusol yourown hands{n experisnc€ of
modern electronicassembly The HARTcombination olinnovativ€
circuitlechniques, sound enginsring design and prcfessional gad€
components is your recipe for success in the quest ror atlordable
ultimate audio fidelity

Telephoneorwriteforyour FREE LISTS giving full details of all our
Kits, components and special oflers Featured this month isthe:-

AUDIO OESIGN SOWATT POWER AMPLIFIER

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the flagship
olourrange, andthe ideal powerhouseloryourultimate hif i system
This kit isyourway togel QKperformanceloratew tenthsollhe cost!

Featured on the kont cover of'Electronics Today lnternational'this
complete slerm power ampliferoflem World Class performance allisd
tothelamousHAFTquality andeaseof construction John Linsley
Hood's comments on seeing a complete unit were enthusiaslic:-
' Th€ external view is that ola thoroughly prolessional pieceof audio
gear, neat elegant and functional This impression is greatly
reinlorced bythe internal appearance, which is redolent of quality,
both in components and in layoutl'

Each power amplifierchannel has its own advanced double sided
PCB and no less lhan,our power mosfets, directly mounted onthe
board for consistent predictable performance The sophisticated
powersupplyfeatures notlessthansixseparatevoltagerails, alllully
slrabilised, and the complete unit, using a toroldal lransrormer, is
contained wilhin a heavy gauge aluminium chassirheatsink fitled
with lECmainsinputandoutputsockets Tomakessmblywryeasy
all thewiring is even pre-terminated, readylor instant use!

The strandard ampliler @mes with the option of astereo LEO power
meterand a versatile p8sivekontend giving sitched inputs, and
usingALPS precision, low-noise, volumeand balance controls All
inputs arelaken to gold plated Phono smkets and outpuls to heavy
duty30 amp binding posts.Theseare alsoavailable gold platod as
an optional extra

relay
grves atape
tun6ts,

signal handlingstagos For
'Slave' and'monobl@' verei
ptrer meter are also available
All amplifiers fitwithin ourslandard 420fi
our400 Series Tuner range, The case and
textured matt blackwith white leltering and all
punched foraccuracf

Kl100 STANDARD Amplitier Kit. Total cost ofall parts is
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PBICE ONLY
lf Bargraph Powor Meter not r€quired
lf Relay lnput System requirsd
K1100G Option with Gold plated speaker terminals

K1100S SLAVE Amplilier Kil. Total cosl ofall parts is t382 85
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PHICE ONLY 1925.42

Kl100M MONOBLOCAmplllierkil. Total costolall parts is 829265
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE ONLY E253.OO

All HAFI kits are designed to the very highest standards lor easy
home conslruc{ion, and can be built by anyone with reasonable
manual ability. lf you are still not convinced how easy it is to build it
yoursellwilh a HAFr k[ you can orderthe lnstruction Manual to read
foryoursell and we will rerund the costwhen you buy your kit!

1100CM Construction Uanual. 20+ pages of slep by step assembly
instructions, circuitdiagramsand full parts identilication list 15.50

BLHll Rsprintsof the latest 1989 articles , C1.80

Our FREE LIST has further delails ofthis kit as well as our range ol
superquality tune6, ALPS precision pots and tape recorder circuits
Send foryourcopy

': v3

wnrcneven 
- Ooyourtapeslacktreblo?Awornheadcouldbetheproblem. Fitting

lor use wltn forp of our replac€ment heads could restore performance lo better

We nowaccept inland and ovoseas orders by posl or telephone on
all Access/Mastercharge and Visacredit cards

Please add part cost of catriage and insurance as lollows:
INLAND: Orders upto €20 - el;
Orders over e20 - E2 50; Next day - tg
OVERSEAS: Please see the ordering
information with our lists
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Inf erak 1

BUILD YOUR OWN COMPUTER

For more details write or phone us;
Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (ETl 03), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L422AE. Tel:051-645 3391.

ot outlay. Bare
ponents, or buy
or custom chips

Go as last or as slowly as your tunds and enthusiasm permit

tho inside. Fuil circuitand honesily, can you
A co w whal's inside andiI te

9 construclion - something lo be proud of. 1 9" 3U
plus in circuit boards and modular construction
nce at bay.

Flourishing lndependent Users Group, and newsletter. Hundreds ol
programes on disk al little or no cost lrom the Users Group.
Prograrn in machine codo (Assembler), Basic, "C" Forth, etc
Dalabase, Word Processing, Scientif ic apphcations.

Cag operation or disk (up to 4 drives, 'l Megabyte 3.5"
avai us, but you can add 3", 5.25", E" il you w,nt). Disk
op€ em CPIM Plus,

64K RAM,280 based at presenl with potential for expansion lo a 16
Megabyles address space and Zilog's latest 280280 in the luture
Needs no specialised knowledge lo construct, and we will happily
get you out ol a iam if you get into one.

Availabilily of pereonal and indivtdual after sales service, imposs
to obtain from large companies, who are only after your money
Security of supply - lrom Gre€nbank Electronics, established
in 1970 ./

Greenbank
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E STEWART OF READING FI
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL

Tel: tr/34 6804'1. Fax: tr/34 351696. Catlers wetcome gam-s30pm lvlon-Fri (until 8pm Thurs)

BRIAN PRICE
e4r.".- ORGAN STUDIOS
66 Ashchurch Drive, Wollaton, Nottingham NG8 2RA

Te I e p h o n e/Fa xi 0602-2847 66

33 years of experience in high quality organ and keyboard
design behind every BOHM Product

NEW FROM B6HM FOR 1991
2OOOHDS SERIES ORGANS

* Latest Development of the 1000XU1030X1 0rgans.
* Libraryol50SSoundslor4SoundgroupsintheNEWHDS(HighDigitalS0UNDSystem

t Sounds from the earlier PM system may also be used.

* Full Classical, Theatre and Combo Sounds may be loaded lrom Floppy Disc.

* 2 x 61 Note Keyboards, Touch-Sensitive.

* Both manual Split and have Second Touch,

* Choice ol 13, 18 or 25 note Pedal Boards, Touch Sensitive,

* 256 Rhythms with Auto-Accompaniment,

* 32 Track Sequencer.

* Al features lully programmable by the user or trom Floppy Disc.

* NewSmallercabinet.

* New High-Fidelity Loudspeakers of Slim design.
* New Professional Loudspeakers 200 and 400 Watts.

* Choice of Veneers lor Cabinet and Loudspeakers

Supplied in kit form or built by
THE BOHM SPECIALISTS

Part Exchange welcome. Pleasewrite or phone lor brochuresand Prices. Callers
by appointnent please ot contact one ol our agents.

Vernon Pursell, 66 Colcot Road, Barry, South Glamoean,0446-7932n
Keyboard Services, 9 Kingswood Boad, Kingswell, Aberdeen, 0224 744igs
Nick Stammers, Westline, Tenfield6, Hatton Le Hole, T.&W.,091-526-3599

lan Beech, S Ventnor Road, Southshore, Blackpool ,0253-401977
"Take Note," 35 Kennedy Avenue, Hoddesden, Herts, 0992-466153

FIELD ELEffiROMI(S
T/A ELECTROPARTS

TV + VTDEO - ELECTRONTC SqARES
IMPORT _ EXPORT

342 PINNER ROAD, HARROW MIDDLESEX HAl 4LB
Tel 081-861 42861AA1 427 5778 Fax 081 861 4271

Competitive Prices
Speedy Delivery

Ouality Components
& Service

o,3li"o'lr?iJi,"

g
Kr@

-l_:"9:!"1

+i

Si-s:Ui,\{.\:(:
${iI.StL\iis'sl-S
llAi;\ Si-:t lS

PLEASE WRITE FOR CATALOGUE ENCLOSTNG sOp A4 SAE
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6lXEPROM
EMT]L,+TOR

achieved with cheap components whereas by
selecting a few different components, the emulator
may easily be used in place of even the fastest available
EPROMs (150ns).

HOW IT WORKS

A tool for simplifying
firmware development
ON IBM PC
compatibles bv Mike
Be,dford.

ver the last two months we have
published the hardware design of the
SBC-09 controlcomputer and guided
the reader in the art of firmware
development and 6809 programm-

ing In particular we concentrated on the IBM PC (or
compatible) as a development system and gave some
advice on suitable hardware and software tools The
one such tool for the PC which is not too readily
available commercially is the EPROM emulator and
as a result we now present this piece of equipment as
a constructional project. Of course, this emulator is
by no means dedicated to use with the SBC-09 and
has, in fact, been designed to emulate a very much
larger range of EPROMs than just the 27128 used on
the SBC-09

Specification
As already hinted, the emulator presented here is
designed around the IBM I/O Channel specification.
It utilises an S-bit wide data bus and may therefore be
used in compatibles of either the basic PC or the
PC/AT. Dependlng on certain component choices,
it has an access time of as little as 105.6ns (host port)
which means that it may be used with PCs up to
lOMHz and very fast ATs or 386-based machines. It
should be stressed, however. that the author does not
have access to a wide variety of different PCs and as
a result the unit has only been tested on a l2MHz N,
the maximum figures being a result of calculations
ln the unlikeJy eveni of needing to use this emulator
in a machine with too high a clock speed, a solution
is provided in the section entitled Access Time
Considerations.

Turning to the other end of the emulator, the
target port, can emulate EPROMs up to 64kbytes In
practice this means the 2758 (if tbere are still any out
rherel , 27 1.6 ,27 32, 27 64,27 128,27 256 and 27 512
including the A and B suffix variants (lower
programming voltage) and the 27C variants (CMOS).
Also in the 25-series we have the 2576 (identical to
the 2716), 2532 and 2564. Paged EPROMs are not
supported and so the 27513 cannot be emulated
Turning to the access time, things are less stringent
from the target port and an access time of 272nsis

to be able to read or wiite and thereforela bi.directional bufier is used;

E{
EJ
Erl
E
FE
EI*

Construction
Construction of the board is my no means difficult
However the board is double sided without plated
through holes, and there is the time consuming task
of fitting a number of through pins The positions of
these are marked on the component overlay and
these should be fitted first. None of these are located
under lCs so all may be inspected on the completed
card In just a couple of places, connection of top and
bottom tracks is achieved by a component leads (not
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IC pins as this would prevent use of sockets) so if a
component lead passes through a pad on both sides
of the board it should be soldered to both. As always,
we reccommend use of IC sockets and especially for
the RAMs. If it is only intended to emulated EPROMs
up to 32k (ie the 27256) then ICS may be omitted.
One decision needs to be made during construction,
namely what its base address should be. On a 512k
machine, $80000 is suggested as the card will then
also serve to expand base memory (but not to the
magic 640k). On a 640k PC then the only options are
$D0000 and $E0000 and the choice could depend
on what else is fitted. $80000, $90000, $D0000 and
$E0000 are selected by linking 1 to 8,2 to 7,3 to 6 or
4 to 5 respectively on LK1 which is physically an
8-way solder DIL header plugged into an 8-pin
socket. The only other bit of advice concerns the
inspection and testing of the finished board. This is
particularly important as PCs do not come cheap and
a mistake could prove to be an expensive one, Firstly,
before plugging in the ICs, the board should be well
inspected for blobs of solder or other shorts between
tracks or IC pins. This should be carried out under a

bright tight and ideally using a magnifying glass, Using
a multi-meter, infinite resistance should present itself
between + 5V and 0V on the I,/0 connector and that
no two adjacent pins on this connector indicate a

measurable conductance. Actually you may get a
'kick'on testingbetween + 5V and 0Vdueto C5 but
this should die away. Once the card has passed these
tests, it should be safe to add the ICs and plug it into

a PC. Debug should be used to prove the correctused
to prove correct operation of this card (at least from
the PC port) - if this issomething newthen the MS-
DOS manual gives full details.

The back panel could be left off but should really
be added. The buylines section suggests it will be less
expensive to use the discarded blanking plate for this
purpose, adding a couple of metal brackets. If this
approach is adopted, Figure 4 should be consulted
for the exact positioning as this is quite critical.

Now to the pods A solder type header must be
used, it is more robust for frequent pluggings and un-
pluggings than an IDC type and these are available
with high profile covers which means the resistors and
DIP switches can be neatly housed. Also, we have
more conductors than will go into a 28-pin IDC
header due to the fact that all the spare conductors
on the cable carry earth to improve noise immunity.
The fitting of the DIP switch and resistors in the header
can be quite tricky so, if there is a requirement for
emulating only a single device type (eS the 27128
used on the SBC-09), a considerable amount oI effort
could be saved by building up a dedicated pod. These
are made, based on the appropriate multi-device pod,
by missing out the resistors and switches and hard
wiring those iontacts made by the switch for the
required EPROM As a finalpoint, we urge the reader
to label the pods so that after a few months of disuse,
the user wont have to dig out this article to determine
which EPROMs a particular pod supports and what
the DIP switch settings should be.

PL1
PCB EOGE CONNECTOR

A31 SAO

A30 SA1

421 SA10

A29 SA2

A0 (19)

A1 (17)

A10 n6)
A2 {1sl
A3 t13)
Arl t12)
44 {11 )

as (9)

A9 (10)

A8 {8)
A6 {71

A13 (6)

A7 {5)
414 l4l
A12 (3t
A15 {',t )

0v (341
(33 )

(32)
(3rI
(30)

t29t
ov 127 I

a2a
A20 SA11

427 SA4
A26 SA5

A22 SA9
423 SA8
A25 5A6
Alo sAl3
A24 SA7
A17 SA14
Al9 SA12

A16 SA15

A15 5A16

Ar4 SA1

A13 SAla

A12 SA19
A11 REN

(

811 _SMEMW

812 _SMEMR

AS

oE (14)

DO {21)
D1 l23t
D2 t25l
D3 (281

04 (26)

D5 t24t
D6 (221

D7 t20l

cE n8,

A8 SDl
A7
A6 SD3
A5 SD4
A4 SD5
A3 SD6
A2 SO7

B3 +sVDC

81 GND

1.2.4.5,10,11.12 PtN 20
tc3 PtN 16, tC6,9 PtN 14
1c7,8 PIN 28

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram for Emulator

6

+F6@@oO+FoNOF
E<E<<<<<E<<e<

tc7

o o { o N - otulgtoo o o o o o ototsto @o<oNFolu
oo606a610

k
1c1,2,4,5,10,11,12 PtN 10
rc3 PrN 8, tc6.9 PtN 7
1c7.8 PtN 14
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26 PrN coNNEcrdR 28 PIN DIL HEADEF

414127256 21512t PGM|2764 271281

41312712A 27256 21512) NlCl2764)

OEl27 64,27 12a 27 256lOE V ppl27 a12)

cEl27 64 27 128,21 256) CEIPGMl2?5121

o7

o6

SWITCH SETTINGS
O = OPENC - CLOSED

sw1 sw2 sw3
2764000
27124 O O C
21254 O C C
27412 C C C

24-qN DIL HEADEA

411121 321 Y ppl27 16 27 5A)

OEl271A 275A OE Vppl21 321

a1ot27 32 21 16t AAt27 5Al

D1

o2

THE 2516 IS IDENTICAL TO IHE
SINGLE SUPPLY VEFSION OF IHE
2716 IOFIGINAL 3 SUPPLY VERSION
OF 2716 IS NOT SUPPORTEOI

Fig. 2 Various header connections

c

D7

o6

D5

OE

CE

oo

D]

D2

PARTS LIST (Main Board).

Considerations "
7415245 ', 

'

741S00

74LS 3 2

62256 15, 6225610, 4325610 qi43256 70. 
,

{See Access Time Conside'ationsl

l' 
" 

t""

34'way male IDC connector with latchel and, ,

tc5

tc6

rc9

IC 7,IC B

MISCELI.ANEOUS

PL2

D'D

Through Pins

lC Sockets

LK1

900 solder pins

1 r 8-way, 2 x l4,rvay, 1 r 16.way, 7 x 20,way,,'r,'
2x28-way , I ,

8-way DtL nerder n socket tlrsted above)

i
I
*

I

iuiltthen all theelectionic

many,supdliirsias the 74LS types

noh:,iirOt ,lf the

thq6'Er6ii1 wiil be

t0532,6311r1 e

o0lthave,an a k

i0'0r! rihq0, the 150nS rypeslrqm
$.,p! hand ris,hoth

Ik9 rn9!,Tho,74F

Access Time Considerations
The parts list give a number of options for some oI the
components, differences being in speed and
accordingly in the access time of the finished unit. For
a 4.77MHz PC or a l2MHz AI (or slower) if it is
intended to emulate a 300ns EPROM (or slower) then
the first component in each list (which also happens
to be the least expensive) may be used and the
remainder of this section can be ignored

The access time required on the target port
cJearly depends on the target hardware and may be
determined by reading the access time offthe EPROM
(assuming jt hasn't been fitted with a faster than
necessarv device) In many cases it is expected that
the access time requirements will be met by use of just
the basic component options,

The development system access time
requirements will be more difficult to meet, especially
for 8 or 10MHz PCs (the ATs having 4 wait staies). The
4 77MHz PC requires an access time (address valid

, Farneil 0I flu l

availableftom r



to data ready) of 445ns which is no problem, even
with the slowest of devices Similarly. even al2MHz
Af has an access time requirement of in excess of
334ns which can easily be rnet This time is an
estimate since the timing information such as is found
in IBM's Technical Reference Manual for the PC does
not appear in the equivalent Af publication. This time
is therefore the length of just the waitstates which we
can say with confidence is less than the overall access

time requirement The SMHz and 10MHz turbo
variants ofthe PC, on the other hand, requires access

times of 240ns and 180ns respectively Access times
quoted for turbo PCs are conservative estimates based
on IBMs information for the PC (le the original
4.77MHz) and Intel's data sheets for the fasrer
processors The reason I say they are conservative is

that they don't take into account any possible increase
in speed o{ the glue logic on the main board -
something which will vary from one manufacturer to
another and on which we have no information For
a 16MHz Af the time will be in excess of 248ns u hich
as we shallshortly see is only just less than the access

time achieved with the basic components This berng
so, it may be worthwhile trying these first before going
to the expense of faster versions since as alreadg
pointed out these AT timings are conser!'ative
estimates
The access times for the emulator are as follcns:

Table 1: shows the delays of the various TTL chips in

both their LS and their F flavours.

Device Timing Parameter LS F

138 Binary Select to 0/P (H-L) 4lns 9,0ns

244 Output Enable to lolv 30ns 8,0ns

32 High to low 22ns 6,3ns

245 Propagation Delay 12ns 7,0ns

00 low to High 22ns 6 Ons

00 High to low lSns 5 3ns

244 Propagation Delay 18ns 6,5ns

Table 1: TTL Timing Parameters

It is now clear that the PC port access time wjth
a 150ns RAM and LS TTL devices is 270ns and the
EPROM port access time is 272ns We can no\u se€

why the PC port timing is OK for a 4 TTMHzPC or
a l2MHz (and possibly a 16MHz) AT but will not fit
the billfor 8,/10MHz PCs, 20MHz ATs and rnost types
of 386 based machines. We shall now determine the
necessary changes for turbo PCs and if anyone does
have some sort of mega machine then the same
principles can be applied to determine the changes
necessary (assuming that the timing requirements can
be found out)

150ns RAMs will be the standard part available
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from most suppliers but a bit of shopping around (see

Buylines) could well revealthe 100ns part at virtually
no extra cost This being so, the RAM is the first line
of attack in improving the emulator's access time and
this change alone will give PC port and EPROM port
times of 220ns and 222nsrespeclively. We are now
OK for the 8MHz PC but need to shave another 40ns
off for the 10MHz turbo PC Now going to a 70ns
RAM certainly will push the price up a lot so the
sensible approach for further improvement is to
substitute some of thee chips. It can be seen from Table

1 that changing IC3 to a 7 4F1,38 and IC9 to a7 4F32
wi)l give a PC port access time of.172.3ns and so we
are now within limits for the 10MHz PC. This change
will also reduce the EPROM port access time to
206 3ns but to achieve compatibility with the cunently
fastest available EPROMs (150ns) it would also be
necessary to change the244s on the EPROM port
and the 00 to 74F paris. It should be noted that a result
o{ substituting 74LS parts for their 74F equivalents is

that the power c,onsumption of the board will rise.

PC Access= RAI\/ Access + 138 De ay - 2:t),a, - i0 );:y
Time T me lBinary i,.r: r gh ic

(Address to ICS to Data) Se ect to [r:c : c'{

Data) OiP l] to Ll ll:o(

+ 32 Deiay + 245

(High to Propogat on

low) De ay

EPR0[/= BAMAccess + 00De]ay t2- 00Deay + 244Delay

Access Tlme Time iLow to tH gh to {Output

tCS to Daa) lCS t0 Data) Highl Low) Enable

to Lowl

+ 32 Delay - 244

i|-1igh to Propogaion

low) Delay

alEO o

ar6 u

2A PIN DIL HEAOEF

D6

D5

24 PIN OIT HEAOEF

0

o1

o2

a12o A14

A6O A€

rrd *

Fig. 2d More header connections



Fig. 4 Back panel positioning
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Fig. 3 Component overlay for 64k Emulator showing non component side track work only

In the unlikely event of someone intending to use
this card in a machine of such mind blowing
proportions that none of the substitutions mentioned
will achieve the necessary access time or if such
changes are considered not economical, all is not lost
Nearly all such machines have non-turbo modes
intended for use with software or hardware which will
work on an Af but not at high clock speeds. The
solution, clearly, is to switch to a slower clock speed
whilst loading code to the emulator.

This could be done manually from the front
panel or a key combination (usually Ctrl Alt -) but it
would be more convenient to do automatically. A
batch file should be produced which will call the
system utility to select a low clock speed, then execute
the load program and {inally execute the previously
mentioned utility, this time to put the speed back to
its normal high value. This assumes that the machine
has a speed command (or similar) - many, but not
all turbo machines do.



Software
A software package is available to allow object code
in either Intel or Motorola (5 records) format to be

downloaded to the EPROM emulator The file
containing this code is called EMU64K.EXE and it is

therefore executed by typing EMU64K at the DOS
prompt All the f unctions of this software are accessed

from a single menu (Flgure 5) ln view of the simplicity.

there is no on-line help although the software does
prompt the user at certain places. The following is a

brief description of its operation.
The bottom left hand box is a menu of available

actions, these being selected by moving the high-
lighted block using the arrow keys and then pressing

Return. The bottom right hand box shows the current
Filename, Format, Offset and Hardware Address. all

these parameters being stored at the end of a session

in order that they may be recalled when the package
is next run. Each function is now described:
Download On selecting this function the data in the

selected file is written to the EPROM emulator Any
offset specifled will be subtracted from all addresses

in the file. In the event of the file not existing. being
of the wrong format, having an invalid checksum or
having addresses lower than the offset. an appropriate
error message will be written to the screen

New Filename On selecting this function a cursor
will appear below the first character in the filename,
thereby allowing the user to edit this AII normal
editing functions are available Return terminates this
function.
Change Format On selecting this function. the file
format will toggle between lntel and Motorola

Change Offset On selecting this function a cursor
will appear below ihe first digit of the offset address

thereby aJlowing the user to edit this, Valid keys are
the hex digits 0-9, A-F and the arrow keys which move
the cursor. Return terminates this function. Use of an
offset allows a block of code assembled at a non-zero
address on the target system to be loaded into the
emulator at address 0000
Change H/W Address On selecting this function,
the address at which the software expects to find the
hardware of the emulator is changed This changes
cyclically in the sequence $80000, $90000, $D0000,
SE0000 each time this function is selected Clearly
this must be set to match the address selected by LK1
on the emulator board.
Exitto DOS Any changes of filename, format, offset
or hardware address is written to the save file and the

am then terminates.

Fig. 5
Last Month
A book reference should have been given at the end
in the second part of SBC09 lt is: Programming the
6809 by Rodnay Zaks and William Lablak (Available
from Maplin price L17 .95). And the corrected ETI
SBC09 Test program will be reprinted next month.

EASY-PC, SCHEMATIC and PCB CAD

Runs on:
PCX[/AT/386/486
CGA EGA VGA.

Design:-
Single sided,
Double sided and
Multilayer boards.

o Provides Surface
Mount support.

o Standard output in-
cludes Dot Matrix
printer, Laser
Printer Pen Plotter,
Photo-plotter and
N.C. Drill.

O Not

p6r Urrr tlL

Chr-l I lnv..Lr. Ch.nilr 2 In!..1..

Over 7000 lnstallations in 50 Countries Worldwide!

Only
898.00!

BRITISH

AWARD

Write, 'Phone or Fax lor tulldetailsi a
Number One Systems Ltd. .f
REF: ET!, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PE17 4WR, ENGUND.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (Tlines) Fax: 0480 494042 ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.

See us at CAD-CAM, Stand 2O1
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PCB FOILS
ET]

Artenne's Ltghts

O"-------'

o el-j
ffi

r!_l

grg;\

Meter Tester (Tech Ttp) (January 1991)
In the diagram, R20 should be wired in parallel
with R21 and the position marked 'l' on,*he
toggle switch SW3 should be left open.
Slide Projector Controller (September
1990)
It is suggested that lC5 should be an MC3021,
a non-zero crosslng opto-isolator to work
efficiently.

Arienne's Lights

Simple SSB Receiver

Active Loudspeaker foil
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ELECTRONICS

James Trott
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 15 words)

etre (+ VAT)
(+ VAT)

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

DnnrRrDGE
I elecrRoNtcs

PRESENT

REPORTER
Model T24
MULTI-USE
SELF OPERATING
TELEPHONE NETWORK
OUTSIDE BROADCASTUNIT

NO MAINS
UNIT D,318 HIGH ROAD, BENFLEET NO BATTERIES
ESSEX SS7 5HB PHONE: 0268 793381 NO MANUAL CONTROLS

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCMNCE LIMITED
45" ZoK Disk€tte Drives NEW ln Slock e39.00 each 428 EPROMS E2.so each

........... c3.50 oach
equip.. e5.00 each
............ !1.10 each
,,,,, ,,,,, e3.E0 gach

.. . ......5.OOeach

li;l,%fl,l
,,,',',,',,,, l4.mnoo

Gould PSI.J G3W @ 5A Limiledquanlityonly. !45.OOeach Opin dil low profila lC socksls t0.6offo. . . . . es.m/100
Single oata lead (BBC Micro lo Disk Drire).... . C2.00each DEC LShl/23 cPU cards used bulworking. .. c50.00each
Dualoablead(BBCMicrolo2Diskorives).....C4.q)each cPU cards LNerbrain) 280 cPU,3 EPHoMS & 60+
Powerlead(BBCMicrotoDiskDrive)..............82.00each mcuvT4Lslcs ..............c2.00each
Dualpmerlead(BBCMicroto2DiskDrives) e4.00each LcDgEphicsd24byilpix6lwilhdrirerchipsqam€ach
68000CPUS(lheli6lorde6golloMHzchips).C350each CircuillsstsilindsfaultsinTTLECMOSlogicc[cuiE,
8086CPUchips........................................... e2.00each inc|eads........................................-......!8.00each
Z80ACPU, CTC, PlOil 20each; DMA e200 4.50all 4 K€yboard, 100 ksF on board LcD a mrcroil e8.00each
T4LSTTL,pickandnix,buyl0ormorsfor !0.12each M6tal project bores dritt6d & painted but unused
Typ6s evailabl€ '00 '02 '04 '@'11 '12'13'15'20'21 '26 28 x 32 5 x scm c5,00 each

,132'136'138'139'145'151'153'157'158'160162'163 12{-121A& 2A,s-Gea C4.00/116.00/2C8.00/3
'164'165'174'1S1'193'240'253'257'26o'29e'363'365 VideoTap€s,E180vHS c250sach
'370 '390 '399 '5-r'0 Smok€ dot€clors, smal I srze eTOO each

)...-.....r...rr......Ef,00e9!! S tors, targe wirh e*ape tight and paus€
t).......el.20each0rt5.00/5 .............-..............................er3.0dsach
Add 50p (plus VAT) to ord e5.00. All items new uniess stated.

Add l5olo VAT to all prices Send an SAE for our latest list or for more inlo
Dept ETl, 374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1SU

SOLAR PANELS. 100mm x
60mm, 2.5V 0.2W El .30. 6 for 17.00.

6V 0 7W, 15.00. 12" x 6",
12V or 6V 1.4W, t8.00. 12" x 12",
12V 3W, e14.00. 36" x 12",1ZY
5-6W t20.00. Prices include UK
P&P Complete panels available up
to 12V 12W, POA. Orders to, Bob
Keyes GW4IED, 4 Glanmor Cres,
Newport, Gwent NP9 8AX.

CATALOGUEcI + 25pP&P
Res sror pack, a5 dilerenl E12 values + zero ohn I nk, lo(al
conlenl loooresslors .. . .. ..... ... e895
LEDs3mnr orsmm redorgreen 6peachyelloq llPeach
cabLeres 1peacha595per1000€4950Fr10p00
sreppngmolor4phasel2vTssreps0ohms 895
SAAi o2/slepprng motor dnve ch p E3 95
FMTransmillerkl qodqua tysoLnd 8860
Hrqnqualilypholoressl poxy9assboards
D'iensr.ns doubesided
3x4 n C1 07
4!8rn t24O e260
6.12,1 5,
12t12t^ Lr066

Comp!ler qrade c.pacilors w lh screw Lermroals 3€,000!l mv

sTooourlov tr s5,;ioodui 1i,,i.,,o,ooo,i,uu iilottuo
7 segmenr common anode led drsplay r 2nm a0 45
LM293lAr50lowdropoul5vreaualollo220package a085
g8250Pchanne moslel€0a5 Bc559rransisbrt3s5per100i
74L405 hex rnvedor e1000 per 100, used &46 Mrcocontro ler
E3 50
5 e,€o, wMWFV I rnenp ednpdssy wil1 r'olLnelo.e rolrrcls
& r r. rq s.a'. Bralo ne* n -ahe', canol t695. laJly,350
ctrco I elc lorabove e0 50
Hour coun(er used 7 drg L 240v ac sOHz C135
LCOdspay16dgilTx5dols dolmatrr e250
OWEFTY keyboard 5E key goodqLailysw lches new e50O
OWEFTYkeyboardwlhsenaloulpulnodala 1500
wde ranoe ol CMOS TTL 74BC 74F Lrnear Transrs(ors kils,
.apac Lors- ools elca ways n sLek Please add 95plowardsP&e

vAT nc uded

JPG ELECTRONICS
276.278 Chatsmrti Road, Cheslerli.ld S40 2BH

access/Vsa Orde.s1024612rr202 Calle6w€lcome

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 1 50 projects.
For catalogue SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

64

FM Transmln6r Klls
Also a Telephone Bug oetector Kit

F6ady buil FM transmrilert6S including tust & tucking
ThE.G Commrcl.l (ll.-rede ltek. ol.c{onot
bnnlng Adwe & d.pbm brl.@.M ord br

.tD.dlqua

97 LEIGH FD, ATHERTON, GI. MANCHESTER
Telephone Alherton (0942)8911im Mail Order 0nly

CIRCUIT drafting and technical
DTP software for PCs and Amstrad
PCWs. Circuit symbols, graphics
and typesetting all included in an
integrated package, with large
library available. Two discs and
manual e69.95 (PC) or €59.95
(PCW). Creative Technology, 0889
567160.

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range, sensitive electret
microphone, high quality PCB,
SPECIAL OFFER complete kit
ONLY C5.95, assembled and ready
to use 89.95 post free. Access/Visa
order telephone 021-411 1821.
Cheques/P.Os to: Quantek Elec-
tronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 45A
Station Road, Northtield, Birming-
ham B31 3IE. S.A.E, for details of
this and other kits.

SYSTEM DESIGNS (Toral Kirs):
Focal, KEF Constructor Ssries, etc

DBlVE UNITS FOCAL, KEF, AUdax,
Celsslion, Peerless, Seas,

Elac Metal nspeak, etc
Al nits

Active & Passive Components,
Acce Caps

Expert 
"lEi"".

Units, Networks & Components

Full details from
FAI-CON ELECTROiIICS

(Dopt. ETI)ftbor Hou3., Mulbarton,
Nodolk NFi4 8JT 10506178272
(Proprietoc: Falcon Acoustics Ltd )

Turn your surplus
transistors, lcs etc, into

cash. lmmediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

GALL (J442 66551
TO ADVERTISE

WANfED
Rece ivers, Tronsm illers, Test Equ i pme nt, Com ponents,
Coble ond Electronic. Scrop. Boxes, PCB s, Plugsond

Sockels, Co m p ule rs, Ed ge Co n ne clo rs.

TOP PBICES PAID FOR ALL TYPES OF EI.ECIROttIICS EOUIPMET{T

A. R. Sincloir, Eleclronics, Slockholderc,
2 Normons Lone, Robley Heolh, Welwyn, Herls

AL6 9lA. Teleph o ne : 0438 8,1 2,1 I 3.
Moblle:0860 2'14302. Fox:0438 8,r2 387

. Series X Mir€r Kils, up lo
1 000 inpuls,6 auxiiaries. l

"i,ii#roi'pi "i"oi.-s,"or,\ 
", ,r

drsco. Fom C9.92 'l '

a C/cllls lor: noige gales,

comprcs$rs, excilers, lape

. lmmm laders. swilches WE REPAIB

.send40plorcatatogue AUDIOEOUIPMENT

Send 40p for catalogue lo:
K. Tek, P.O. Box 172A, Surbiton,

Surrcy KT6 6HN. Tel: 081-399 3990
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S PAY!

( I lck one box only,)
b-

Electronics tr Radio, Audio
and TV Sericing tr

Basic ElecEronic
Entineering (Cit), & Guilds) tr

Radlo Amareur Licence
Exam (Clry & Guilds) tr

tlectrical Entineerint tr Car Mechanics tr
Electrical Conrracting/
lnstallarion tr

Compurer
Prcgnmming tr

(u U E over 40 'O' and 'A' level subjects tr

ilus P. Cod€
Coilesmndence Sch@1s.312311 ir i
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NATIO/VA
COLLEGE O

TECHNOLOG

500 components, E2 + 50p P&P
Capacitors, resistors, transistors,
diodes, etc. Cheques or POs
payable to K&N Stokoe,118
Finchale Road, Hebburn, Tyne and
Wear NE31 2GS.

CALL NOW
FOR MORE

DETAILS ON
ETIMAGAZINE

RING
0442 66551

KITS, plans, etc, for surveillance,
(sonic and HV), "007"
2 x 22p stamps. For list
53 Woodland Way,
, Staffs.

HEATHKIT UK spares and service
centre Cedar Electronics, Cedar
House, 12 I adway
Road, Win nham,
Glous, Tel:

CALLJAMES TROTT

FOR DETAILS ON

RATES AND SERIES

DISCOUNTS

0442 66551

PACKAGED SHORT COURSES
The National College of Technology (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics, fibres and
optoelectronics and programmable logic controllers
for study at home or at work. The advantages are

*that you may.

- commence at any time- work at your own pace

- have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
involved. BTEC certificates are available subject
to the conditions of the award. These highly popular
packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, components necessary to
provi al and practical training.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.
Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 7BU

or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext.2O2

Start training now forthe following
courses. Send for our brochure - .

without obligation or Telephone us on
0626 779398 Ret:Err/o3is1

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

_ - lntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecom nr u n ications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 gUN

OMNIELECTRONICS
stock a wide range of electronic components at

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX

Tel:031 6672611
Open: Mon-Thur 915am-6pm, Fri I'15am-spm.

Sat 930am-5pm - 1990i91 Catalogue 11 50

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87/93 Dale Str€et Tel: 051 236 0154

47 Whitechapel Tel: 051 236 5489
Liverpool 2

t'T H E E L ECT RON/CS SPEC,A L/SIS'
Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

oneotlhe largeslcomponentrelailere in the UK Fasland elf cienl,
same day personal serviceon'lN SToCK ITEI4Sl Very compelal ve

prices. NominimumordeI CallCricllewood Electrontcs now.

40cRtcKLEWoOD BRoADWAY, LONDON NWz 3ET
Tel: 081.450 0995,452 0161

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRONICS
42 ELMGROVE * SOUTHSEA T HANTS

Telephone (0705) 81 5584
Barclaycard Access

COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
E LECT RO N IC S C O M PO N EN T SP EC I ALI STS

627ROMFOBDRD,
MANORPARK

LONDON E12 sAD
Tel:081-553 1174

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thuts 10-1pm
We stock alarge range ofTV & Vidco spares

ETI MARCH I99I ffib



Exhibition
by the Nofthern Amateur Radio Societies Association at the

NORBRECK CASTLE HOTEL
EXHIBITION CENTRE,

QUEENS PROMENADE, NORTH SHORE,. BLACKPOOL

on Sunday, March 17th, 1991
Doors open at 11 a.m.

. Over 100 trade stands
' Club stands ..: r. Bring & Buy stand
' Amateur Computer stands
' RSGB stand and book stall
' Construction competition
' Organised by over 50 clubs- Facilities lor the disabled
' Find out what the new NOVICE

LICENCE is all about!
' F ree car parki ng (plus tree bus

service lrom extra car park)
* Overnight accommodation at

reduced rates (contact hotel
directly)

RADIO TALK.IN ON 522
Admission ll (OAP's 50p, under 14's free)

by exhibilion plan

Exhibition Manager:
Peter Denton, G6CCF, 051-630-5790)

\f ext month we really do start the series on LASERs giving
I I both a theoretical and practical insight into this developing
technology. The first feature looks at how they work and where
they find an everyday use. Ray Marston, the celebrated circuits
man starts a new mini circuit file series and Back to Basics looks
at DC resistive networks.

Having finalised the design of our electronic voltmeter in
this issue, we take to the work bench to put it together in April.

Also on the project front, if you are interested in measuring
anything that moves or rotates and that could be in the highly
mechanical confines or a car engine, then the ETI Thchometer
could be just the instrument you are looking for. Alternatively
instead of constructing the passive Direct Injection Box within
these pages, you might wantto knock-up the active version next
month. And finally we present a practical design in EPROM
Erasers where you can wipe out the chip and not your eyesight.

All this valuable information can be obtained in the April
issue from your newsagent on March 1st.

fhe abova afticles are in preparation but chcumstances may yevent publication

f he February edition featured an Antitheft alarm to protect
I electrical goods, the third part of the Remote controlled

timer, the electrical house manager and a twin-driver speaker
kit construction.

On the features side we presented articles on extracting
energy from waste, a basic course in electricity, the first on the
American idea for HDTV and the second part of the micro-
controller dealing with firmware development.

A limited number of back copies are available from Select
subscriptions.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
BK ELECTRoNTCS tFC J&N 8U11.,...........,.,............,..,..,.,...... 41

BLUE ROSE ELECTRONICS..... ,,,,,,,,,,24 LAB CENTER ELESI'RONICS. ,.,.,..,... 37
BBIAN PBICE ELECIRONICS. .,..,. ...55 MAPLIN ELECTRONICS ,.,.,.. ......... OBC
CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY , ,.,........... 40 NOBTHEBN AMATEUR RADIO..... ..... 66
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS..,.,.... 46 NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS..........,........ 61
DTSPLAY ELECT'RoNtCS... ,.,............, 25 0MNt E1E9r80NtCS...,....,.................. I
ELECTRo pAffiS.. 55 RACM PRoDUCIS...........,.....,............ 8
ELECTRo VALUE,. 46 REED ELECT'RoN|CS..,.,...,,..,.........,.,40
FOTO MECHANIX. . 66 SPECIALIST SEMICONDUCTORS.. 34,35
GREENBANK ELECIRONICS..,.,........ 55 STEWARTS OF READING.......,.......,... 55
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HrGH 0 ELECTH0NtCS.......... ,.,.....,...,,8 WtLMSLoW AU0t0.....,.,.,. ,.......,..,..,.. 48
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BoorOVtoker I is o powerfulsoflwore tool
which provides o convenient ond professionol
method of drowing your schemotics ond
designing your printed circuit boords, in one
remorkobly eosy to use pockoge Engineers
worldwide hove discovered thot it prov des on
unporolleled price performonce odvontoge
cver other PC- bosed systems

BoordMoker 1 is exceptionoly ecs'i -c -se - its
sensible user interfoce o lows yc- -3 -se -he

cursor keys, mouse or di'ec' - 
=. a - :'=

commonds to stort des g' - : : r l: :'
schemotic within obout 'o ' 3^ ^.,' 3'
opening the box

Hordwore:
lBMrPC, XT. AT or
MSDOS 3.x,
640K bytes system rne-c-,
HGA;CGA, MCGA, !G; :' . 3l
Mlcrosoft or compo* b e -: -.=

lntegroted PCB onc sc-=-:-:
Siiocking loyers.2 s { >c'e:- l
Mciximum boord c' s.^=- l- :
lnahes.
2000componer-s .:' :, : -- :, -.a : con be
moved, roto]'ec '=a=.-=.:^: - --a'ec
,Userdef nobles'-a: r^: -.-i-^-t 3'c1/foci ities
including o s!-:3 : :-. :: -:'
Grophico a':-. :':..:= -r: -

Desigr r-,e:-::- -: -: - l-=:., -^e

cleoronces a=- .::- -=-: :^ --=:cc'C
Reo -t rne l-.3 : :: . - .- -- : : I ^g :rccks you

-,, ^f 
iha

deslgn '- 33 '=-
I Ploceme.- g': - Se::':-= . :3 

= 
3^c snop grid -

7 niocomcr: ^- -: - -^= ':':= 2 --O.] tO C,I inCh,/ Yvevr J ! "-

I Auto vio - vios c.a 3--r-r-:: . : cced when
you switch oye's - .. =- 

: I ': ::^ oe osigned by

I 3locks - groups cj -'34.. : ltr: :. -oc;s ond text
:cn be block mor p- 3-:: -: ^; -=ceo'f, move,
'3-3+e o'td rrirrortng : : - - :-:= 3:- ^eci'v ty
aca ce mointoineci if 'etr- -:l

I S'.j j -full surfoce ffiou^- lt-31-=^-s cnd
.oo,i 't'ies ore cctereo ic' ^: -c ^: --e'.;se of the
3cn^le SMD librory syrbc > : - a 3-- . ces of the
coord,

I Crcles - Arcs ond c'c es -: -: -^= -cx''rum
boord size con be drc',v- -^=:e ao: oe used to
generote rounded t'oc< ::-^='-r

I Ground plone suppor - c-33-: 3= c3oper con be
filled to provide o groJr. c.^e c'rorge copper

. .q,req, This will outomoi.co . 'c,,,, c'cund ony
r existing irocks ond pods :cs3ec:'rg deslgn rules,

Output drivers :

I ,Doi motrix,printer,
I ConipensGted loser printe:,
I Postscript output.
I Penplofiei driver (HPGL or Dlv'lPL),
I ,,Phoioplot (Gerber) output
I NC (ASCll Excellon) dril outpui,

'=1

Produce cleor, professionol schemotics for
inclusion in your technicol documentotion,

Despite its quolity ond performonce,
BoordMoker I only costs 995.00 +
05.00pp + VAT Combine this with the
100% buy bock discount if you upgrode

to BoordMoker 2 or BoordRouter ond your investment
in Tsien products is ossured.

Don't toke ow word for it. Collus todoy for o
FREE demonstrction disk ond iudge for
Yourself"

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge C83 ODJ
fel 0223 277777
Fax0223 277747

All trode morks ocknowledged
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...set your sights 0n a better sound !

xperience a new sensation. An experience that

opens up a whole new spectrum of sound.

Put yourself on stage at the Albe( Hall, surrounded by a great

orchestra lmagine the sound you will hear, every nuance, every note;

or travel up the Nile with an intrepid explorer, a journey not only Iul ol
breathtaking beauty and colour, but rich in the sounds of another
conli nent; or capture the h idden gasps ol 1 00,000 hardened fans at

Wembly lor the F,A, Cup Final, when the ball skims the crossbar with

the last kick of the match; fol low wlth your ears as wel I as your eyes,

dodging the bu I lets, as your lavourite hero battles out of yet another
tighl corner, it's just like being in a cinemal

Nicam hi{i stereo wi I I tu r:n your I ivi ng-room i nto a I iving room of

soundl You don't settle for second best with television picture quality,

why settle for second best in television sound quality? Nlcam sound is

the new high quality d gital stereo sound system, pioneered by BBC,

ITV and TV/video manufacturers, ln fact so good is Nlcam it is
comparable to the superb sound reproduction of the compact disc,
when playedthrough yourexisting hiJi arrangement lf yourtelevision
hasn't got a built-in Nicam decoder, you wi I need the Mapl in Nicam
Tu ner System. U ltimately almost all of you r favourite prog rammes will
bebroadcastin superb hi-fi qualltystereo-sound WithoutaMaplin
N icam Tuner you won't be able to capture every sound to Its ful l,

Nicam hiJi stereo Catch your breath, 0pen y0ur eyes, and pin

back your earsl lt's what your hiJi system was made for , lt's what
your ears are made forl
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GREDIT GAMM P{ YLXWffi
0702 5541 61
For a friendly welcome and the very best of seruice why not visit our

hton, Bristol, Leeds, London (Edgware and
er, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Nottingham,
d Southend-on-Sea.
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Digital stereo sound companionforyoutTV set.

III
DIGITAL STEREO TV
SOUND FROM YOUR HI-FI
The complete kit contains all the components

requtred to build lhe unit. Howeveryou will also

need: a power supply, 1 2V al 600m4 regulated

e g YZ21Xate8 95; am-aYadaptore.g
FS23A at t1 20; a co-a leadto connectto your

Worvideo;BW36P2mlongate1 28, JW39N5m
bngatel 98, or JW40T l0mlongate2 95;a
phonolead toconnecttoyourhi-fi e g RW50E at

98p or a SCARTi Peritel lead JW36P at e4 95 An

inha{ed remote control kit isalso available

LP20W atf29 95

complere kit LPl 9vonry e1 39.95 incl. vAT + el
mall{rder handlingchsrge.


